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ABSTRACT
This dissertation reveals characteristics of the colonial educational
experience of Koreans and the evaluation of colonial education in Korean society.
For this purpose, this thesis analyzes the memories and expressions of the colonial
educational experiences in memoirs by comparing cases from Malaysia and Korea.
This dissertation adopts a life history method which is also part of a wide range of
biographical methods that also includes reminiscence and autobiography.
In the case of Korea, the social memory and evaluation of Japanese
imperialist education methods and its educational experience are generally negative.
The root cause of the negative evaluation is the Japanese assimilation policy and
Korean education prohibition policy during the colonial period. However, the
memoirs of Koreans who have been educated during the Japanese occupation differ
from general social memories. Most of the people who left memoirs have or had high
social positions and influence in the post-colonial era. This shows that the colonial
period education has benefited those who attained high social status. Nonetheless, it
is noteworthy that they have different memories and evaluations of their educational
experiences without being displeased with the negative social memory of colonial
times.
According to the literature survey, the experiences of Korean elites who have
been educated in Japan during the period of time have their own characteristics.
Therefore, this paper categorized the memoir writers into two groups. The
educational background of Group One was elementary, middle and higher educated
before the Pacific War, ie before the 1940s. Because the characters of Group One
were trained from the early days of the Japanese colonial period until the Pacific War
(1910-1940), they experienced both the pragmatic and realistic policy of Governorgeneral Terauchi in 1910s and the cultural policy reforms of the Governor-general
Saito in 1920s.

i

According to these various education policies, the perception of the memorial
figures about the colonial education is very different according to the Japanese
educational policy.
On the other hand, the educational background of Group Two defined
educational experience of the people that experienced mainly the imperialist
education deepened in the 1940s because they were educated from the time of
Manchurian Incident to until the Pacific War and before and after liberation. In the
1940s, the Japanese Empire came to the abolition of the Hangul with the introduction
of the Naisen Ittai 內鮮一體” (Japanese and Korea are one nation) and “Nissen dosoron 日鮮同祖論” (Japanese and Koreans had a common ancestry). Thus, the
experience of Group One and the experience of Group Two are very different.
A study on the perception of Malaysia's colonial education was also done in a similar
way to Korea. As in Korea, relatively few people left memoirs, but most of them had
high social status and influence. Therefore, the memoirs analyzed in Malaysia and
Singapore were of those educated under the British colonial rule of the Malaya.
Because Singapore was a state in Malaysia, also analyzed were the memoirs of
Singaporeans
In Malaysia, the experience of the Malaysian and Singaporean elite educated
during the imperialist era has its own characteristics. In order to summarize the
characteristics of these elites, the persons who wrote the memoirs studied in this paper
are classified into two groups. The educational background of Group One is of those
who were educated under the Plural School System from the beginning of the British
colonies to the Japanese colonies (1786-1942). The multi-school education system
has two or more school systems in parallel, but separate from each other. In other
words, there were different regulations in terms of language, media, subsidies and
facilities for schools, and opportunities for higher education and inequalities in
employment existed.

ii

On the other hand, the educational background of the Group Two members
can be seen in a time when the British educational policy changed as the life of the
people of Malaya changed dramatically in political, economic and social terms after
the Japanese colonization. Thus, the educational experiences of Group One and
Group Two have distinct characteristics.
In conclusion, the perception of colonial education in the Korean and
Malaysian colonies is very different. The diplomatic relations between Korea and
Japan will continue to change according to the individual discourse on social
discourse and history of colonialism. Despite the anti-Japanese sentiments, it has
maintained favorable diplomatic relations with the people who were influential in the
past. In contrast, Malaysian and British relations can become more or less a single
discourse as full members of the National Federation of the two countries. As a result
of the comparative analysis between Malaysia and Korea, the perception of the
individual and society regarding colonial education is different.
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A NOTE ON ROMANIZATION
In Romanizing Korean and Japanese, I have used, respectively, the McCuneReischauer and Hepburn systems. Exceptions apply for familiar names and places,
such as Kim Dae Jung, minjok malsal, sŏdang, yangban and etc.
For Korean Romanization, this thesis uses the Korean Romanization
Converter developed by AI LAB in Pusan National University and NARA INFO
TECH Co., Ltd jointly, getting consultation from Prof. Lee, Sang Oak in Seoul
National University.
In ordering the elements of a Korean person’s name, this system adopts the
Korean sequence that is opposite of the Western sequence: the family name first,
followed by the given name. syllables in a Korean person’s given name may be
separated by a space or connected with or without a hyphen, depending on the
person’s preference: for example, Kim Dae-jung. As for non-Korean names in
English, this dissertation follows the standard practice in the respective countries: For
example, Malaysian, Singaporean and Japanese:
To the extent possible, information on proper nouns such as persons’ or
companies’ names was collected through literature and internet search.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
1. Background and Context
Generally, Korea’s and Malaysia’s colonial experiences are socially,
politically and geographically different due to the dissimilar regulations imposed by
their respective colonial masters. From the background of colonization to societal
makeup, these significantly vary in different colonial powers. However, the process
of decolonization from the early twentieth century indicates that social memory of
the colonial period is powerful in understanding the historical consciousness and
collective memory that are still influential today in different communities,
particularly the colonial memory that are embedded across many countries. For
instance, nationalism remains a powerful force in Northeast Asia. Anti-Japanese
sentiment is still an important part of Korean and Chinese political consciousness
where some contemporary states have deliberated on the pros and cons of imperialism.
Unlike conquered countries in the former Japanese Empire, 53 nations from
the British Empire have willingly joined the Commonwealth of Nations, unified
through common values, human rights, and rule of law. Yet the legacy of colonial
experience lives on in various facets of life today, socially constructed through
discourses - colonial literature, colonialist literature and postcolonial literature.
Memories of colonial presence in a country vary depending on the governing power.
As a by-product of settlement, the colonizing nation usually imposes its own form of
schooling within its colonies. The Japanese leadership system was imposed in Korea
from 1910 to 1945 during the Japanese administration; and Britain’s shift in its
educational policy have impacted Korea’s education system as a by-product of
colonialism. It was further observed that the colonial experience and memory of its
education absolutely varied from one colonial power to the next.

1

Drawing insight from the concept of “individual memory” and “collective
memory” 1 , theorist Maurice Halbwachs contended that people selectively decide
what they choose to remember. This is influenced by what their social circles and
kinsmen choose to remember.2 Hence, memories of colonial presence may vary from
country to country, one society to another and one colonial power to another. Korea
and Malaysia were granted independence from Japan and Britain between the 1940s
and 1950s respectively. Korea became independent in 1945, a decade earlier than
Malaysia. These two countries were part of a universal evolution where many
colonies finally gained independence after the early 1900s, making the twentieth
century a very important period in the history of the world.
From the fifteenth to the nineteenth century, European colonial expansion
saw powers such as Britain establishing colonies in Asia and Africa. When World
War II ended, many countries in Asia and Africa witnessed decolonization that
affected the alteration of society, the rise of nationalism and a fight for independence.
Global dynamics such as the import of Western products, were also influential in the
process of “decolonization”. Thus, Westernization or Occidentalism (meaning of the
Western world) emerged as societies adopted the Western culture.3
In East Asia, Japan colonized Korea and Taiwan. The Japanese occupation
of Korea began in 1910 and ended at the end of World War II in 1945. Japan aimed
to create a regional economic structure to mobilize its colonies’ wealth and resources
to support war efforts. By pursuing a colonial policy comparable to those of European
powers, it seemed that Japan was training its colonial citizens as laborers. Hideo
Kobayashi concluded that during the 1930s and 1940s, Japanese planners and
officials had drafted plans to develop and integrate other East Asian economies with

For a detailed discussion on “Individual Memory” and “Collective Memory”, refer to
Maurice Halbwachs translated from the French by Francis J. Ditter, Jr. and Vida Yazdi Ditter.
2
P. Lim Pui Huen, James H. Morrison, Kwa Chong Guan. Oral History in Southeast Asia:
Theory and Method. Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies. 22
3
According to Shin, early twentieth-century Western accounts of Korea either accepted the
social Darwinian judgments manifested in the fall of traditional Korea in the face of superior
Japanese or Western political and social evolution, or championed the right of the assumed
Korean nation to exist. Gi-Wook shin and Michael Robinson. 1999. “Colonial modernity in
Korea”. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Asia Center.
1

2

Japan’s metropolitan economy, government agencies, semi-government corporations
and private firms’ invested capital to finance development in Taiwan, Korea,
Manchuria and north China.4
Indirectly, wartime initiatives were in place to influence the postwar
economic development of East Asian countries. The Japanese administration in
Korea had from 1910 to 1945 enforced widespread changes, including different
leadership systems. Japan’s interest in labor for industrial development led to the
establishment of the Imperial University in Korea (Keijo Imperial University) and
Taiwan (Taihoku University); to impose their imperial education on the locals. Over
the course of history, Malaysia was occupied by four foreign powers - the Portuguese,
Dutch, British and Japanese.
The colonization of Malaya, as it was known prior to 1963, began in 1511
began when Malacca’s wealth attracted the attention as a strategic hub to facilitate
trade between the West and East. The British had a strong intent to colonize Malaya
and capitalize on the spice trade and the industrial revolution which took place in
Europe between the eighteenth and nineteenth century.
Malacca fell to the Portuguese on 24 August 1511. The occupation lasted for
130 years, finally ending on 14 January 1641 when it was then occupied by the Dutch.
It was handed over to British forces when they arrived on 17 March 1824 right after
the 1824 Anglo-Dutch Treaty was signed. In the years before the Second World War,
the British colonial authority had exerted some effort to ‘rationalize’ the government
of the Malayan peninsula.
However, administration was still divided between the three Straits
Settlements of Singapore, Penang and Malacca, which were jointly governed as direct
colonies of Britain; the Federated Malay States, comprising four Malay sultanates
that had entered into separate protectorate agreements with Britain, but now worked

Hideo Kobayashi “The Japanese wartime empire, 1931-1945/edited by Peter Duss, Ramon
H. Myers, and Mark R. Peattie; contributors Wan-yao Chou. Princeton University Press, 1996.
4

3

within a federated government structure; and five Unfederated Malay States that
maintained their exclusive bilateral relationship with Britain.5

2. Purpose of Research
Although more than six decades have passed since Japanese colonial ended
in Korea since 1945, researchers are still expounding on the objective and
dispassionate evaluation of what truly happened to the Korean peninsula and its
people during the 35 years of Japanese rule. In postcolonial Korean society, antiJapanese sentiment is well-known but not really understood when comprehended
with dualism and colonialism (colonial duality). In the Korean context, it relates to
Yun Haedong’s Singminji ui hoesaek jidae 6 emphasizing the dichotomy co-existing
between independence and pro-Japanese sentiment during the colonial period.
The process of decolonization in the early twentieth century and
understanding of Korea’s colonialism were shaped by postcolonial history education,
which inculcate Japanese colonial policy aimed at completely destroying Korean
identity and culture (minjok malsal 민족말살). As a result, the colonial legacy is
influenced by Japanese assimilation policies which are overall negatively perceived
by Koreans. It continues based on historical and nationalist animosities linked to
Imperial Japanese military aggression.
Due to the negative social perception of colonialism in Korea, the
polarization trends of the colonial modernization theory (Rhee Young-Hoon) and the
colonial exploitation theory (Shin Yong-Ha) have never been resolved. This is
exacerbated by the issue of the sexual exploitation of Korean women as comfort
women by the Japanese military, just one of several contemporary problems that have
escalated between Korea and Japan.
5

Christie, Clive J. 1996. A Modern History of Southeast Asia: decolonization, nationalism
and separatism. London” Tauris Academic Studies.
6
Yun Haedong. “Singminji ŭi ‘hoesaek chidae: Han-kuk ŭi kŭn-tae-sŏng kwa sik-min-chu-ŭi
pi-p'an” [The Gray Area in the Colony’: Criticism of Modernity and Colonialism in Korea],
Yŏksa Pip’yŏngsa, (2003). 318.
4

Till today, the two countries are unable to reach a mutually acceptable
agreement on the comfort women issue and perception of the colonial period, causing
more strain on Korea-Japan relations. Observation of other colonized nations indicate
the same power issue. While context is different, the intention of the “colonizer” is
identical. For instance, colonial education is deemed as a by-product of colonization
as well as a ‘colonial tool’ to forge realities, reshape history and alter the memory of
the colonized nation. In contrast, the Japanese occupation of Taiwan, then known as
Formosa for 50 years from 1895 to 1945, did not cause any lingering hatred towards
Japan while Malaysians socially perceive positively of the British colonial period.7
The question is why these differences occur and whether the perceived
colonial legacy at social levels appear the same in individual perceptions? What do
memory and autobiographical writings reveal about the individual experience of
education during the Japanese colonial period? Compared to Korea, what do
Malaysian and Singaporean autobiographies reveal about the individual experience
of education during British colonial period?
As a cross-analysis, this dissertation argues that assessing inter-cultural life
writing such as memoirs may provide important insights for the study of people’s
recollections of colonial experiences, particularly, drawing insights from the issue of
education in relation to the colonial period, especially in memoirs.
According to (Halbwachs 1992) “what I remember is less important than how
and why I remember. We make our memories, but in turn, our memories make us.”
Within the framework of the centrality of the social memory, the Japanese colonial
legacy is negatively perceived by Koreans overall as a result of Korean nationalism,
which is a prominent factor in modern nation-building. Social memory ensures the

7

Individuals chose to identify themselves as British for cultural and political reasons. In
multiple settings in Malaya before 1940, Malays, Tamils, and Chinese who learned the
language, rhetoric, and style of Britishness in the schools, churches, clubs, and public
ceremonies of the peninsula regularly represented themselves as British. After the
Independence in 1957(Malaya), the new state maintained strong British ties through
membership in the Commonwealth, the economic dominance of British-owned businesses,
the use of English as a second language, and the personal networks of leading political figures.
See Lynn Hollen Lees, “Being British in Malaya, 1890-1940” Journal of British Studies.
Vol.48, no.1 (Jan 2009): 76-101.
5

continuance and transmission of that society. Inevitably, social discourse on the
imperialist era of Japan is negative in general as part of the social memory.
However, over time, memories can be distorted. In studying the phenomenon
in-depth, individual memory would be appropriate to be the subject of study
compared to social memory. Individual life histories are used for analysis,
particularly noteworthy in the memoirs regarding the colonial period and the part
played by education. The role of education is a vital component in the life history, as
it reveals the personal experience. Furthermore, memoirs reveal the author’s
perception through his or her experiences during the colonial period. Conversely, this
paper aims to clarify whether individual perceptions appear to be the same as social
perception of colonialism in the context of Korea.

3. Literature Review
It is generally, if not universally, agreed that colonialism is a form of
domination. A definition by Ronald J. Horvath portrays colonialism as a form of
domination or control by individuals or groups over the territory and/or behavior of
other individuals or groups.
Colonialism is also perceived as a form of exploitation where emphasis on
economic variables and culture-change process mean the points of departure need not
conflict. A scholar identified the idea of domination that is closely related to the
concept of power (Horvath 1972) where he argues that the changing morality of
colonialism contributes to our lack of understanding. For instance, people feel
strongly about colonialism, construing it as either a dirty business engaged by evil
people or a praiseworthy endeavor undertaken by fine gentlemen for the noble
purpose of saving the wretched, the savage, the unfortunate.8
From the perspective of colonialism, a carefully defined terminology is
critical in order to offer philosophical comparison between the colonial powers of

8

Horvath, Ronald J. 1972. A Definition of Colonialism. Current Anthropology.Vol.13(1),
pp.45-57
6

Japan and Britain. This study endeavors to fill a gap in historical consciousness
literature by assessing potential sources of discrepancies between social and
individual perceptions of colonial legacy, particularly noteworthy in memoirs
regarding the colonial period and the part played by education. To justify the
reasoning, existing literature are segregated into four study clusters: 1) scholarship
on colonialism and postcolonialism as theoretical literature that is relevant to
concepts and theoretical frameworks; 2) colonial historical narratives as topical
literature relevant to the subject matter of the research; 3) memoir-based research on
colonial era education as methodological literature relevant to strategies of data
collection and analysis; and 4) memory and legacy that are relevant to importance of
memory as well as discussion of colonial education experience, which reveals
individual experience as part of life history, with a comparative study between Korea
and Malaysia.
Contextualizing Korea, definitions and processes relating to colonialism,
imperialism and various cultural responses by the indigenous population have been
discussed. In the Korean high school history textbook ‘pisanggyoyuk Kodŭnghakkyo
han'guksa (비상교육 고등학교 한국사), the Japanese colonialism is interpreted as
Japanese annexation of Korea (il-che-ui-han-kuk pyong-hap). The term is further
deliberated as follows:
‘병탄’은 강한 나라가 약한 나라를 침략하는 의미이고, ‘합방’은 두
나라가 대등한 자격으로 합동∙연합한다는 의미이다. 일본 정부는 한국 영토를
일본 영토의 일부로 삼는다는 의미를 포함하지만 ‘병탄’보다 침략적 의미가
약한 ‘병합’이라는 말을 만들어 냈다. 그러나 일제의 한국 ‘병합’은 사실상
‘병탄’이었다.9

9

See the High School Korean History book, Do Myeon-hui, Lee Jong-seo, Lee Geon-hong,
Kim Hyang-mi, Kim Dong-rin, Jo Han-jun, Choe Tae-seong, and Lee Hui-myeong. 2013.
˹Kodŭnghakkyo han'guksa˺, Seoul: pisanggyoyuk. 236.
7

‘Pyŏng-t'an '(병탄) means that a strong country invades a weak country, and
‘hap-pang’(합방) means that two countries are united and joined together in equal
status. The Japanese government has created the term ‘merge’, which means to
include Korean territory as part of Japanese territory, but with a less invasive meaning
than ‘pyŏng-t'an’ which means absorption or swallow up. However, the ‘Japanese
annexation of Korea (il-che-ui-han-kuk pyong-hap)’ was actually an absorption or to
swallow up.

Scholarship on colonialism and postcolonialism
A discourse on colonialism and postcolonialism have uncovered that many
studies universally agree that colonialism is a form of domination or control by
individual or groups over the territory and behavior of other individuals or groups. 10
According to Ronald J. Horvath, the important difference between colonialism and
imperialism appears to be the presence or absence of significant numbers of
permanent settlers in the colony from the colonizing power. In the context of Korea,
Japan acts as a “donor” culture and the colonized people constituted a “host” culture,
with a vast amount of cultural transfer going, from donor to host.11
This concept is particularly significant to provide a comparison in the
colonial policies and systems implemented by the colonial powers that lead to the
kind of attitudes of the colonized towards the colonizer and education during a period
of colonialism. For instance, the Japanese colonization involved a significant number
of settlers migrating permanently to the colony (Korea) from colonizing power

10

Ibid.,237
For further discussion on the definition of Colonialism, see the matrix generates six logical
types of colonialism and imperialism that were produced by two major variables, which are
settlers or no settlers and the relationships between the dominant people and the dominated.
Type 2 and Type 6 could provide deeper insight into similarities and differences between
Japanese and British colonization as well as the relationships between dominant and the
dominated. See Horvath, Ronald J. 1972. A Definition of Colonialism. Current
Anthropology.Vol.13(1), pp.45-57
11

8

(Japan). The Japanese immigration therefore directly competes with the native
population within the Korean scenario.
Based on a purview of British imperialism with neither extermination nor
assimilation, this type of colonization is by far the most frequent kind of imperialism
because when no permanent settlers are involved, assimilation and extermination are
less likely to occur. Considerable examples exist in most of Europe-dominated Africa
and Asia. According to scholars, the Japanese Imperial directive seemed to indicate
that the Japanese imperial government desired to induce 5,000,000 Japanese to settle
in Korea. 12 Hence, in this framework of Japanese colonization, the Japanese
immigration is seen to directly to compete with the Korean native population in many
aspects particularly in education. For instance, Koreans and Japanese were schooled
in separate systems which gave Koreans relatively limited education opportunities.
Different names were given to Korean and Japanese schools during the colonial
period.
Despite numerous literature reviews on the topic of colonialism, the
importance of what education means to humans in a period of colonialism has rarely
become an object of academic inquiry. Altbach and Kelly elaborate on the schooling
system in colonies (Altbach and Kelly 1986) which reflect the power and the
educational needs of colonizers “to assist in consolidation of foreign rule”. 13
According to the scholars, education and colonialism are characterized by similarities
and differences between education under traditional, internal and neocolonialism.
However, the scholar did not deal with the form of colonialism or motivations
underlying the colonial enterprise. This will be discussed in the following chapter
with a comparison between Korea and Malaysia in the context of colonialism. In this
ambit, a comprehensive understanding of the effects of colonization is covered, where
Albert Memmi defines the colonizer as a person who imposes his culture and way of
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life including administration, education, and the socioeconomic system by disregard
to the latter’s culture that extended to a significance of eventual variations in the
underlying relationships between colonizers and colonized.
Postcolonialism is an elusive and contested term that refers to the
multifaceted project of examining the complex and unequal relationships between the
Imperial powers and their non-European subjects before and after formal political
independence. Post-colonialists have asserted that the colonizers have created new
social forms that promote their own imperial interests, by defining, naming, mapping,
categorizing and dividing places, people, cultures and languages. In fresh and
extremely innovative literature, post-colonial authors now challenge these definitions,
terms and classifications.
Yi Gwangsu and Yeom Sang-seop are the prominent scholars who have
analyzed the written ‘text’ in this case. Edward Said’s contribution to postcolonial
studies is well-recognized in academia, where the word ‘Orientalism’ has become
part of academic parlance and is iconized as a key concept in postcolonial theory.
‘Orientalism’ was described as a structured set of concepts, assumptions, and
discursive practices that were used to produce, interpret, and evaluate knowledge
about non-European peoples.14
In historical narratives, the modernity of colonialism and the exploitation of
colonialism are the most controversial issues relating to colonial legacy in Korea
amongst scholars from different fields and perspectives. In Korea, there have been
numerous efforts to make the Japanese colonial period a subject of study in the history
of colonial experience. The Korean historian Kang Man-gil explained, in the case of
Korea, that there are very few researchers who have made in- depth studies of the
Japanese colonial era. It was not that there were no such researchers at all during the
period, but they rarely survived the independence movement, the North-South war or
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Postcolonial historians focus on conceptualizing history as a process in which successive
generations have written their lived experiences, rather than as a chronological, purposeful
narrative that progresses from primitive ti advanced stages. For a fuller discussion see Boyd,
K. (1999). Encyclopedia of historians and historical writing / editor, Kelly Boyd. London;
Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn.
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other mishaps, so they were not able to enter academia in the course of the division
of the Korean peninsula.15
Therefore, the modernization of Joseon Dynasty in the 20th century was prone
to a new perception of Korean history. For instance, the Western methodology of
modern history such as historical descriptions and attitudes toward history had begun
to be adopted to look at the national resistance and colonial reality with a new
perspective. Although history students who had been educated under Japanese
colonial rule were being nurtured, modern historians focused on the national realities
and the historical studies that embody a strong flow of national spirit. The
representatives of this group of historians are Pak Ŭnsik (朴殷植), Kim Kyu-sik
(金奎植), Sin Ch'aeho (申采浩) followed by the modern historians who include
Chŏng Inpo (鄭寅普), An Chaehong (安在鴻), Mun Ip'yŏng (文一平) and others.16
It is observed that Korea’s colonial legacy is socially controversial in every
aspect. The modernity of colonialism and the exploitation of colonialism are the most
controversial issues often debated amongst scholars from different fields and
perspectives. Two economic historians, An Gyeong-sik (안경식) and Lee Younghoon (이영훈), support the colonial modernization theories from the perspective of
economists. These promote the thinking of colonial modernization theory and
development theory to pursue that the colonial policy implemented by Japanese
Imperialism between 1910 and 1945 had led to the modernization and development
of Korea. In contrast, the sociologist, Shin Yong-Ha is against colonial modernity
because the colonial modernization theory in Korea is seen as a claim that the
Japanese colonial rule, particularly the argument that the Japanese empire in the
Showa era had consequently contributed to the industrialization and modernization
of Korea.
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This claim asserts that Japan's merger with Joseon had fueled the
industrialization and modernization of Korea as a result of the incompetence of King
Gojong and the Empress Myeongseong. Shin retorted, the ‘Japanese colonial
modernization theory’ is not a historical ‘truth’ and it is merely a falsehood from
Imperial Japan’s publicity during the colonial period. This falsehood is being
exported to Korea, with some Korean researchers supporting it. This is a serious
problem that cannot be overlooked.17
Shin Gi-Wook and Michael Robinson discussed the complex relations
between colonialism, modernity, and nationalism. 18 The authors claim that the
nationalist paradigm of Japanese repression and exploitation versus Korean resistance
has dominated the study of Korea’s colonial period, which was focused on the
complex relations between colonialism, modernity and nationalism.
In addition, Carter Eckert discussed the origins and early development of
Korean capitalism. He states that Korea’s first great industrialization, begun modestly
towards the end of World War I, expanded rapidly and dramatically in the 1930s after
the Japanese seizure of Manchuria and the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War, only
to be abruptly truncated by Japan’s defeat in World War II. 19 He argues that despite
some notable trends towards commercialization in Korea before 1876, Korea did not
have a large-scale market for its goods. In Korea under Japanese rule, the Korean
landlords were provided a market for their rice. In one of his attributions, the growth
of Kyongbang was partially due to Japanese colonial rule. The colonial
transformation was profound multifaceted and was the aspect of social change.
Colonial industrialization altered not only the physical appearance of the peninsula,

Sin Yongha. Il-che sik-min-chi-chŏng-ch'aek-kwa sik-min-chi kŭn-tae-hwa-lon pi-p'an
[Japanese colonial policy and criticism of colonial modernization] (Seoul:
Munhakkwajisŏngsa.) 55
18
For a discussion on the colonial modernity in Korea, refer to Shin Gi-Wook and Michael
Robinson, 2004.
19
“The incompleteness of the pre-1945 industrialization effort, together with its inescapable
taint of colonialism, have led many scholars to underestimate the importance of the colonial
era in shaping the South Korean political economy that we know today.” For a detailed
discussion of colonial industrialization, refer to Eckert (1996) ‘Offspring of Empire: The
Koch’ang and Kims and the Colonial Origins of Korean Capitalism, 1876-1945 that explores,
at human level, the origins and early development of Korean capitalism.
17
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but the social landscape as well. One of these is the emergence between 1919 and
1945 of a new urban intelligentsia, a small core of white-collar managers and
technicians and a modern labor force.

Scholarship on Colonial historical narratives: Colonial Era Education
According to Lee Man-gyu, modern education is expressed as new education
in the context of Korea, while new education in the late Joseon Dynasty and prior to
the Japanese colonial is divided into inception (early period), enlightenment and
awakening periods of new education. He contended that the movement pertaining to
the establishment of modern education was possible and were developed by Koreans
during the period.20
Han Kiŏn shared his assessment of the 1880s and suggested that the particular
period following the opening of trade with the world’s powers was significant for the
establishment of modern schools. He stressed that the development of modern schools
between the precolonial and Japanese colonial periods must be distinguished with a
summary of the characteristics of the preparatory stage of modern schools in Korea
and Korea's perception of modern pre-colonial education and how it was perceived
by Koreans in the colonial period. In addition, the above scholars’ works on the
development of modern education of Korea and the Japanese colonial education
system are the main references that apply in the following chapter of this dissertation.
21
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At a time when research on Korean history and various studies on ethnic culture have been
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Russel A. Vancate (1987)22 who delved into the impact of Japanese colonial
education in Korea focused on affected attitudes and behavior of Koreans towards the
Japanese colonial domination of Korea. The study was conducted using oral history
which was possible with the historical information about individuals who went to
school in the colonial period as well as their family background. However, there are
limitations to relying solely on oral history and not interdisciplinary studies and
approaches. A series of approaches with triangulation of data are necessary to explore
the psychological dimension or inconsistent aspects, which is proposed in this
dissertation. In addition, this study may not provide deep insight into the relationship
between colonialism and colonial educational policies.
Most of studies on the topic of Japanese colonial education in Korea deals
with Japanese assimilation policies 23 and the influence of Korean nationalist
historiography and postcolonial studies which are generally an ideological response
to colonialist thought. In the case of Korea, very limited existing studies examine the
Japanese colonial period in the context of Korean nationalist historiography (minchok-ŭi yŏk-sa-hak) because such research subjects barely survived in the first place
during the outset of the colonial rule. It was not that there were no researchers at all
during the period, but some of them perished in the independence movement or they
were not able to enter academia in the course of the division of Korean peninsula.24
Therefore, Kang Man-gil observed that over some time, a new generation of
group studies was formed by a cluster of people “without original experience of the
colonial period”. These scholars had only begun to study the history of the Japanese
colonial period with a focus on first, history of the Korean Liberation Movement and
second, the history of the Japanese invasion. The social context barely features in the
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studies of the Japanese colonial period in how life and history are portrayed in the
current trend of modern Korean history.
The most original historical record on school experience during the colonial
period (The Third Joseon Education Act, 1938) has been recorded in a memoir titled
“Yoksagaui sigan: Kang mangil memoir 25(Time of the Historian: Autobiography of
Kang Man-gil)”. This is an autobiography that reconstructs his life as a historian,
starting from the Japanese colonial period. According to Kang Man-gil, as a result of
the revision of the Education Act in 1938 Third Revised Education Act (1938), the
name of “Common School”(elementary school) that was attended by Korean children
had been renamed as “Simsang School”, the same name as the elementary schools
attended by Japanese children in the Japanese colony of Korea or in imperial Japan.
The Japanese imperialist’ invasion took place in 1937 after the Manchuria
Incident in 1931. This is the time where the Sino-Japanese war became full-scale. He
has provided details of his own experiences and commentaries on the colonial
education system and its impacts on the native Korean in a period of colonization.
Kang’s focus however is on the commoners’ educational experiences, who
were born after April 1933 and which shows that the school system (entrance exam,
curriculum, years of schooling etc) was changed every time the education act was
revised. That was when the Japanese imperialist’ invasion intensified in the SinoJapanese War in 1937. As the Pacific War escalated in 1941, Japanese colonial
policies were strengthened again to obtain war cooperation from the Joseon people.
The Japanese implemented the Naisen Ittai (Korea and Japan are One)
policy, in other words, outward discrimination between Japanese and Koreans to be
removed by a change of name - “Common School, po-t'ong-hak-kyo’ which was
attended by Korean children to “Normal elementary school, sim-sang-so-hak-kyo”
which was the name of the elementary school attended by Japanese children living in
Korea (colonial) or in Japan (Imperial).

For a detailed discussion, see Kang Man-gil, Yŏk-sa-ka-ŭi si-kan: Kang man'gil chasŏjŏn.
[Time of the Historian: Autobiography of Kang Man-gil] (Paju: Changbi, 2010)
25
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In another work, the scholar points out that the educational level among the
poor Koreans was relatively lower than the Sŏdang education (traditional) system that
still constitutes an important part of elementary education. The colonial regime did
not recognize the scholastic ability of these Sŏdang education people. The education
policy was meant to produce Korean workers (factory workers and public workers)
that were able to write just their addresses and names.26
His ‘Ilchesidae binminsaehuasa saenghwalsa yongu A Study on the History
of the Poor People during the Japanese Colonial Period’ described that the concept of
‘Minjung’ (People) of the Japanese colonial period does not exist. The book is
purposely named to study the life history of the Binmin ‘Poor’ instead of Minjung
due to the fact that the lives of ordinary people did not exist and the concept of
Minjung did not exist during the Japanese colonial period. This is particularly
valuable in bringing to light the reality of colonial society and its characters. Kang’s
focus, however, is on the commoners in Korea and their education and life.
In contrast, British colonial education referenced multiculturalism and
vernacular education in British Malaya. Unlike the “unauthorized reign” of Japanese
colonialism in the context of Korea, the British empire was depicted as a ‘far-flung’
empire that included trading ports, islands and small settlements from the Far West
to the Far East that in reply to the question, ‘Where are you going to, all you Big
Steamers?”, Kipling was able later to say, “We are going to fetch you your bread and
your butter, your beef and your mutton, eggs, apples and cheese. We fetch them from
Melbourne, Quebec and Vancouver. Address us at Hobart, Hong Kong and Bombay.”
(Chang 1973). In 1826, Penang, Singapore and Malacca were combined for economy
of administration to form the Straits Settlements, a Presidency administered by the
East India Company from India, and it was then formally transferred from the control
of the India Office to the Colonial office in 1867.
For decades, the writing of the Malaysian history has been a preserve of a
few dedicated people, many directly and indirectly linked to colonial administrations.
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William R. Roff argued that “Arabic” education in early twentieth-century Malaya
had produced a small but challenging group of religio-social reformists, located
mainly in the peripheral cities, and English education a not much larger group of proBritish administrators and subordinate government servants. It was left to the
vernacular school system to give birth in the 1920s to the nucleus of a politically more
radical, Malay-educated intelligentsia primarily of teachers and journalists. Hence,
the radical Malay intelligentsia have been the product of a vernacular education
system27
This group of studies examine the social discourse of British colonial
education in Malaysia and Singapore under the British Malaya colonial period.
Overall, there are many studies on British colonial education by scholars such as
Chelliah.D.D,’s work titled “A Short History of The Educational Policy of The Straits
Settlements: 1800-1925” published by the government press in 1947.

28

It

demonstrates that British colonial education references multiculturalism and
vernacular education. This is consistent with the content in the Cheeseman Report
which was an educational plan proposed by the British for the whole Malaya
education system and the Ten-Year Education Plan for Singapore in the 1930s.
J.S. Furnivall defines a plural society as one comprising “different sections
of the community living side by side but separately within the same political unit”.29
British administration in the early 19th century, as opposed to education, was more
concerned with the maintenance of peace and order to facilitate the development of
trade and economic resources such as tin and rubber. In addition, Chelliah. D.D
demonstrated that there were two types of schools that emerged during the British
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colonial period, namely vernacular schools (Malay, Chinese and Tamil) in rural areas,
and English medium schools in the urban areas.
As mentioned, both Malaysia and Singapore shared a common colonial
heritage, with scholars such as Paul Chang Ming Phang and Philip Loh Fook Seng
contributing to the research on educational policy in Malaya, which the former gave
insight into the complexities of the educational process.30 These works are significant
in research of the development of the plural education system and a plural society.
The scholars mentioned here are the main references that apply in the following
chapter of this dissertation, dealing with the British colonial education system.
Khasnor Johan. (1990)

in “Keeping the Malay College Exclusive:

perceptions and attitudes of British officials and the traditional Malay elite,”
demonstrates that the concept of western educated elite in British Malaya was well
perceived in society, similarly to the social discourse, where British colonialism
refers to multiculturalism, divide and rule, emigration and vernacular education.
Besides, in Julia Lim Pay Loo’s (2016) paper titled “The Perception of Colonized
towards English in Malay novel: Contrapuntal Reading” the conclusion is that the
Malayan’s perception of British education was to modernize as well as provide
opportunity to local people in the context of socio-economic and employment status.
Even today, English education is still important in Malaysian and Singaporean society.

Scholarship on memoir-based research: Colonial Era Education
This collective relates to colonial era education. It is noted that almost none
of the previous studies had covered the subject matter in the form of memoirs, or had
undertaken memoir-based research on colonial era education.
In another work by Carter J. Eckert, his book titled “Park Chung Hee and
Modern Korea: the Roots of Militarism 1866-1945”, he finds the roots of South
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Korea’s dramatic socioeconomic transformation in the country’s long history of
militarization, a history personified in South Korea’s paramount leader, Park Chung
Hee. This book was written using the source of data from memoirs and oral history
about the memory of his education in the Manchurian Military Academy. There are
no previous research papers that studies the memories of education in the colonial
period through memoirs.
The book reveals how the foundations of a dynamic but strongly authoritarian
Korean state that emerged under Park were laid during the period of Japanese
occupation. With his educational background in the Manchurian Military Academy,
Park and his fellow officers absorbed the Imperial Japanese Army’s ethos of victory
at all costs and absolute obedience to authority. Japanese military culture decisively
shaped Korea’ postwar generation of military leaders. This can be observed from the
Korean modernization project under the government of Park that he utilized the
Japanese military training and mentality as part of the Japanese colonial legacy and
mentality. In Park’s era, under National Education, the Ministry of Education created
statutory courses in Korean history, military drills and National Ethics in the liberal
arts studies in universities.31
In the paper by the Korean scholar, Jung Keun-sik titled “Trajectory of Social
Memory Studies in Korea: in the context of multiple transition and global history”
particularly focuses on the collective social memories of the colonial period, but
individual memoirs are almost neglected in his study.32 Therefore the individual life
history in the memoirs are important. Moreover, there is nothing particularly
concerning the Japanese educational experience, only research that reconstructs the
life of colonial youth.33

For detailed discussion on national education in Park’s era, see, Lim, Julia Pay Loo.
2012/2013. “The Impact of Changes in South Korean Economic Policy on Post-secondary
Education in the Early 1970s.” Journal of East Asian Studies. Vol.2, No.1, pp.125-139
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Awakening Korean War Memories at Cheorwon.” Development and Society. 46(3): 523-555
33
For detailed discussion on the emergence of new youths who began to search for political
organization and modernization in earnest, refer Lee Ki-hoon. 2017. “Chaeng-chŏm han-kuk31
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In the context of Malaysia and Singapore, there are a number of biographies
written about the Chinese in Malaysia and Singapore, where leadership can be seen
to have been the main preoccupation. And by far, the largest number of biographies
written have been on political and community leaders.34 However, there are very few
that details their colonial education experience during the British colonial period.

Scholarship on Memory and legacy: Colonial Era Education
Lynn Abrams opined that memory is not just about a practical and active
process of reconstruction as traces of the past can be placed in conjunction with one
another to tell a story.35
This dissertation draws inspiration from these studies. In specific, it develops
on the current reasoning that Korea's colonial legacy is socially controversial and
negatively viewed by Korean, resulting from the Japanese assimilation policy
introduced during the era of colonization. In Malaysia, people show positive
perception of the British colonial legacy. In the context of Korea, the social
perception of the colonial legacy is inconsistent with the comments littered in the
individual memoirs. What could be inferred, and differentiates this work from the
existing studies, is that this study looks at the colonial educational experience of
memoir writers, memory stories and evaluation of colonial education. Secondly, this
study is investigating two cases (Korea and Malaysia) through cross-analysis and
comparing the patterns of people’s colonial educational experience, memory stories
and their perception towards colonial education as well as colonialism.

sa - kŭn-tae-p'yŏn’[Controversial Issues of Korean History: Contemporary Period]” Hanʾguk
sa yŏnʾgu hwibo. [Journal of Korean History] 177(2): 280.
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P. Lim Pui Huen; James H. Morrison, Kwa Chong Guan(eds). 1998. Oral History in
Southeast Asia: Theory and Method. Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies. 127
35
For a discussion on memory, refer Abrams, Lynn. 2016. Oral History Theory. New York:
Routledge. 79
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4. Analytical Framework
This dissertation adopts a life history method which is also part of a wide
range of biographical methods that also includes reminiscence and autobiography.
Life histories constitute a means of accessing people’s narrative accounts of their
lives and of the changes that have occurred within living memory. (Dydia DeLyser,
Steve Herbert, Stuart Aitken, Mike Crang & Linda McDowell 2010)
In Korea, the colonial educational experience is the phenomenon that
impacts autobiographies, memoirs and other private texts either negatively or
positively, each aspect of people's memories and recollections of certain activities or
experiences during the colonial period. This study utilizes the life history approach
and oral history theory to analyze 27 Korean memoirs and 15 Malaysian memoirs
with the objective of examining the writers’ colonial educational experience, focusing
on the memory of colonial education, how it works, how it is accessed, processed and
produced in self-written accounts of their experience during the period of colonialism.
The oral historian, in a broader perspective, guides individuals to share their inputs
on four matters: what occurred, what they thought about it, how they remembered it,
and on what broader public memory they attract. (AbramsLynn 2016)
The core of the study are the memoirs which featured educational
experiences of people during the colonial period. Most of the selected memoirs are
from the élites, but this study aims to see how the memory of the individual is
presented in the memoirs. In the Korean context, the analysis shows that personal
memories of colonial education presented in memoirs contradict public awareness.
In public debate, Japanese colonialism is accused of almost any negative that
happened or developed during the Japanese rule. Note that in the memoirs certain
aspects are consistent with public consciousness in individual experiences, but there
are also certain aspects, particularly in the individual experience, where most of them
are positive and have a positive effect on their future lives. In this dissertation, the
inconsistent aspects can be assessed in the individual level. Lynn Abrams’s oral
history theory provides a guide for humanities and social science, drawing upon
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research from a variety of disciplines in order to try to understand better how memory
works in the individual and within collective groups.
In addition, derived from these memoirs, this dissertation aims to examine
the dualism and colonialism (colonial duality) from the Korean scenario. A
demonstration of the grey zone of colonial consciousness for instance, which Yun
Haedong’s ‘Singminji ŭi ‘hoesaek chidae’ (The Gray Area in the Colony) 36 ,
emphasized the dichotomy between the desire for independence and pro-Japanese
sentiment during the colonial period. This has highlighted that not only the dichotomy
of an independence movement and pro-Japan sentiment that existed during the
colonial period. In reality, the grey frontiers can also be observed in the framework
of colonialism, irrespective of independence or being pro-Japanese, through the
prisms of everyday existence.
In addition, both Korea and Malaysia show signs of distortions and reticence
in the post-war and post-colonialism eras. As the era of imperialism was over and
transitioned into the cold war system (Korea) and Commonwealth (Malaysia), the
problems had to be later addressed along with the liberation of the independent
country. This phenomenon happened to the independent state after liberation and is
well illustrated in a book titled “Ham-kke ilk-nŭn tong-a-si-a hyŏn-tae-sa” (Modern
and Contemporary History, Northeast Asian).37
For this reason, it is important to make a case-by-case comparison between
Korea and Malaysia to show the cultural memory of Korea and its characteristics,
similarities and disparities, in order to show the universality of the colonial Korean
experience. Likewise, this study banks on the life history approach and oral history
theory to analyze fifteen Malaysian memoirs with the objective to examine the writers’
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colonial educational experience, with emphasis on the memory of colonial education;
what occurred, how they felt about it, how they recall it, and what wider public
memory they draw upon.
The views of British colonialism in Malaysia are noticeably both individually
and socially a single discourse. This is well illustrated in the study of “The Perception
of Colonized towards English in Malay Novel: Contrapuntal Reading”, where Julia
Lim38 demonstrates that “Salina” is a novel written by Abdul Samad Said, a wellknown Malaysian writer, who narrates the story of Singapore in the postwar period.
The article suggests, reading Salina’s experiences contrapuntally, that
beyond the vivid descriptions of people’s life after World War II, Salina has embraced
both Western and Eastern discourses. Cultures and perspectives that are traced from
the texts unveil the Malay perception of the English and education. Singaporeans are
included in the perspective of Malaysia because both nations experienced British
occupation as one nation before splitting in 1965. As is the case with Korea,
Malaysian memoirs are used in this study because of the lack of colonial education
in the other echelons of society in their memoirs.
The results turned out to be solely memoirs written by professors, teachers,
novelists, government officers and politician. Many of them were former civil
servants who later became politicians. This study aims at providing a major insight
into national differences.
It should be noted that memory is an account that is always discursive, always
textual. The present and the past are all about it. According to Annette Kuhn, memory
is neither pure experience nor pure event.39 Memory is not just about the individual;
it is also about the community, the collective, and the nation. It is expressed in
memoirs within a field of memory work that is going on at many levels in society.

Julia Lim Pay Loo. ‘The Perception of Colonized towards English in Malay Novel:
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An individual’s memory operates within a wider context that includes memory
produced and maintained by family, community and public representations.40
Therefore, they can be assessed at both individual and social level. In this
regard, my method for conducting this study is based on my interpretation of memoir
and autobiographical writing, supported by the theoretical perspectives presented in
the concept of oral history and the humanistic sociological approach. It is my own
understanding of how these theoretical perspectives fit into the context that serves as
the starting point for this discussion.

Korean memoirs
Period

Korean

Gender Lifespan Place of

Name

Origin

[Last

Colonial

Year of

Title of

educational completion Memoir

Author’s
occupation

background

name]
[Firstname]
Chang I-

Male

1895-1983

uk 장이욱)

Ho Jeong

Group I

Pyongan

Male

1896-1988

Pusan

(허정)

Male

Colonial

South

1899-1986

Pusan

Ku Yong-seo

(正則) Seisoku

1913

My Memoirs

Diplomat; Former
President of Seoul

English School

National University

For After Day’s

The 6th Prime

Technical

Testimony: Heo

Minister of South

College

Jeong

Korea

Memoirs of

The First Governor of

Financial World

Bank of Korea;

(Former Chief

President of Korea

Financial Officers:

Coal Corporation

Boseong

Tokyo

1915

1925

University

(구용서)

educational

Series 1)
Kim Gyo-

experience

Memoirs of

Former President of

cheol

Male

-1980

Seoul

Tokyo
Commercial

NA

Financial World

Chohung Bank

(김교철)

High School

(Former Chief
Financial Officers:

from

Series 1)
Yun Ho-

1910

Nonsan,

Tokyo

Memoirs of

Former President of

byeong

Male

1891-1975

South

Commercial

Financial World

Commercial Bank

(윤호병)

Chungcheon

High School

(Former Chief

and Seoul Bank;

Financial Officers:

Finance Minister

g Province

to

NA

Series 1)

40
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Period

Korean

Gender Lifespan Place of

Name

Origin

[Last

Colonial

Year of

Title of

educational completion Memoir

Author’s
occupation

background

name]
[Firstname]
Kim Ji-tae

1940

Male

1908-1982

Pusan

(김지태)

“Munhangla

Politician; journalist;

Commercial

jeogolineun bie

entrepreneur

High School

jeoji anhada:

Pusan

1927

biography of Kim
Chi-tae
O Wi-yeong

Male

1901-1978

(오위영)

South

Kobe Higher

Memoirs of

Former President of

Gyeongsang

Commercial

1928

Financial World

Korea Trust Bank

Province

High School

(Former Chief
Financial Officers:
Series 1)

Ha Sang-yong

Male

1905-2002

Masan

(하상용)

Yamaguchi

1929

Memoirs of

Former Chairman of

Commercial

Financial World

National Agricultural

High School

(Former Chief

cooperative

Financial Officers:

Federation

Series 1)
Kim Manki

Male

1918-

(김만기)

Changwon,

Kansai

South

University

1930

The way I walked

Entrepreneur

Gyeongsang

(Law)

Tokyo Imperial 1931

Japanese View of

Historian

University

Korea (Retrospect

Province
Hatada

Male

1908-1994

Masan

Takashi

of my research on

(하따다

Korean History)

타가시)
Ri Tae Guk

Male

1913-

(리태극)

North Han

Chuncheon

River,

Middle School

1931

먼 영마루를 바다

Poet

살아온

Namyang

길손(Meon
youngmarureul
bada saraun
gilson)
Lee Byung-

Male

1910-1987

chul (이병철)

South

Waseda

1932

Samsung Founder

Founder of Samsung;

Gyeongsang

University

Hoam Lee Byung-

businessman

Province

(Leave of

chul’s

absence 2

Autobiography

years)
Yun Yong-gu

Male

1908-

(윤용구)

Yang Yoon
Young

Female

1910-

North

GyeongSeong

Chungcheon

Pharmaceutical

g Provice

School

North

Kobe

Pyongan

University

(양윤영)
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1933

1933

Songpa Yoon

President of Ildong

Yong Ku

Pharma

Yang Yoon-young

Professor

Memoirs

Period

Korean

Gender Lifespan Place of

Name

Origin

[Last

Colonial

Year of

Title of

educational completion Memoir

Author’s
occupation

background

name]
[Firstname]
Kim Seok-

Male

1914-2006

hyeong(김석

Minju

Pyongan

Technical

Worker’s Party of

School

Korea: Sŏk-hyŏng

형)

Baek Du-jin

1933

I’m member of

North

Revolutionary warrior

Kim Oral History

Male

1908-1993

(백두진)

Hwanghae

Tokyo College

Province

of Commerce

1934

Baek Dujin

Politician; 4th Prime

Memoirs

Minister of South
Korea

Song In-sang

Male

1914-2015

(송인상)

Pyeong-

Gyeongseong

Revival and

Former Minister of

chang

Commercial

1935

Growth: Hoenam

Development and

Gangwon

High School

Song In-sang

Minister of Finance

Province

Lee Pil Seok

Male

1914-

(이필석)

Memoir

South

Gyeongseong

Memoirs of

Governor of Korea

Pyongan

Commercial

1935

Danam Lee Pil-

Development Bank;

High School

seok

Veteran in insurance
industry

Kim Yoo-

Male

1911-1975

taek(김유택)

Hwanghae

Kyushu

Province

Imperial

1938

Recall Sixty-Five

Former Deputy Prime

Years

Minister; Economic

University
Yu Seong-

Male

1917- 1999

Sampyeong,

Pyeongyang

Gyeonggi

Teachers

Province

College

SeonSan,

Provincial

hwan

North

government

(김봉환)

Gyeongsang

officer training

Province

school

Seoul

Oita College of

yeon (유성연)

Kim Bong-

Kim Chung-

Male

Male

1921-

1924-

yum (김정렴)

bureaucrats
1939

Life of integrity

Former Honorary
President of
Samchully Group

1941

Kim Bong Hwan

Lawyer

Memoirs

From despair to

Politician; diplomat;

Commerce

1944

hope: economic

high-ranking

Kyushu

policymaking in

bureaucrats and

Korea 1945-1979

reserve officer of
ROK Army

Kim Dae-jung

Male

1924-2009

(김대중)

Yu Chong-ho
(유종호)

Male

1935-

Mokpo

South Jeolla

Commercial

President of South

Province

School

Korea

North

Jeungpyeong

Chungcheon

Elementary

after Liberation

g Provice

School

1940~1949
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1944

1944

My life, my rules

Politician; The 15th

Haeuido,

My life before and

Literary critic

Period

Korean

Gender Lifespan Place of

Name

Origin

[Last

Colonial

Year of

Title of

educational completion Memoir

Author’s
occupation

background

name]
[Firstname]
Yi Yŏng-hŭi

Male

1929-2010

(리영희)

North

Daekwan

Pyongan

Elementary

1944

My Youth Age

Journalist; professor;
social activist

School
Kim Sang-

Male

1920-1995

Seoul

Tokyo

1942

University

hyup (김상협)

Nam-jae Kim

Sixth President of

Sanghyub: My

Korea University;

life/Study/Thought Minister of Education
Kang Man-gil
(강만길)

Male

1933-

Masan

Wanwol

1945

Time of the

Elementary

Historian:

School

Autobiography of

Historian

Kang Man-gil

Figure 1: Categorization of analyzed Korean memoirs – Group I & II

In this dissertation, the 27 Korean memoirs as subject of the study were
selected regardless of the authors’ family background, place of origin, social status,
gender, age, type of school, occupation and so on in order to measure a wide range of
personal experiences of colonial education. Individuals included Korean historians,
Japanese historians, entrepreneurs, veterans of the finance world, novelists,
politicians and government officers who had gone through the colonial period and
education. In the memoirs, despite varying experiences, these individuals recall their
memory and express their perception of colonial education differently. Another
advantage is that a comparative analysis uses the in-depth cultural memory method
to explore the conflicting aspects of social and individual historic consciousness
because memory is not only an individual experience, it is also a part of the collective
one. In order to differentiate those similarity and distinctions, the people trained
during the Japanese imperial era are first and foremost split into two distinct groups.
Group I individuals are those who had experienced primary, secondary and
higher education during Japanese colonization before the Pacific war. 19 out of the
27 respondents are of the pre-Pacific war generation who went through the education
system since the beginning of Japanese colonization to the beginning of the Pacific
war (1910-1940), experiencing both the period of the Governor-General Terauchi
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Masatake (in 1910s), and the period of the so-called “cultural policy” of GovernorGeneral Saito Makoto (1920s) after the March 1st Movement (Samil Undong). In
addition, they also received another form of imperialist education in the 1930s.
Some of them were employed right after graduation from Japan, especially
those from economics-related majors, some of whom had undergone work experience
in banks and financial unions. This group of individuals shared the common
grounding in which they received education at a time (pre-war) when the colonial
situation was not on of severe control. However, they show different memories,
expressions, and perception depending on when and where they experienced
education.
The balance eight of the twenty-seven individuals fall under Group II. This
group of individuals had mainly experienced colonial education in the heavily
controlled conditions of the 1940s (from Pacific war to before and after liberation).
In the 1940s, the Japanese Empire went so far as to abolish Hangul under the
slogan of “Naisen Ittai 內鮮一體” (Japanese and Korea are one nation) and “Nissen
doso-ron 日鮮同祖論” (Japanese and Koreans had a common ancestry).41 In 1943,
the school was renamed from ‘common school 보통학교’ to ‘simsang elementary
school 심상소학교’ and eventually was referred as elementary (kokumin) school
because it was a time when the Japanese pursued militaristic education and adopted
the ‘ōkokushinmin 皇國臣民’ policy. Each of these names gives a glimpse of the
Japanese colonial educational policy, and their memories of educational experience
are very different from the memories of Group I.
Predominantly, in spite of the common ground between the two
groups in that they are negative about the education system and discrimination issues
in school, many of them show positive memories and evaluations in relations to
particular teachers.
For a detailed discussion on the narrative framework for Japan’s national history, refer to
Gi-Wook Shin, Michael Edson Robinson(2004)
41
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This is particularly evident in the fact that there is a common perception that
despite the strict principles, there was fair treatment by the Japanese teachers to the
students regardless of ethnicity.
In some cases, there are positive assessment of the entire colonial education
system compared to the past, given that education that was not standardized before
the colonial period. They believe that education during the colonial period was
implemented with a certain standard.
However, modern education is less developed in the provinces compared to
the larger cities, namely Seoul and Pusan. However, there are differences between
Group I and Group II in the overall assessment of the education system and its
contents. In particular, Group II is overwhelmingly negative about the education
system and the contents.
This can be said to be a characteristic of the total war period (総動員)
pursued by Japan in 1938 to put the national economy of the Empire of Japan on wartime footing after the start of the Second Sino-Japanese war. In addition, most of the
individuals of Group II did not have a vivid memory 0f their relationship with
teachers because they received colonial education at elementary level before going to
the higher education.
A study on Malaysia's memory of colonial education is also performed in a
manner similiar to Korea in order to provide cross-case analysis. Fifteen memoirs
were analyzed. While the number of memoirs that depicted education experiences in
the colonial era is comparatively lower than in Korea, the bulk of memoirs chosen
are from politicians with important positions such as minister, professor, politician,
historian, lawyer and novelist.
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Malaysian and Singaporean Memoirs
Period

Name

Gender

Lifespan

Place of

Colonial

Year of

Origin

educational

completion

Title of Memoir

Author’s occupation

Dato’ Onn Ja’afar:

Politician

background
Onn Ja’afar

Male

1895-1962

Johor

The Malay

Bahru

College Kuala

1911

Pengasas

Kangsar
Mustapha

Male

1910-1987

Hussain

Matang,

School of

Perak

Agriculture

kemerdekaan
1933

Malay Nationalism

Politician

Before UMNO: the

Group I

Memoirs of
Mustapha Hussain

Colonial

Taib Andak

Male

1914-1997

Middle Temple, 1949

Taib Andak: In a

First chairman of

Bakar,

England

Class of His Own

FELDA

House on the Hill

Lecturer;

Top

educationist

Growing Up in

Singapore’s former

British Malaya and

diplomat

Muar

educational
Fam Seng
experience

Parit

Male

1918-

Lin

Kuala

Technical

Lumpur

School High

1939

Street
from

Maurice

Male

1920-2017

Baker

Alor Star,

King College,

Kedah

London

1951

1786

Singapore: A Time
of Fireflies and Wild

to

Guavas
Lee Kuan

1942

Male

1923-2015

Singapore

Yew

Fitzwilliam

The Singapore Story:

Former Prime

College,

1950

Memoirs of Lee

Minister of

University of

Kuan Yew

Singapore

Cambridge
Mahathir

Male

1925-

Mohamad

Alor Star,

King Edward

A Doctor in the

Prime Minister of

Kedah

VII College of

1953

House: The Memoirs

Malaysia

Medicine

of Tun Dr Mahathir

(Singapore)
Ho Peng

Male

1926-2014

Yoke

Kinda

Raffles College

Mohamad
1949

Reminiscence of a

Valley,

roving Scholar:

Perak

Science, Humanities,

Professor

and Joseph Needham
A Samad

Male

1932-

Malacca

Said

Victoria School

1956

Singapore

Biografi A. Samad

Novelist

Said: memberi hati

Group II

nurani
Ramon V.

Male

1935-

Navaratnam

Kuala

University of

Lumpur

Malaya

1959

My Life and Times:

Malaysian economist

A Memoir

(Singapore)
Colonial

Syed Husin

Male

1936-

Ali

Batu

University of

Pahat

Malaya

Memoirs of a

(Singapore)

Political Struggle

educational
Khoo Kay
experience

Male

1937-

Kim

Kampar,

University of

Perak

Malaya

1959

1959

Syed Husin Ali:

I, KKK: The

Politician

Historian

Autobiography of a

(Singapore)

Historian

from
Tun Ahmad
1945

Sarji

Male

1938-

Tapah,

Anderson

Ipoh

School

1957

Given in Trust: Tun

Former Chief

Ahmad Sarji

Secretary

Memoirs
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Period

Name

Gender

Lifespan

Place of

Colonial

Year of

Origin

educational

completion

Title of Memoir

Author’s occupation

Memoir Memanjat

Professor

background
Shaari
to

Mohd. Noor

1957

Karpal

Male

Male

1939-

1940-2014

Chicha

Sultan Ismail

Tinggi,

College Kota

Kelantan

Bharu

Penang

National

Singh

University of

1959

Tangga (Climb the
ladder)
1970

Karpal Singh: Tiger

Lawyer; politician

of Jelutong

Singapore

Figure 2: Categorization of analyzed Malaysian and Singaporean memoirs – Group I & II

Likewise, the experience of the Malaysian and Singaporean elite educated
during the colonial period is also significant. In order to distinguish the characteristics
of their experiences as well as similarities and differences, the individuals that are
captured in this dissertation are classified into two groups. The educational
background of individuals in Group I are those who experienced the Plural School
System from the beginning of the British colonization until the Japanese colonization.
(1786-1942).
In the context of a Malayan Plural society, there were two or more school
systems side by side within a country but separated from one another. In other words,
different language mediums of instructions, different provisions in terms of grants
and facilities for teacher training and unequal opportunities for higher education and
employment. The memories of each student were also very distinct, based on the
plurality of the educational organizations.
On the other hand, the educational background of Group II is defined
between the time period of 1945 to 1957, between the end of the Japanese
colonization and immediately before independence.
The dramatic changes in the lives of ordinary people after the Japanese
colonial rule offers an insight into the changing landscape of British policy on
education. Clearly, the educational experiences of Group I and Group II have distinct
characteristics. Both Group I and Group II were on common ground in that
individuals show positive attitude toward the education system and English schools.
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According to these characteristics, there were many cases that those people
who went to elementary Malay vernacular school, or elementary Chinese vernacular
school were then transferred to secondary English school. This is attributed to the fact
that parents are concerned about their children’s education and employment,
therefore there is a common perception that if they send their children to an English
school, their children will be assured of a good job and bright future.
However, for religion reasons, there are different perceptions between the
Muslim in Group I and Group II. It is noticeable that Muslim of Group I show
negative perception towards English schooling and this phenomenon was inevitable
because many of the English schools at that time were mainly founded by Christian
missionaries during the early British colonial era. Such conflicts do not appear in the
memoirs of Group II because most of the English-medium schools were British
government-run schools that were independent of religion. The non-Muslim people
nevertheless never mentioned religion concerns in their memoirs.
In summary, chapter 1 provides an overview of the colonial history of the
Japanese and British empires. This chapter focuses on the colonial education and
provides a framework for the comparative analysis by utilizing a cross-case analysis
to compare people’s colonial educational experience, memory stories and their
perception towards colonial education as well as colonialism.
The significance of memory studies is also discussed. It also examines
existing research on education in Korea and Malaysia during the colonial period to
provide essential understanding on the complex interactions between the colonizers
and those who are colonized. Likewise, colonialism and post-colonialism are also
discussed.
This dissertation proceeds in the following manner. Chapter 2 deals with a
review of the Japanese colonial education system and the British colonial education
system. In that chapter, the colonizer-colonized students’ ratio in the classroom, the
subjects taught in schools of that period, entrance exam and etc are examined. At the
same time, the chapter will also look at the traditional education of Korea and
Malaysia, and comparative studies will be applied. It also discusses what education
means to the colonized in a period of colonialism. Chapter 2, in a discourse of the
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colonial education system, reviews the key terms, namely colonialism and
imperialism, the basic form of the domination and the types and problems of
relationships between colonized and colonizers. It is emphasized that the colonial
education system created psychological effects on colonized and colonizers alike.
Chapter 3 presents the Koreans’ colonial educational experiences from the
memoirs. That is, the key analyses in this chapter are what the stories presented in
memoirs are, how they work, how they were accessed and how those experiences
were interpreted by the writers. These are necessarily a result of the colonial
education system itself as established facts - social aspects - such as individual
background, family background and the education system they experienced. However,
the evaluations of the writers on their experience are the cultural facts - humanistic
aspects - that are presented in their memoirs such as their perception, positive or
negative - towards the colonial educational experience. Their experience and
perception differ according to the type of school, education level, period of schooling,
family background etc. To provide an in-depth analysis of personal documents like
memoirs, a humanistic sociological approach (ZnanieckiF. 1982) is applied to clearly
distinguish between the two sorts of facts, concrete and cultural that is different but
complementary ways in the analysis of memoirs.
Chapter 4 covers the stories presented in Malaysian and Singaporean
memoirs. The key analysis in the chapter cover what the tales of memory were, how
they were extracted, how they were accessed and how those experiences were
interpreted by the writers. This in order to demonstrate a cross-case comparison to
Koreans’ colonial educational experience in the memoirs. The social aspects and the
humanistic aspect are observed. Malaysians and Singaporeans that once were under
the British Malaya colonial period went through different experiences during Second
World War (1942-1945) when the Japanese army took charge of Malaya.
The British returned to Malaya and the period between 1945 and 1957 was
marked by three distinctive stages of political development that had direct impact on
the changes of educational policies in the period between 1945 and 1957. There are
important differences between the colonial educational experience of the generation
who went to school during period 1786-1942 (Group 1) and the generation that
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attended school after World War II (Group II) due to the different period and changes
of British educational policies.
Chapter 5 is a comparison of colonial education experiences in Korea and
Malaysia. This chapter presents the commonalities and differences between Koreans
and Malaysians by each country. Specific memories of colonial education and each
characteristic will be presented in this chapter. Despite the psychological effects of
colonialism on the colonized, in this chapter, the cultural memory will be examined,
which is a form of collective memory shared by the people in the postcolonial period
shaped from nation-building and historical memory and its characteristic.
In the Postcolonial period, the Korean government chose anti-Japanese
ideology as one of its major governing ideas since 1945, while Malaysia was
incorporated into the Commonwealth of Nations. The presence or absence of
significant numbers of permanent settlers in the colony from the colonizing power is
considered, whereby Japanese immigration was of a character to compete directly
with the native population, a colonial situation that did not exist in the British Malaya
era. However, colonial education was seen by both Korea and Malaysia as modern,
sharing the common ground on the positive perception toward colonial education.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes and concludes this thesis generally. This
chapter explains the similarities and differences between the collective and the
individual perceptions of society. The results indicate that Malaysians demonstrate
little difference from Korea between their personal dimensions and their social
perception. Unlike Malaysia, the Korean government has chosen anti-Japanese
ideology as one of its major governing ideas since 1945. It was difficult to assess the
colonies positively, whether on a social or personal level. Therefore, in the memoirs,
different phenomena are appearing at the level of people’s everyday life and personal
history. Hence, the complexity of the colonies needs to be re-examined.
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CHAPTER II. COMPARISON OF EDUCATION
SYSTEM DURING COLONIAL PERIOD IN
KOREA AND MALAYSIA
1. Introduction
Colonial education, as a byproduct of colonization, relates to the type of
education introduced by colonizers when taking control of another nation or territory.
Extending Horvath’s theory, colonialism is a relationship between the dominant and
the dominated. The term ‘colonial education’ used in this study implies the impact of
education public policies42 which resulted in ‘type 2’ colonization.
Assimilation is the relationship between the colonizers and the colonized in
the Korean context. Type 2- ‘colonialism with assimilation’ is one out of 6 types of
colonizer-colonized relationships illustrated in Horvath’s “A Definition of
Colonialism” paper, that colonizers acted as a “donor” culture and the colonized
people constituted a “host” culture.
This is synonymous with vast cultural transfer from donor to host. The donor
and host concepts were developed to facilitate understanding of Mexico's early
colonial culture processes, but are equally applicable elsewhere, including Korea.

42

For a further discussion on education and colonialism, refer to Altbach, Kelly, Altbach,
Philip G, & Kelly, Gail Paradise. 1984. Education and the colonial experience / edited by
Philip G. Altbach and Gail P. Kelly. (2nd, rev. ed.). New Brunswick [N.J.] U.S.A.:
Transaction Books.
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Type of

Description

colonization
Type 2

Refers to colonization where assimilation is the relationship
between the colonizers and the colonized. The colonizer act
as a “donor” culture and the colonized people constituted a
‘host’ culture with an amount of cultural transfer going, from
donor to host.

Type 6

Refers to imperialism with neither extermination nor
assimilation. This type of colonization is by far the most
frequent kind of imperialism because when no permanent
settlers are involved, assimilation and extermination are less
likely to occur.
Figure 3: Different type of colonization (Horvath’s)

In Africa, on the other hand, colonial education is defined by imposing
colonization both inside and outside as one of the larger components of the colonial
project to dehumanize Africans. Both inner and outer colonization were based on the
premise that Africans would assimilate into the European lifestyles and values that
were themselves a threat to the identity and self-perceptions of the indigenous
people.43 Hence, analyzing the idea of assimilation is important when dealing with
colonial education in Korea.
In comparison to Korea, ‘type 6’ is imperialism with neither extermination
nor assimilation which resulted in the British education system used in this study of
Malaysia. A great number of examples exist, including most of the Europeandominated Africa and Asia. This type is by far the most frequent kind of imperialism
where no permanent settlers are involved and where assimilation and extermination

43

Shizha E., Kariwo M.T. (2011) Impact of Colonialism on Education. In: Shizha E., Kariwo
M.T. (eds) Education and Development in Zimbabwe. Sense Publishers
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are less likely to occur.44 In the Malaysian context, where the term ‘plural society’
appeared initially in Furnivall’s well-known work, Colonial Policy and Practice, he
defined it as ‘a unit of disparate parts which owes its existence to external factors,
and lacks a common social will’. He described it in greater details as follows:
“In each section the sectional common will is feeble, and in the society as a
whole there is no common social will. They may be apathy, even on such a vital point
as defense against aggression. Few recognize that, in fact, all the members of all
sections have material interests in common, but most see that on many points their
material interests are opposed.”45
Schools which emerge in colonies reflect the power and educational
needs of the colonizers. While the educational systems established served some of
the needs of the indigenous population simply as a result of the interaction between
those making policy; the colonizers, and the colonized, schools were primarily
designed to serve the needs of the colonizers. In other words, education is the
byproduct of colonization.46 Both Korea’s and Malaysia’s experiences are divided
into two main parts, each dealing with the characteristics of the education system in
a period of colonialism.
Part one provides an overview of the education system in Korea during
Japanese colonial rule. Part Two provides an overview of British Malaya’s education
system with a carefully defined terminology to offer a comparison of philosophy
between the colonial powers that resulted in different education systems from the
empires of Japan and Britain.
Colonial education systems have some characteristics distinguishing them
from non-colonial education systems. Generally, many colonial countries were
colonized in the early 1900s, part of a universal scene. Korea and Malaysia underwent

Ronald J. Horvath. 1972. “A Definition of Colonialism.” Current Anthropology Vol.13(1):
48
45
Loh, Philip Fook Seng. 1975. “Seeds of Separatism: educational policy in Malaya, 18741940”. Kuala Lumpur; New York: Oxford University Press. 1
46
Altbach, Kelly, Altbach, Philip G, & Kelly, Gail Paradise. (1984). Education and the
colonial experience / edited by Philip G. Altbach and Gail P. Kelly. (2nd, rev. ed.). New
Brunswick [N.J.] U.S.A.: Transaction Books.
44
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colonialization periods of Japanese and British rule from at least the beginning of the
20th century until independence was granted in the mid-1940s and the 50s.
Examining the impact of colonial-era education due to the universality of
colonial experience, the colonial education system of Japan and the British in the eras
pre-1940, 1940-1945 and post 1945 in Korea and Malaysia are examined in a
comparative manner.
The education systems from each era are detailed in this chapter so that the
different experiences and memories of colonial education in Korea and Malaysia may
be explained. Memories of colonial education were also affected by the level of
colonization achieved in each country.
When the era of imperialism was over, Korea was incorporated into cold war
system as a front-line state; while Malaysia was incorporated into the British
Commonwealth system. Below is the simplified side-by-side summary of Korea and
Malaysia by era (e.g. pre-1940, 1940-1945 and post 1945). Within each era, the type
of schools and the level of colonization (and independence) achieved are summarized
to emphasize the thrust of my arguments explaining why the experiences described
in the personal histories were so different.

Korea

Pre- 1940

1942-45

Post 1945

Level of

In the early 20th century

1940s, the Japanese

Korea was liberated

colonization

(1910-40),

empire went so far as to

from Imperial

Koreans experienced culture

abolish Hangul under the

Japanese colonial rule

rule (1910-20s) and

slogan of Naisen Ittai

in 1945, not fully

imperialist education (1930s),

(Japanese and Korea are

independent. The 38th

Japanese maintained separate

one nation), “Nissen

parallel was built by

communities; Koreans were

doso-ron” (Japanese and

the Soviet Union in

schooled in separate systems

Koreans had a common

the North and the

that gave Koreans relatively

ancestry).In 1943,

United States in the

limited education opportunity.

Japanese pursued

South. In between

militaristic education and

1945-1948, Korea was

adopted

plagued with political

‘ōkokushinmin 皇國臣民’

and economic chaos,

policy. This was
important to make a
period of time that the
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which the after-effects
of the Japanese
occupation were still

Pre- 1940

1942-45

Post 1945

belief of a great national

being felt in the

support to response to

occupation zone of

Japan’s internal and

United States Army

external situation.

Military Government
in Korea
(USAMGIK).

Type of

8-11 years old

From 1941, the schools

4-5 years old

school

Common School 4-5-6 years

were renamed. ‘Common

Kindergarten 2 years

school to ‘Simsang
Short Course Elementary

elementary school’, and

6-11 years old

School (no year’s restrictions)

eventually was referred as

Kokumin elementary

‘Kokumin school’ that

school 6 years

12-15 years old

sounds more militaristic.

Higher Common School 5

Young students were

12-17 years old

years

drawn to student soldier

Junior high school 3

(hak-to-pyŏng) The

years & Senior high

Girls’ Higher Common

technical professional

school 3 years

School 4-5 years

schools that relatively

or

large numbers of Koreans

Junior technical

were forced to closed.

school 3 years &

Technical Industry School
(Agriculture, Commercial,

senior technical 3

and Industrial) 3-5 years

years.

Teacher training special

Teacher school 3

course (female) 2-3 years.

years

18-24 years old
16-20 years old

Teacher college 3

Technical Professional

years &graduate

School 4 years (could be 3

school 1 year

years)
Various university 4
Teaching training (male) 1

years

year
Medicine University 6
years & graduate
school 1 year

Graduate school 3
years
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Malaysia

Pre- 1940

1942-45

Post 1945

Level of

Under the British colonial

The Japanese army took

In 1945, the British

colonization

policy, the plural school

charge of Malaya during

returned to Malaya

system was also known as

the second World War

and the period

Four-stream Education

(1942-45), its policies had

between 1945 and

system established due to the

impact on social, political

1957 was marked by

migration stimulated by

and economic life of

three distinctive

expansion of British

Malaya.

stages of political

economic and political

development:

control.
The three main factors led to

1)The formation of

the development of plural

the Malayan Union

school system in Malaya

(1945-1948) which

between 1786 and 1942 are as

resulted the

follow:

Cheeseman Plan;

1.The multi-racial structure of

2)The establishment

the population

of the Federation of

2.The effort of voluntary

Malaya (1948-1956)

agencies-Christians missions

which resulted the

in the case of education in

Report of the Barnes

English, particularly

Committee on Malay

education for girls; and

education and Fenn-

communal interests and

wu Report on Chinese

efforts in the case of

education.

education in Chinese,
3. Absence of a consistent

3)The attainment of

educational policy with

independence in 1957,

definite aims and objectives.

which resulted the
Report of the
Education Committee
(1956) and the
Education Ordinance
(1957)

Type of

The education system

Educational process was

Thus, a national

school

included schools teaching in

disrupted most in the

education policy was

four different languages:

urban areas.

formulated for

English, Malay, Chinese and

independent Malaya.

Tamil (language of most

The Razak Report

Indian immigrants) as follow:

1956 became the first
education policy ever

7-12 years old

to be adopted by

40

Pre- 1940

1942-45

Post 1945

Malay Primary School (6

Independent

years); could be 4 years

Malaysia. Under the

followed by 2 years of

rubric of

Special Malay course

Malayanisation, the
committee identified

English Primary School (6

two principal goals:

years): Primary 1 and 2,

1)a universal primary

Standard 1 to 5.

education.

Indian Primary School (6

2)a unified education

years)

system for the explicit

Chinese Primary School (6

purposes of national

years)

unity and
consciousness. It

13-16 years old

recommended that

Malay Pupil-teacher Classes

Malay be made a

(2 years) followed by

compulsory subject

Government Training College

for all, regardless of

(3 years)

race. The Malay-

Agriculture course (1 year)

medium education to

Junior Technical School (3

be extended to the

years)

secondary and tertiary
levels. While the

English Secondary School (4

separate vernacular

years)

schools were allowed
to remain at the

Indian Teacher Training

primary level, the

Classes (3 years)

content, subject
matter, and syllabus in

Chinese Middle School:

all schools were to be

Middle school 1-6 (6 years)

common in order to

or Middle school 1-3 (3

foster a Malayan

years) and Senior Normal

Outlook. (Razak

School 1-2 (2 years)

Report, 1956:4)

18 years old& above
King Edward VII Medical
School; Singapore
Raffles College, Singapore;
School of Agriculture,
Serdang, Selangor; Technical
School, Kuala Lumpur,
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Pre- 1940

1942-45

Post 1945

Selangor; and Normal
Classes.

Figure 4: A simplified side-by-side summary of colonial education of Japan and British by era

2. The Educational System of Colonial Korea
For thirty-five years, the Korean educational history was closely linked to
Japanese colonial policy. Hence, the change in colonial policy was one of the major
changes in the colonial educational policy during the colonial period. In addition, the
Japanese immigration seemed to demonstrate an inclination to directly compete with
the native population in Korea where it was reported that the Japanese imperial
government desired to induce five million Japanese to settle in Korea.47
As a result, its colonial education model could not be applied without
alteration to the non-Japanese people who had just become part of the young empire.
This part focuses on the history of colonial educational policy in Korea. In order to
understand the background of the Japanese colonial educational policy, it is necessary
to look at Japan’s becoming a modern nation and its background.
Prior to the colonization of Korea in 1868, Japan’s new leaders began to lay
the plan, they reasoned that the modern statehood would put an end to Japan’s
humiliating unequal treaties with the Western nations, be as industrially and militarily
as strong as the countries in Europe and America. They travelled throughout North
America and Europe, seeking clues to the wealth and power evident in the lands they
visited. Very soon they concluded that widespread education was a crucial contributor
to the strength of the Western societies they had studied. They decided that a massive

47

An explanation for the factor of Japanese immigration into Korea since 1904 was indicated
as politics rather than economics as a result of a deliberate colonization policy of the Japanese
government. See Millard Thomas F. “Japanese Immigration into Korea.” The Annals of the
American Academy of Political and Social Science, vol 34, No 2, 1909, pp.183-189.
JSTOR,www.jstor. org/stable/1011225.
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educational offensive would be necessary in Japan.48 This led to direct changes in
Japanese colonial education in Korea from 1910 to 1945.

Pre-colonial Education
Prior to the establishment of a modern education system in Korea it was
under the influence of Confucianism, aristocrat (Yangban)’s education was valued
more than commoner’s education, which also focused on gaining rank and personal
cultivation. In the late nineteenth century, the Joseon dynasty abandoned its
isolationist policy (Swae-kuk-chŏng-ch'aek) and opened up to various foreign
countries, a period of about seventy years during which the indigenous education and
the modern education co-existed until the liberation of the nation in 1945.49
Sŏdang has a very long history in the Korean society. Also known as village
school, it was based upon academic merit that was widely popular during the Joseon
Dynasty. It was elementary education for the children of the working class. In other
words, its role and function were to function as a preparatory education institution to
pass the state examination (Kwagŏshihŏm 科擧試驗). 50
In the Joseon era, the spread of Confucian ideology and the order of
government were maintained through education. The educational institutions of the
Joseon Dynasty were then divided into two types: 1) public (kwan-hak 官學) and 2)
private (sa-hak 私學). Sungkyunkwan (in Seoul) is the highest public institution
(kwan-hak 官學) followed by Sahak (Sabuhaktang 四部學堂) that providing

48

For a detailed discussion, refer to Government-General of Korea. 1935. Thriving Chosen:
A Survey of Twenty-five Years’ Administration/Compiled by Government-General of
Chosen. Keijō (Seoul): Printed by the Taisho Shashin Kogeisho.
49
For detailed discussion, see, Han Kiŏn. Han-kuk-kyo-yuk-sa [History of Korean education]
(Seoul: Pak-yŏng-sa). 250.
Village school (sŏdang 書堂) also played the role of a preparatory education institution for
Sungkyunkwan (formerly, a royal Confucian academy) after going through the local school
50

(Hyanggyo 鄕校) and private school (sa-hak 私學), see Han Kiŏn. Han-kuk-kyo-yuk-sa
[History of Korean education] (Seoul: Pak-yŏng-sa).
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technical training, and the hyanggyo (鄕校), supported by each provinces. The private
(sa-hak 私學) including Sŏwŏn (preparatory schools mostly for the aristocracy) and
sŏdang (private village schools). The teacher or master of the sŏdang was called
Hunjang (훈장) whose word was pretty much law; the student leader called Banjang
(반장) who usually was the brightest student in the classroom.
Generally, the students in sŏdang were of different age groups but came from
a similar rural community environment. The forms of sŏdang are as follows: 1) the
Yangban (aristocrat) or a noble man would invite a teacher to their home and teach
their children and their relatives’ children; 2) Together with their relatives they joined
hands to prepare accommodation to the teacher to teach at their home; 3) the teachers
adapted their residences as classrooms so they could teach the village children there,
either for payment or as recreation; 4) if there was no fixed place, teachers taught in
several places. The course of study typically began with Thousand Character Classic,
emphasized on reading and memorizing the assigned passage each day and reciting
it to the hunjang (master/teacher in Sŏdang). Sŏdang gradually made way for the
modern education in late nineteenth century.
In the late nineteenth century, when the Joseon dynasty abandoned its
isolationist policy (Swae-kuk-chŏng-ch'aek), English education became the focus of
the era. The opening of the English School by P. G. Von Möllendorf and T. E. Halifax
in 1883, and the Royal English School in 1894 were a conclusive reflection of this
need. The Royal English School literally was an English language school
accommodating 35 children of noblemen. Three teachers, G. W. Gilmore, D.A.
Bunker and Rev. H. G. Hulbert, were invited by the government from the United
States. These English schools were the first modern schools officially established by
law but were still in a preliminary stage.
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These were followed by the newly established private schools such as
Gyeong Sin, Ewha, and Jeong Sin School which were built by Christian
missionaries.51

To summarize, the characteristics of the preliminary stage of the modern
schools in Korea are as follows.52

The establishment of Korean modern schools were to disregard traditional
education for the highest-level state examination to recruit ranking officials
(Kwagŏshihŏm). The emergence of modern schools refocused thinking to show that
the purpose of education is not solely to foster raking officials.
i)

The overall situation in the 1880s was significant for the establishment
of modern schools. The drastic change in political, economic, and social
conditions following the opening of trade with the world’s powers soon
forced the establishment of a new educational system.

ii) The period of the establishment of the modern schools in Korea is seen
to be the pioneering form of the modern school. It is necessary to
distinguish the development of modern schools between two different
periods, namely pre-colonial and then the Japanese colonial period.
Therefore, both English schools and the Pai Chai school (Pai chai
Haktang 培材學堂) founded by Möllendorf and Halifax, and
Appenzeller respectively, are known as pioneering forms of modern
schools in Korea.

51

Horace H. Underwood (the first Presbyterian missionary to arrive in Korea), Mary F.
Scranton (the founder of the Ewha Girls School under Emperor Gojong), Annie Ellers who
established Jundong Girls’ High School (now Junshen Girls’ High School). These and others
played a pioneering role in establishing modern schools in Korea. See, Han Kiŏn. Han-kukkyo-yuk-sa [History of Korean education] (Seoul: Pak-yŏng-sa). 260.
52
Han Kiŏn, Inoue, & Inoue, Yoshimi. (1965). Han-kuk-kyo-yuk-sa sa [History of Korean
education]. Kashiwa: Hiroike-Gakuen Shuppan-bu.
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iii) The private schools (sa-hak 私學) have contributed greatly to the
establishment of Korean modern schooling. Private schools, founded in
the 1880s, such as Pai Chai School and Ewha School, are the powerful
stimulant to the establishment of modern schools by the government
thereafter.
iv) The public school (Kwanhak 官學) as a modern school focused on three
aspects of education: foreign language education, teacher training and
vocational education.
v) In the context of modern school, the modernization refers to the
modernization of the external legal system. This is a common
phenomenon seen when a country tries to modernize in a short period of
time.53

Figure 5: A Comparative of Indigenous and Colonial Educational System (1895-1945)
Source: J. Korea Soc, Math. Ed, Ser. E: Communications and Mathematical Education
Vol.23 No 4, Nov 200954

Han Kiŏn. Han-kuk-kyo-yuk-sa [History of Korean education] (Seoul: Pak-yŏng-sa). 272.
Sang-Gu Lee, Jihwa Noh, Sung-Yell Song (2009). J. Korea Soc. Math, Ed, Ser. E:
Communications of Mathematical Education. Vol. 23 No.4, pp.1104
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Japanese Colonial Education
Extending the concept of ‘type 2’ colonization in which assimilation is the
relationship between the colonizers and the colonized in the context of Korea during
the Japanese colonial rule, we see education and assimilation as key components of
Japanese colonial policy in Korea and Taiwan.
For thirty-five years, the Korean educational history was closely linked to
Japanese colonial policy. The Japanese colonial occupation and administration of
Korea can be segregated into three periods: 1) Military Rule (1910-1919), 2) Cultural
Rule (1919-1931) and 3) Total war period, with each period corresponding to a
historic event or context.

According to different standpoint, the stages of development of Japanese
colonial education in Korea can be classified as follows:
I.

Colonial education preparatory stage (ilche shingminjijuŭi kyoyuk
chunbigi) (Before 1910)

II.

Colonial education propulsion stage (ilche shingminjijuŭi kyoyuk
ch'ujin'gi) (1910-1919)

III.

Full-scale education of colonial education stage (ilche shingminjijuŭi
kyoyuk pon'gyŏk'wagi) (1919-1938)

IV.

ōkokushinmin education stage (hwangminhwa kyoyukchŏngch'aekki)
(1938-1945)55

From 1910, Japan used shows of force in attempting to maximize their full
control over Korea as Japan’s colony. Efforts were made through the colonial
educational policy with the emphasis on ōkokushinmin policy to make Koreans
subjects of the Japanese empire through colonial education.

55

For detailed discussion of changes in Japanese colonial education in Korea from 1910 to
1945, see Han'gukkyoyuksayŏn'guhoe [Association of Korean Education History Studies].
1979. Han-kuk-kyo-yuk-sa [History of Korean education] (Seoul: Kyoyukch'ulp'ansa
[Educational Publishers]. 333
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In accordance with this policy, the Japanese government totally reorganized
Korea’s academic system in order to thoroughly exclude the national spirit of Koreans
and to carry out colonial education.
The colonial education propulsion stage (ilche shingminjijuŭi kyoyuk
ch'ujin'gi) also refers to the period when March 1st Movement was established. This
was followed by the full-scale education of colonial education stage (ilche
shingminjijuŭi kyoyuk pon'gyŏk'wagi) which refers to the period after the outbreak of
March 1st Movement until 1938 when the ‘Third Revised Education Act’ was
announced. However, the ōkokushinmin education stage refers to the period from
1938, where the Third Revised Education Act took place until the collapse of
Japanese imperialism in 1945.
The Japan of this period took advantage of experience gained from the
Manchuria invasion after 1931 that provoked Sino-Japanese War in 1937 when Japan
invaded the entire continent of China. Later came the Second World War (1941-945),
and then the defeat of Japanese militarism. In this period, the Japanese government
policy toward Korea was an aggressive colonial policy.
After the Manchurian Incident, Korea was reorganized as a military base for
Japanese’s invasion of the continent, carrying out the policy of ōkokushinmin, to
make Koreans slaves to the Japanese standard. As a result, Koreans were forced to
change their names to Japanese names, to speak Japanese and live like Japanese in
daily life.56
As discussed earlier, Japanese colonialism with settlers and British
colonialism without settlers are difference in form and this had a direct impact on the
life of their respective colonies under each of their colonial policies. In 1919, when
there was a steady increase in population of the Korean peninsula particularly in
Pusan, the number of Koreans was 43,424 while the number of Japanese was 30,499.
In 1924, the Korean population was 46,093 while the Japanese population in Pusan

56

Ibid.,
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was 35,926 showed that the Japanese population were almost in line with Koreans.
Soon Pusan had transformed into a Japanese city.57
As a result of colonialism (assimilation), the Japanese population there were
theoretically able to directly compete with the native Korean population in the aspect
of education.

Figure 6: Japanese Colonial Educational System (1910-1945)
Source: The Government General of Chosen, Thriving Chosen, A Survey of Twenty-five
Year’s Administration (Chosen, Korea 1935). Pp. 10-13.58
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Cha-myŏng-kim-chi-t'ae-chŏn-ki-kan-haeng-wi-wŏn-hoe [The Memoirs of Cha-myŏngkim-chi-t'ae Publications Committee]. 2003. Munhangna chŏgorinŭn pie chŏtchi anatta:
chamyŏng kimjit'ae p'yŏngjŏn[The Gauze Jacket Is Not Wet in the Rain: Chamyŏng kimjit'ae
Biography] (Seoul: Sŏkp'il ) 43.
58
Vacante, R. (1987). Japanese Colonial Education in Korea, 1910--1945: An Oral History,
ProQuest Dissertations and Theses.
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In other words, it is divided into 4 stages according to the periods.59 And this
was followed by the educational ordinance that had been revised for four times during
the Japanese thirty-six years of occupation from 1910 to 1945.60
They are as follows:
•

Joseon Education Act (Cheilch'ajosŏn'gyoyungnyŏng

第一次朝鮮敎育令 1911)
•

Revised Education Act (Cheich'ajosŏn'gyoyungnyŏng

第二次朝鮮敎育令 1922)
•

The Third Revised Education Act
(Chesamch'ajosŏn'gyoyungnyŏng 第三次朝鮮敎育令 1938)

•

The Fourth Revised Education Act (Chesach'ajosŏn'gyoyungnyŏng

第四次朝鮮敎育令)1943)61

As such, the education system ordinance was enacted and promulgated four
times. It showed the turning point in the transition of Japanese educational policy and
an immediate reflection of the social situation in Japan. At first, the Governor-General
Terauchi Masatake (1910s) adopted pragmatic ruling in the early stage of the
Japanese colonial period. It was then changed to ‘cultural rule’ by Governor-General
Saito Makoto (1920s) and the years of schooling were also extended.

59

For detailed discussion on the transition of Japanese educational policy, see
Han'gukkyoyuksayŏn'guhoe [Association of Korean Education History Studies]. 1979. Hankuk-kyo-yuk-sa [History of Korean education] (Seoul: Kyoyukch'ulp'ansa [Educational
Publishers]. 259
60
Han Kiŏn.(1963, 1971) Han-kuk-kyo-yuk-sa [History of Korean education] (Seoul: Pakyŏng-sa).
61
Han'gukkyoyuksayŏn'guhoe [Association of Korean Education History Studies]. 1979.
Han-kuk-kyo-yuk-sa [History of Korean education] (Seoul: Kyoyukch'ulp'ansa [Educational
Publishers]. 259
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Eventually, under Japan’s propagation of “Naisen Ittai 內鮮一體” (Japanese
and Korea as one nation) and “Nissen doso-ron 日鮮同祖論” (Japanese and Koreans
had a common ancestry), Hangul (the Korean language) was abolished. Subsequently,
the Japanese pursued militaristic education and adopted ‘ōkokushinmin 皇國臣民’
policy which was reflected in the name of the schools. The schools were renamed
from ‘common school’ to ‘simsang elementary school’ and were eventually referred
to as ‘kokumin school’.
The following review of colonial formal education segments the colonial
experience into four different periods. This is based on the four Educational
Ordinances issued in 1911, 1922, 1938, and 1943 by the then Japanese government.
Each period corresponding to a historic event or context.

Joseon Education Act (1911)
The Joseon Education Act was first enacted and promulgated in 1911. The
objective of education was specified in Article 2 of the Act, stating that education is
intended to foster both loyal and honest citizens (Ch'ungnyanghan kungmin) based
on the Imperial Rescript on Education (Kyōiku ni Kansuru Chokugo). Under this act,
education was largely divided into three categories: common education (po-t'ongkyo-yuk),

technical

‘industrial’

education

(sil-ŏp-kyo-yuk)

and

technical

‘professional’ education (chŏn-mun-kyo-yuk).
Common education was aimed to provide basics, especially to cultivate the
citizen’s character and to popularize Japanese language; technical ‘industrial’
education aimed to provide the people the technical and functional knowledge in
agriculture, commerce and industry; and the technical ‘professional’ education aimed
to teach advanced academic and technical skills. Education is aimed at moulding
Koreans into loyal subjects who communicate in the Japanese language. It focused
on rudimentary technical ‘industrial’ education with little leeway for practicality’s
sake.62
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Han Kiŏn. Han-kuk-kyo-yuk-sa [History of Korean education] (Seoul: Pak-yŏng-sa). 273
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The educational years for each school were: Common School (3-4 years),
Higher Common School (4 years), Girls’ Higher Common School (3 years),
Technical ‘Industrial’ School (Agriculture, Commercial, and Industrial 2-3 years),
Short Course Elementary School (no yearly restrictions), and Technical ‘Professional’
School (3-4 years).

The school system is indicated as follows:

Figure 7: School System during Colonial Education Preparatory and Propulsion Stage
Source: Han Kiŏn. (1963, 1971) Han-kuk-kyo-yuk-sa [History of Korean education]. 274
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In Common Schools, the education focused on reading, writing and
numeracy skills. Subjects such as Morals, Korean, Chinese, Japanese and Arithmetic
were compulsory subjects.
Subjects such as Music, Industrial drawing, Gymnastics, Handicraft, Sewing,
Science, Manual Industry, Basics of Agriculture, and Basics of Commerce were
optional, depending upon the land status.63 In short, the said education policy was to
cultivate people who employable after graduation. It was not a preliminary to higher
education.64
Figure 6 shows the pattern of school enrollment in Korea between 1910 to
1934. The Japanese maintained separate communities in Korea, children were
schooled in two separate systems, whereby Koreans had relatively limited
educational access, especially in secondary or higher education compared to the
elementary education.
They were strictly restricted to the Japanese proficiency and competitive
entrance examinations. For example, Korean students’ enrolment in Higher Common
School in 1920 was 3,513 students compared to 107,282 students in Common School,
which was 3.27 percent of the students in common schools.

Quoted in Han Kiŏn. (1963, 1971) Han-kuk-kyo-yuk-sa [History of Korean education]
(Seoul: Pak-yŏng-sa). 275. The national private education under Japanese Imperialist rule. For
detailed information of Land reform in Korea 1910-1945, see Yong-Ha Shin. "LAND
REFORM IN KOREA, 1950." Journal of Asian Sociology 5 (1976): 14-31. As explained, the
common school education was not preliminary to higher education. Korea’s colonial
government was interested mainly in insuring the existence of a labor force in Korea that
possessed the rudimentary education required to carry out orders from factory managers who
were for the most part Japanese, see Eckert, Carter J., and American Council of Learned
Societies. Offspring of Empire [electronic Resource]: The Koch'ang Kims and the Colonial
Origins of Korean Capitalism, 1876-1945 / Carter J. Eckert. Korean Studies of the Henry M.
Jackson School of International Studies. Offspring of Empire. Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1991.
64
Han Kiŏn.(1963, 1971) Han-kuk-kyo-yuk-sa [History of Korean education] (Seoul: Pakyŏng-sa). 275
63
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Note: ‘J’ means Japanese, ‘K’ means Korean
Figure 8: Overview of the type of school Japanese colonial education (1910-1934)
Source: Thriving Chosen: a survey of twenty-five year’s administration (GovernmentGeneral of Chosen, 1910-1945)

In Higher Common Schools, the education methodology focused on
cultivating life skills with subjects such as Morals, Japanese, Korean, Chinese,
English, History, Geography, Arithmetic, Science, Technical Industrial and
Legislation, Economics, Calligraphy, Drawing, Handicraft, Music and Gymnastics.
The Girls’ Higher Common School focused on women’s nature and life,
teaching Moral, Japanese, Korean, Chinese, History, Geography, Arithmetic, Science,
Housekeeping, Calligraphy, Drawing, Handicraft, Music and Gymnastics.65
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Ibid.,
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Comparison between Korean schools and Japanese schools in terms of
school numbers and student enrolment numbers.
School name

Number of schools

Number of students

Common School (Korean)

482

84,306

Elementary School (Japanese)

380

42,732

Higher Common School (Korean)

5

1,705

Middle School (Japanese)

5

2,010

Girls’ Higher Common School (Korean)

2

378

Girls’ High School (Japanese)

11

1,905

<Year of 1919>
Figure 9: Number of school (Korean and Japanese) and number of students
Source: Han Kiŏn. Han-kuk-kyo-yuk-sa [History of Korean education] (Seoul: Pak-yŏng-sa).

In the preparatory and propulsion stage66, private school education underwent
transformation, in which the rules of private schools applied to all private schools that
educated Koreans. Hence it applied to private schools such as private common
schools, higher common school, girls’ higher common school, technical industrial
school, and technical professional schools.
For instance, there were four technical ‘professional’ schools such as Keijō
Law College, Keijō Medical College, Keijō Technical Industrial College, and Suwon
Agriculture College. According to the governing rules of private schools, all private
schools needed to obtain the approval of the governor-general of Joseon before they
are allowed to establish and operate. The number of private schools declined; there
were 1,973 private schools in 1910, 1,317 private schools in 1912, 1,240 private
schools in 1914, and eventually 690 private schools in 1919.67
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Due to differences in perspective of Colonial education, Jeong has divided the colonial into
four time frames. See Jeong Jae Cheol. il-che-ŭi tae-han-kuk-sik-min-chi-kyo-yuk-chŏngch'aek-sa [Japanese Colonial Education Policy] (sŏ-ul:il-chi-sa, 1985)
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Keijō Technical College was formerly founded by the Korean government as Keijō Higher
Industrial School but in 1916, the Japanese raised its status to KeijōTechnical College. To be
eligible for entrance, a student had to have graduated from higher common school(middle
school), which during the colonial period was a five-year course, after six years of common
or elementary school, see Eckert, Carter J., and American Council of Learned Societies.
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The term “school system” generally refers to the type of school and the year
of study. However, in this chapter, my study considers not only the type of school
and its years, but also the purpose of installation at each level school and its
educational objectives, course design, qualification of entrance, curriculum and
Korean-Japanese student ratio etc.
In addition, it is evident that colonialism with assimilation, while maintaining
its discriminatory practices during the colonial period, where the ethnic Japanese and
ethnic Koreans had separate education systems with secondary education denied
ethnic Koreans. This would also provide the background of an individual’s memoirs
and personal meaning behind what they have experienced and their perception of
colonial education.

Revised Education Act (1922)
In the wake of the March 1st Movement (Sam-il-un-tong)68, also known as
Independence Movement (tongnip undong), Japan’s education policy underwent
changes. The ‘Revised Education Act’ was promulgated in 1922. This opened the
way for the Korean students to attend private school and college, and overall the level
of education at all levels increased.
The years of school were also increased. For instance, Common School (45-6 years), Higher Common School (5 years), Girls’ Higher Common School (4-5
years), Teachers Training Special Course (2-3 years), Technical Industry School (35 years), Technical Professional School (3 years and above), university (3-4 years),
and pre-university (2-3 years). Below is the chart review of Korean-Japanese Mixed
Schools, based on student numbers and ethnic student mix.

Offspring of Empire [electronic Resource]: The Koch'ang Kims and the Colonial Origins of
Korean Capitalism, 1876-1945 / Carter J. Eckert. Korean Studies of the Henry M. Jackson
School of International Studies. Offspring of Empire. Seattle: University of Washington Press,
1991.
68
A large-scale independence movement which took place on March 1, 1919.
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The Third Revised Education Act (1938)
The third Joseon Education Act was established in March 1938. The
significant transformation was that names of the schools were changed to be identical
with the Japanese schools’ names. Common school (po-t'ong-hak-kyo) was changed
to Simsang elementary school; higher common school (ko-tŭng-po-t'ong-hak-kyo) to
middle school (chung-hak-kyo); ‘girls’ higher common school (yŏ-cha-ko-tŭng-pot'ong-hak-kyo) to ‘girls’ high school (ko-tŭng-yŏ-hak-kyo).

Figure 10: Situation of Korean-Japanese Mixed School in 1935
Source: Han Kiŏn. Han-kuk-kyo-yuk-sa [History of Korean education] (Seoul: Pak-yŏng-sa).
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In addition, the Korean language was also changed to a non-compulsory
elective course, with the government succeeding in abolishing the Korean language
from the elementary school system. In March 1938 came the decree by the GovernorGeneral Minami from the Japanese colonial administration, on three major education
policies based on ideology. These were the ‘kokutai meichō’ (國體明徴 an ideology
based on emperor worship); ‘Naisen Ittai’ (內鮮一體 meaning Korea and Japan are
one), and ‘ninku tanren’ (忍苦鍛, meaning endurance and training). These were
deemed important based on the belief that a great national response to Japan’s internal
and external situation was needed. It was all designed to provide wartime thought
education to students and to ensure thorough education of people under the Japanese
empire.69

The Fourth Revised Education Act (1943)
In October 1943, the fourth education act was reorganized to conform to
militarization and the conduct of the war. This relates to the situation when Japan
started the invasion of China, whereby the strategy was to make Koreans subject to
the Japanese empire through colonial education. Thus, from April 1, 1941, the
‘simsang elementary school’ was renamed as ‘kokumin elementary school’, which
sounds more militaristic.
Kokumin elementary school was designed to provide compulsory education
for the preparation of the military to be used for the invasion of China. Middle schools
played the role in accordance with Japan. In many imperial universities and the preuniversities, the number of students in liberal arts were reduced to a minimum, along
with a huge shift toward science and technology.

Han Kiŏn. (1971). Han-kuk-kyo-yuk-sa (Taehakchŏnsŏ Kyoyuk'akkangŭi) [History of
Korean education] (University textbook) (Seoul: Pak-yŏng-sa). Seoul: Pak-yŏng-sa .278
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Eventually the landscape of education was hardened as the whole nation of
Japan was imbued with a sense of urgency. Young students were made ‘student
soldiers’ (Haktobyŏng), and the technical professional schools that relatively large
numbers of Koreans used to attend were forced to close. Rather than formal education,
more students were instead engaged in labor service in defense work and military
training.70
In the early 1940s, technical industrial education was in high demand
compared to the early colonial period due to total war period. As of May 1943, there
were more schools; 23 agricultural schools, 9 public industrial schools and 7 public
commercial schools, while the vocational supplementary school, showed an increase
of 40 agricultural schools, 1 industrial and 1 fishery school. For Koreans, the
admission to Keijō Imperial University was highly competitive. Students who
graduated from middle (junior high) school were admitted to preparatory school for
Imperial University that took two years.
However, in 1934, preparatory school years were extended to three years and
the entrance qualification for preparatory school was changed to a minimum
requirement of four years completion of middle (junior high) school. In 1943, the
school of engineering was opened in Keijō University.71
In trying to understand student-teacher relationships in colonial schools in
Korea, it is observed that there was less interaction between Japanese teachers and
Korean students in higher education. Figure 7 earlier indicated that the teachers were
mostly Japanese in higher education or professional schools. For example, there were
only 3 Korean teachers teaching in the school of medicine compared to 56 Japanese
teachers. In the case of the commerce school, there were no Korean teachers in the
school of commerce while 34 of the teachers were Japanese. In contrast, the number
of Korean teachers were relatively higher than Japanese teachers in elementary
education, and apparently lesser interaction occurred between Korean students and
Japanese teachers in higher education.
70
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For thirty-six years of Japanese colonial era, Japanese imperialism attempted
to create a colony, aimed at colonizing its colonies with increased and systematic
infrastructures. It was also a time when Korean national education deteriorated.
In summary, the characteristics of Japanese colonial education policy is
described as assimilation which specifically implements thought education of Japan
in its colonies based on: 1) Forced Japanese language education, 2) Inculcation of
Japanese history, culture, lifestyle etc., 3) Modern production techniques, especially
rudimentary agriculture technology, primarily through the transplantation of modern
school systems.72 Additionally, the modern educational technology was dependent on
each colony’s specific political purpose to achieve the colonization of the mind.
In addition, the change in colonial policy was one of the major changes in the
colonial educational policy during the colonial period. Koreans experienced culture
rule (1910 to 1920s) and imperialist education (1930s) with separate communities
namely Korean and Japanese due to the immigration of Japanese into Korea.
Koreans were schooled in separate systems that gave Koreans relatively
limited education opportunity. In the 1940s, the Japanese empire went so far as to
abolish Hangul under the slogan of Naisen Ittai, Nissen doso-ron, followed by
militaristic education as a result of ōkokushinmin policy. In order to provide Korean
students with wartime thought education according to the policy, there were three
principles namely ‘kokutai meichō’; ‘Naisen Ittai’ and ‘ninku tanren’.
To sum up, Koreans who went through the Japanese colonial education
system had different memories of education from before and after Pacific war. They
went through the education system since the beginning of Japanese colonization to
the beginning of the Pacific war (1910-1940), they experienced both the period of the
Governor-General Terauchi Masatake (in the 1910s), and the period of the so-called
“cultural policy” of Governor-General Saito Makoto (1920s) after the March 1st
Movement (Sam-il-un-tong). They show different memories, expression, and
perception depending on when and where they experienced their education.
72

Kuk-sa-p'yŏn-ch'an-wi-wŏn-hoe [National Institute of Korean History]. 1973-1974. Hankuk-kyo-yuk-sa: Charyo [History of Korean education: Reference]. Seoul: Kuk-sa-p'yŏnch'an-wi-wŏn-hoe [National Institute of Korean History]. 255
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3. The Educational System of British Malaya
In the context of British Malaya, J.S. Furnivall defines plural society as one
comprising “different sections of the community living side by side but separately
within the same political unit.”73

Figure 11: Evolution of Malaysia
Source: IPFS

It is necessary to stress that West Malaysia and Singapore were together
known as Malaya until the formation of the Malayan Union in 1946 when Singapore
was separated politically from the mainland to remain as a Crown colony.

The term of ‘Plural Society’ appeared initially in Furnivall’s well-known work, Colonial
Policy and Practice (Cambridge, 1948). For a detailed discussion on plural society and plural
school system, refer to J.S. Furnivall.
73
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Singapore joined the Federation of Malaysia in 1963 but withdrew in 1965
to become an independent state. Since 1973, West Malaysia is known as the
Malaysian Peninsula.
Malaya and Singapore comprise three main racial groups: Malays, Chinese
and Indians.74 Each group reflects its own religion, its own culture and language.
Therefore, the term education system used in this study implies the operation of two
or more school systems side by side within a country but separated from one another.
The development of the educational system in British Malaya can be split
into three phases: 1) the origins of the four school system in the Federated Malay
States, 1874-192075; 2) political changes and educational policies, 1920-1940; and 3)
The British return to Malaya after the Japanese occupation, prior to the independence
(1945-1957). 76 The school systems and its development following the changes in
educational policies, which were influenced by the manner in which the exigencies
of British rule and the attitudes of their officials during the British colonial rule will
be discussed in this part of my thesis.

Pre-colonial Education

Schooling in Traditional Malay Community
Prior to British colonial rule, the education provided among the Malays was
non-formal, which emphasized Quranic teachings, good behavior and morality,
spiritual knowledge and martial arts. It also provided the rudiments in handicraft,
apprenticeship in agriculture, fishing and hunting.
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As for North Borneo, the inhabitants included then Dusuns, Chinese, Malays, Bajaus,
Muruts and Indians. Sarawak also had polyglot populations comprising the Sea and Land
Dyaks, Malays, Chinese and Melanaus.
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The Federated Malay States, namely, Perak, Selangor, Negeri Sembilan and Pahang,
emerging after 1895 as a single political unit under British rule could be view as plural society
in Furnivall’s terms, see Philip Loh Fook Seng. 1975. Seeds of Separatism: Educational
Policy in Malaya 1874-1940. Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press.1
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For a detailed discussion on educational development in British Malaya, see Philip Loh
Fook Seng. 1975. Seeds of Separatism: Educational Policy in Malaya 1874-1940. Kuala
Lumpur: Oxford University Press.
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At a more formal level there was a religious system of education known as
the pondok (hut) school established by the local ulamak (Islamic teacher). Students
would build huts around the madrasah (religious school).77
The economic basis before British control was the largely sedentary
agriculture of fishing, the indigenous population was made up of subsistence farmers,
with rice-planting as their main activity. Therefore, prior to British occupation, the
cornerstone of Malay education was not the three Rs (reading, writing and arithmetic)
or the learning of occupational skills but the sacred text, the Koran.78
During the period, religious upbringing was deemed more important than
education as traditional Malay education was concerned with the transmission of
Koranic teachings. Generally, Koran classes were conducted by the custodian (Imam)
in local mosques. It was customary for the parents of the pupils to supply the imam a
sleeping mat and pillow, a cooking-pot and a sack of rice. The curriculum and the
activities associated with this type of residential Koranic education have been
described as follows:
“Three lessons were given daily. They lasted for an hour at a time, one after
the early Morning Prayer, the other after the mid-day devotions, and the third after
vespers. At other times, the boys helped their master in his housework and in the care
of his rice-fields and orchards. A pupil began by learning to repeat correctly the
Arabic formulae with which every lessons began and ended. When he has mastered
these preliminaries, he proceeded to study the alphabet less for its own sake than as
a sort of guide to reading Arabic prayers and texts. Through much memorizing and
through the assistance given him by his knowledge of the lettering, he would in time
succeed in being able to read the Koran and the principal prayers from end to end.”79
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It was less important for the teacher to be learned than for him to be religious, see Philip
Loh Fook Seng. 1975. Seeds of Separatism: Educational Policy in Malaya 1874-1940. Kuala
Lumpur: Oxford University Press. 11
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Schooling in Traditional Chinese Community
Prior to 1900, the ‘old style schools’ of China (to distinguish them from the
‘modern’ Chinese schools of China that were developed from about 1903 onwards)
were established wherever Chinese immigrants had settled, usually initiated by
former teachers or a local community leader. The school typically consisted of less
than twenty children, in a makeshift classroom within the precincts of a temple, an
ancestral hall, a business house or the residence of some local leader.
The teacher usually earned his livelihood partially from teaching, while he
was also a local letter-writer, ‘physician’, or fortune-teller.80 Pupils were taught the
precepts of the Chinese classics, far beyond their comprehension, through persistent
repetition.
“The school course consisted in committing to memory the canonical books
and writing infinity of diversity formed characters as a mental exercise in the first
stage. This writing exercise provided a training for the hands strangely neglected in
the west. The pupil gained a dexterity in contrast with the Western boy who is usually
clumsy at drawing and similar accomplishments. In the second stage the pupil
translated books into colloquial language (i.e. reading) and lessons in composition.
In the third stage there were belles-lettres and the composition of essays. Pupils learn
their lessons by heart and aloud (a lesson in concentration when all the other pupils
were doing the same thing with another book or a different part of the same book),
and recited them when learnt with their backs to the teacher.”81

The development of Indian Education
The population of Indians in the Federated Malay States during 1901 was
nearly 5,000 Bengalis, with the predominant Indian group consisting of 45,000
Tamils from South India. Compared to the Chinese community, there was only a very
small minority of Tamil children requiring an education.
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As the Tamil population did not have its own educational resources, being
employed largely in pilot plantation projects, in government railways development
scheme and in lower clerical and supervisory appointments of government
departments, they were generally more dependent on the state or employer for their
educational needs.
For instance, Tamil education was offered at a branch school attached to the
Singapore Free School beginning 1834. Two new schools were established in 1873
and 1876. Christian missionary groups contributed much to the development of
formal Tamil education by establishing schools such as the St. Francis Xavier
Malabar School and the Methodist Girls’ School.82
By 1826, the British had incorporated three separate trading ports, namely
Singapore, Penang and Malacca as the Straits Settlements. Britain initiated a policy
of non-intervention, followed by treaties signed by four states between 1874 and 1884,
accepting Britain as their protector and a British Resident to ‘advise the ruler in
administration matters’.
The four states were Perak, Selangor, Negeri Sembilan and Pahang,
collectively recognized as the Federated Malay States, which were administrated by
a central government with a British Resident-General as the head.
The following figure portrays the total population in the Federated Malay
States, which consists of the three main ethnic races namely Malay, Chinese and
Indian.
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In the early British colonial period, the British government at that time did not consider it
necessary to provide education to children of immigrant laborers, namely Indian and Chinese
communities, see Chang, Paul Ming Phang. 1973. “Educational Development in A Plural
Society: A Malaysian Case Study.” Malaya Publishing & Printing Co. pp.20
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Figure 12: Total Population in the Federated Malay States 1901
Source: Census for the Straits Settlements 1901

According to R. Murray Thomas, both the physical and ethnic characteristics
of Malaysia are legacies of British Colonialism.83 (Thomas, Murray, R, 1983, 150152). The British signed the treaties with the rulers of the Malay States. Thereafter
Britain was officially the protectors of the native people, with more obvious motive
behind the treaties, which was economic exploitation. Britain established extensive
rubber and coffee plantations, and set up capital extensive tin mining operations and
diverse business ventures on the Peninsula.84
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For a detailed discussion on the roots of Malaysian Ethnic patterns, see Thomas, and
Thomas, R. Murray. 1983, 2016. Politics and Education: Cases from Eleven Nations / Ed. by
R. Murray Thomas. Oxford: Pergamon. 150-152.
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Pelanduk Publications. 9
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The shortage of local labor led to the British overcoming the issue by
importing laborers from China and India. The locals who were not keen to work for
the British continued with their original agriculture and fishing activities, mainly on
a subsistence basis. Near the close of the 19th century, great numbers of Chinese left
China to labor in the expanding plantation and mining enterprises of the British in the
Malay Peninsula and the Borneo territories. Additionally, in early 19th century, many
Indians came to seek their fortune in the Straits Settlements as traders and merchants.
By end 19th century, many Tamil Indians came to work in the plantations in the Malay
Peninsula. The evolution of British colonial policies had affected the demographic
pattern in Malaya over the early decades of 19th century85 as reflected below.

Increase in the major ethnic groups

Figure 13: Increase in the major ethnic groups (1911-1941)
Source: Thomas, Murray, R, 1983 153.

However, British administrative policy in Malaya until it was occupied by
the Japanese in 1942 was dictated primarily by economic consideration without a
consistent educational policy.86 In the early 19th century, the development of a multiracial structure of the population in Malaya led to the development of the plural
school system in Malaya between 1786 and 1942.
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For a detailed discussion on the vernacular education and the immigrant communities, see
Chang, Paul Ming Phang. 1973. “Educational Development in A Plural Society: A Malaysian
Case Study.” Malaya Publishing & Printing Co. pp.20
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The period covered in this study extends from 1874 when British control was first
introduced into the Malay States, until 1941 when the entire Malay Peninsula along with the
rest of South-East Asia came under the control of the Japanese Military Command.
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This indicates a shift in British educational policy due to the numerous
problems affecting the political, economic and social life of the people after the
Japanese surrendered and left Malaya in 1945.
The figure below shows the number and composition of the population in
Malaya in 1941. In 1874, the population of the entire peninsula was not more than
400,000.
A significant result of the early period of unrestricted and extensive
immigration of Chinese and Indians saw a sevenfold increase of population in Malaya
by 1911, more than tenfold increase of population in 1941.
The significant changes are reflected in the table as below.87

Figure 14: Number and composition of the population in Malaya (1941)
Source: Ooi Jin-Bee, op. cil., p.121

Culturally, the immigrant Chinese and Indians brought with them their own
languages, customs and religious beliefs which were quite different from each other.
The Malays, for example are Muslims, many Indians are Hindus. The Chinese had
no strong religious affiliation though many claimed to be Confucianist and Buddhists.
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Due to the deep-rooted cultural differences, three main factors led to the
development of the plural school system in Malaya between 1786 and 1942:
i)

The multi-racial structure of the population.

ii)

The effort of voluntary agencies - Christian missions in the case of
education in English, in particular, girls’ education; and communal
interests and efforts in the case of education in Chinese, which was
influenced by Confucianism.

iii)

Absence of a consistent educational policy with definite aims and
objectives.88

British Colonial Education
Extending the concept of ‘type 6’ imperialism with neither extermination nor
assimilation, is the relationship between the colonizers and the colonized in the
context of British Malaya, yet the variable is the economic consideration involved in
the imperial situation, which the way of immigration has affected the demographic
pattern in British Malaya. Therefore, the education and plural school system were
key components of British colonial policy in British Malaya.
This part of the study examines the periods from a) 1786 - 1942 with a focus
on the plural school system and; b) 1945 - 1957 (period before independence), which
focuses on the change of landscape of British colonial policy after the Japanese
occupation and World War II. There were various attempts to formulate a national
education policy until the attainment of independence in 1957. In the context of a
Malayan plural society, there were two or more school systems side by side within a
country but separated from one another by a) different language medium of
instructions, b) different provisions in terms of grants and facilities for teacher
training and, c) unequal opportunities for higher education and employment.89
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Critical understanding of the plural society background is vital to evaluate
British period educational patterns and present-day educational policy problems.90

Plural School System
J.S. Furnivall defines plural society as one comprising “different sections of
the community living side by side but separately within the same political.” (J.S.
Furnivall, 1956). The study reviews the educational system under British Malaya.
British administration in the early 19th century instead of education, was more
concerned on the maintenance of peace and order to facilitate the development of
trade and economic resources such as tin and rubber. “To the British, education had
to await the completion of these tasks, an attitude which contrasts sharply with the
American belief in the efficiency of education as an instrument of pacification in the
Philippine Islands.91
During the British administration (1786 -1942), the plural school system,
then known as Four-stream Education System, referred to the four separate school
systems, based on the language medium of instruction, and established as the result
of the British Colonial Policy.92 There were English schools and vernacular schools
made up of Malay, Chinese and Indian schools with the chief medium of instruction
in the respective languages, namely, Malay, Chinese (Mandarin), and Tamil. It
reflects, on one hand, the Malayan children that did not go to the English medium
school suffered unequal opportunities for higher education and employment.
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Despite the policy of non-intervention in the affairs of the Malay States, the
Government in the context of the British felt an obligation to provide an elementary
form of education designed to keep them in their kampongs (villages) to continue in
their age-old occupations as farmers and fishermen. The aim of educating the Malays
was to teach them habit of punctuality and good behavior.

Malay Schools

The purpose of British control in Malaya was the creation of political stability
and orderly Western-style government, as necessary precondition of rapid economic
and commercial development of the country’s natural resources. As a moral rationale,
it expressed concern for the welfare and advancement of Malays within the
framework of traditional Malay society.93
In the treaty signed with Malay rulers, the British were committed to a policy
of protecting and looking after Malays. This paternalistic obligation was expressed
through educational policy in the provision of free primary 4-year education in their
own language.
The British Resident of Selangor, Birch, in his 1893 Annual Report, indicated:
“Vernacular education is in my opinion useful in so far as it makes the Malay regular
and cleanly in his habits, but where it exalts boys, as it often does, above the calling
of their fathers, who for the most part will remain small agriculturists or fishermen,
it does more harm than good.”94
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Nevertheless, the attempts were resisted by many Malay parents and most
religious teachers. The parents were skeptical of the value of a new kind of school
that did not teach the Islamic religion as did Koran schools as “Malay children
learned a little Arabic by reading and reciting the Koran as a form of religious
instruction.”
These were already in existence before the British administration. 95 They
were also unwilling to lose the services of their children for odd jobs at home and
were equally reluctant to allow them to go to any school which was not near their
kampong (village).
Religious teachers opposed the opening of such schools because they looked
upon them as a challenge to their religious authorities and a threat to their vested
interests. As discussed in the Resident’s Report for Perak in 1885:
“The importance of education is very much underestimated by the Malay
population in general but there are some of the more enlightened of the Chiefs who
are becoming alive to its value. It must be remembered that all the schools are of
recent establishment and that in a country where labor is so excessively dear as it is
in Perak, the great inducements of the parents to make use of their children’s services
at as early an age as possible, greatly interfere to prevent attendance at the
schools.”96
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In a relevant occupational background to the above comments, it is observed
that Malay education did not significantly affect the occupational structure of
traditional Malay peasant society.

Figure 15: Occupations of the Past Pupils of Malay Schools in Perak (1896)97
Source: Annual Report of Perak, 1896, p. 23

According to Cheeseman, among the attempts made by the British
government were, i) to introduce secular vernacular schools, where the teaching of
ordinary subjects was kept separated from the religious instruction (teaching of the
Koran). The ordinary (formal) class was held in the morning, while teaching of the
Koran was held in the afternoon.
This marked the beginning of a Malay vernacular system of education
controlled and directed by the State authorities. ii) With the appointment of R.J.
Wilkinson (a well-known Malay scholar-administrator) as Federal Inspector in 1903,
the introduction of a new Rumi to replace the old Arabic script was presented.
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Romanizing the Malay language had made it easier to teach and enabled
“publications by the Government to maintain a consistency and uniformity for the
whole Federated Malay States where there were important differences in regional
dialects between the northern part of the Peninsula (due perhaps to Thai influence)
and the Southern part where the Minangkabau and Javanese influence was very
marked.”98 iii) Developing Malay education on practical industrial lines. Drawing
was the compulsory subject, iv) establishing a new teachers’ training college, an
amalgamation of two colleges at Matang and Malacca were established at Tanjong
Malim, named after the Sultan of Perak, as the Sultan Idris Training College.
A Translation Bureau responsible for the translation of official documents as
well as preparation of textbooks was set up and became an integral part of the College.
The college provided a three year full-time residential course of training and a further
one-year course for a specially selected few. (Cheeseman Report, 1938), v) the
appointment of a lady supervisor of the Malay Girls’ Schools in 1921 and the opening
of a training college for women teachers in Malacca in 1935 had accelerated the
expansion of schools for girls who for years had been shielded from the influence of
modern education because their parents feared that such education would lead them
“to learn to read love letters from boys - or even worse, to write such letters
themselves” (Cheeseman Report, 1938).
From the quantitative perspective, Cheeseman reported that in 1929 the
average attendance in the Malay schools of the Straits Settlements and the Federated
Malay States was over 90 percent which was very much higher than the 50 percent
prescribed by the enactments.
In contrast, the qualitative aspect of development of education in Malay is
less impressive. Buildings and equipment were far inferior to those of English schools.
Most of the schools had no proper classrooms, it was very common to use the low
movable partitions to separate one class from another.
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Three to four pupils shared one textbook due to the short supply of textbooks
even though they were free. Other than that, there were not enough books in Malay
to build up the school library. The proportion of untrained teachers, especially in the
rural areas was high meanwhile the standard of teaching was low. Secondary schools
were not available. Only those who wanted to teach were required to stay on in the
school for another two years at the end of which they would compete for entrance to
the Sultan Idris Training College for boys or the Women Teachers’ Training College
in Malacca for girls.
English was not taught in these colleges with the reason that the aim of Malay
vernacular education was to give the pupils a sound practical education to fit them
for a living as farmers and fishermen. The British government had a principle that a
child should commence his education in his own mother tongue. In fact, those Malay
boys who wished to learn English would have to enroll in an English school from the
first year or compete for transfer to an English school after completing four years in
a vernacular school and had not reached the age of eleven.99
Hence, the Malay school continued to suffer from a severe shortage of staff
with lack of training at all. The very elementary type of teacher-training was then
provided at Malacca College. In 1909, with an enrolment of nearly 10,000 pupils, it
had only eighteen qualified teachers, while in 1913, Pahang’s enrolment of nearly
2,000 pupils had only four trained teachers. The situation in the 1910s was
compounded by an indifferent administration.
However, the Malay education offered little tangible social or economic
benefit. Even the prospect of becoming a qualified Malay teacher, socially not
without prestige in Malay society, was financially unattractive, the pay being only
about sixty percent of an English-educated junior clerk’s salary.100
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The Kuala Kangsar Malay College
The Malay College at Kuala Kangsar was founded in 1905. Its major role
was to prepare some of the traditional Malay elite for administrative positions in the
Malay States. Initially it was stressed that both sons of traditional elite and boys with
marked ability selected from the ‘Commoner’ schools should be admitted. Such opendoor policy was then amended in 1919, where the Board of Governors further stressed
that “only princes and nobles of Malaya should be eligible for admission.”101
Nevertheless, the practice of admitting a few commoners each year was never
discontinued. These classes prepared Malay students who had already successfully
completed their Standard Seven Examination in an English school for eventual
admission into the Malay Administrative Service. Besides, the Board of Governors
since 1920 had adopted a policy of admitting a few promising Malays of nonaristocratic origins into these classes.
Through them, it became apparent that commoner Malays were able to secure
administrative roles of some prestige, which previously were the reserved of the
traditional Malay elite. The 1928 education code for both Federated Malay State and
the Straits Settlements listed the following Standard Seven subjects; a) English
reading, conversation, composition, recitation, spelling, dictation and writing; b)
arithmetic, algebra and geometry; c) the history of England; d) the geography of
South America, Australasia and Malaya; and e) hygiene, as well as Art and Physical
training.102

The Foundation of the Sultan Indris Training College
At Kuala Kangsar Malay College, the sons of Malay rulers and the Malay
aristocracy were given formal educational preparation for their eventual admission to
privileged roles within Malay society as well as the British colonial administration.
The Sultan Idris Training College was then founded in 1922 in Perak.
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This college enabled the sons of Malay peasantry and commoners to be
trained for return to Malay villages as schoolteachers. An initial frame of reference
setting out its main objective is contained in Winstedt’s 1921 Report:
Manual training has received much thought and attention of recent years.
With the opening of the Sultan Idris Training College in 1922 it is hoped to train all
Malay teachers in gardening and elementary agriculture, so that they in turn may
introduce scientific methods into the most remote villages. Headway against the
Malay teachers’ contempt for manual work has been made already by the
introduction of basketry into the Malay Colleges and schools. But more remains to
be done. A few decades ago, the most intelligent Malay headmen and agriculturalists
were mostly men with powers of observation keenly developed but no knowledge of
reading and writing. The educationalist has to beware lest vernacular education may
give a pupil a smattering of book learning and rob him of his alert interest in his
surroundings. (Report on Education, F.M.S. 1921)
The Sultan Idris Training College’s curriculum was mainly concerned with
normal ‘secondary’ education and marginally, ‘professional’ teacher training. The
curriculum comprised four components:
i)

academic program consisting of arithmetic, geometry, geography, language,
history and literature, hygiene, art, writing general knowledge.

ii)

practical work in the school’s vegetable plots, each student being assigned a
plot of land 15 ft X 15 ft for cultivation; basket-making and other handcraft.

iii)

the theory of teaching contained in a two-volume textbook, ‘Handbook for
Teachers’ compiled by O.T. Dussek (Principal of Sultan Idris Training
College) with the assistance of a Malay teacher; and,

iv)

teaching practicum.
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In addition, two hours per week throughout the three-year course were set
aside for Islamic religious instruction. Teaching was conducted entirely in Malay.103

Chinese Schools

The British government was described as having a lack of desire to establish
a unified system of education, but to encourage the learning of the vernacular of the
country of adoption.
Therefore, the British government refused to assist the development of
education in Chinese. However, they were allowed to freely set up schools to teach
in their own vernacular and to develop a separate school system of their own. To
summarize, the development of education in Chinese until 1920 was influenced to a
large extent by the following factors:
i.

The educational policy of the British Government,

ii.

The willingness of the Chinese to provide schools,

iii.

Political and educational developments in China and,

iv.

The attitude of the government of the Republic of China towards the
Overseas Chinese104

The Chinese under the influence of Confucianism were traditionally
enthusiastic about education and took the initiative to set up schools of their own
where pupils learnt Chinese Classics and abacus. The teachers were not well trained,
many of them being part-time teachers and fortune-tellers; any man who could read
and write in those days was considered as fully qualified to teach.
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Kang Yu-wei, a mandarin and a scholar of high repute, fled to Malaya from
China and succeeded to get his educational theory put into practice. In Singapore, a
new concept of Kang, combining Confucianism teaching and western science, saw
the setting up of primary schools on a new progressive pattern, financed and
supported by the Chinese Community, soon to be established throughout the Malay
states. These Chinese schools began to develop on lines that were totally Chinese in
form and content, divorced from the political and cultural context of Malaya.
In 1917, the National Language Movement, started in Peking, spread to
Malaya. All Chinese schools began to adopt Kuo Yu (Mandarin) as the medium of
instruction. Textbooks were imported from China, and most of the teachers were from
China, many of whom brought with them strong anti-British views. It was soon
realized that Chinese schools were becoming instruments of propaganda for political
parties outside Malaya who opposed to the policy of the Malayan Government.
Therefore in 1920, legislation was initiated for the registration and control of
schools and teachers, at the same time, a scheme of grant-in-aid was introduced.105
However, the structure of Chinese schools remained influenced by the system in
China.
It was divided into three stages: six years of primary school followed by three
years of Junior Middle and then followed by a further three years of Senior Middle
school.
The per capita grant given to schools qualified for assistance was meagre
compared to what was given to English Medium schools. Most of the Chinese school
buildings were of inferior quality. Teachers were poorly qualified and poorly paid.
Students who progressed to the Chinese secondary schools did not have their
qualifications recognized, which restricted them from the employment and
opportunities.
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Indian Schools

Like Chinese schools during the British colonial rule, the government did not
consider it necessary to provide education to the children of Indian immigrants. The
Indian vernacular schools began with the development of coffee, sugar, coconut and
finally the rubber plantations.
In 1902, the Conference of Residents106 resolved that “facilities should be
offered to the children of Tamil immigrants to acquire a knowledge of their vernacular
language with the object of making the Federated Malay States, from the point of
view of the Indian immigrant, an outlying portion of India like Ceylon.”
A Labor Code was introduced in the Federated Malay States by which estates
with ten children of school age (defined as between 7 and 14 years) were required to
provide a staff school. A small per capita annual grant based on examinations and
average attendance was recommended in order to stimulate growth.
The government also ran a few non-fee-paying schools mainly in town areas
for the children of employees, mostly those who worked for the Public Works
Department and the Railways. Most schools existed to serve the needs of children of
the estate laborers. These were predominantly rural in character.
The basic course was four years, with only a few schools having fifth and
sixth standards. The proportion of children completing the basic course was small.
This was due partly to the ignorance of parents and partly to the indirect
encouragement given to the children to augment of the labor force. Some parents
found it easy to resist because of the extra income which they would get by allowing
their children to leave school to accept employment.
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Like Chinese schools, the school buildings were poor, teachers were poorly
paid and were in most cases inefficient. Pupils’ attendance was irregular and the
number of dropouts each year was high.107

There were four types of Indian vernacular schools as follows:
i.

Those maintained and run by Government (mainly for the children of
government employees;

ii.

Estate schools where managers of estates were obliged by the Labor code to
maintain;

iii.

Private schools run by committees of local residents, and;

iv.

Mission schools conducted by various missionary bodies.

To summarize, Tamil schools were originally founded to encourage
migration when planters came to recognize the advantage of opening schools on their
estates.
Experience has shown that Tamil education is of value not only as an
incentive to recruiting labor for the rubber estates, but as a means of keeping the
Tamil labor happy and content. (Furnivall, 1956).
The following table shows that the growing need of Indian laborers had
induced a greater flow of Indian Immigration into Malaya from 1901 to 1941.
Hence, the British Administration in 1905 decided to establish Tamil schools
as the need arose for them ‘with the object of making the Federated Malay States
from the point of view of the Indian Immigrant.
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Year

Total

Indians

Population
Number

Percentage of Total
Population

1871¹

308,097

33,390

11

1891²

910,123

74,081

8

1901

1,227,195

115,536

9

1911

2,644,489

267,159

10

1921

3,338,545

471,536

15

1931

4,345,503

621,774

14

1941

5,545,173

767,693

14

1 Straits Settlements only
2 Straits Settlements and the Federated Malay States only.
Figure 16: Growth of the Indian Population in Malaya, 1871-1941108
Source: Chang, Paul Ming Phang (1973)

English Schools

In common with most other former British colonial territories, the pioneers
of English education in Malaya were the different missionary bodies, charitable
organizations and public-spirited individuals.
The first English medium school, namely Penang Free School was founded
in 1816 by the Rev. R.S. Hutchings, the then Colonial Chaplain of the Straits
Settlements. Fees were charged. It was free only in sense of being open to children of
all races and creeds. This set the pattern for the development of education in English
in Malaya.109
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The founding of the Penang Free School was followed by the founding of
Malacca Free School in 1826, and later the King Edward VII School in Taiping and
the Victoria Institution in Kuala Lumpur. These schools owed their foundations to
private benevolence and were maintained by private subscription and an annual grant
from the government. They remained private and independent until the beginning of
the 20th century when financial difficulties compelled them to be taken over by the
Government.
Missionary efforts in the provision of English education for boys were
represented mainly by the La Salle Christian Brothers (A French Catholic monastic
order), the American Methodist Mission and the Church of England. For the
education of girls, the nuns of the Order of Dames de St. Maur of the Convent of the
Holy Infant Jesus were first in the field. Their task was later shared by the Methodist
Mission and to a lesser extent by the Church of England. It was estimated that by
1941 about seventy-five per cent of the children receiving education in English were
in mission schools.
The Malay College in Kuala Kangsar was the only residential school. It was
established by the Government in 1905 exclusively for the Malays largely through
the effort of R.J. Wilkinson. The original aim was to prepare Malays of high birth for
administration and other appointments requiring a sound knowledge of English.
The English schools in Malaya in general developed very much along the
lines of schools in England. The complete course extended over eleven years was
divided into three departments: the primary department comprised the primary classes
of Primary I, Primary II and Standard I; while the middle department consisted of
Standards II, to V; and the secondary department extended from Standards VI to the
School Certificate Class.
Most mission schools provided the complete school course of eleven years.
A majority of the secondary schools were government controlled and drew their
intake from government primary schools.110
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Figure 17: Pupils in Government and Aided English Schools by Race in the Federated Malay
States (1935)111
Source: Chang, Paul Ming Phang (1973)

Figure 18: Number of Pupils in the Different Categories of Schools in the Straits Settlements
and the Federated Malay States, 1937112
Source: Chang, Paul Ming Phang (1973)

In comparison to the vernacular schools, the curriculum in English schools
were highly academic as pupils were prepared to sit the Cambridge Overseas School
Certificate examination. The syllabus had a strong English flavor as is evidenced, for
example, by the kind of history pupils were required to learn.
For Standards One and Two: ‘Twenty biographies or important events in
English history from the landing of the Romans to Henry VII.’ For Standards Three
and Four: ‘Thirty biographies or important events in English History from A.D. 1066
to A.D. 1487.’
For Standards Five to Seven, the pupils had to study ‘the most important
persons and events from the Tudor to Hanoverian period with special reference to the
acquisition of colonies and dependencies of England, with dates.’
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This was subsequently altered to include the History of the British Empire
from 1492 to 1784.’113
The following table summarizes the ethnic distribution of teachers in English
schools. Generally, European schoolmasters were mainly British, with a small
number of American, French, German and Irish missionaries.
Indians were the earliest Asians to be employed in English schools in the
Federated Malay States. Eurasians (descended from Dutch, Portuguese and other
European settlers who had married locally) included a large number of women
teachers in the primary schools.

*The marked increase in ‘Others’ is probably accounted for by the inclusion of ‘Ceylonese’
which in other years were classified under ‘Indians’
Figure 19: Ethnic Distribution of Teachers in English Schools
Source: Chang, Paul Ming Phang (1973)
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Higher Education
Higher education was represented in Malaya before 1942 by two institutions
located in Singapore. i) King Edward VII College of Medicine, and ii) Raffles
College. The entrance requirement was a pass in the Cambridge Overseas School
Certificate examination with ‘credits’ in English and three other subjects.

i) King Edward VII College of Medicine
The College of Medicine was founded in 1905 as the result of fund raised
largely through the efforts of a Singapore public-spirited Chinese, Tan Jaik Kim, who
obtained liberal donations from Chinese and European business firms. King Edward
VII College was considered a part of the Medical Department maintained by the
Government even though it has its own governing council.
The duration of the course was six years and the standard aimed at was
similar to the United Kingdom. Recognition of the diploma awarded by the college
was accorded by the British Medical Council in 1916, after which, its graduates were
allowed to practice anywhere in the British territories. A dental school providing a
five-year course was added to the College in 1929 to be followed ten years later by a
school of pharmacy. A high standard of research had been maintained, particularly in
the fields of nutrition and malaria. The annual output was small and entry to the
College was strictly controlled “to avoid producing more professional men than there
were posts available.”114

ii) Raffles College
Raffles College was established in 1928 upon the recommendation of the
1918 Committee appointed by the Governor of the Straits Settlements to consider a
scheme for the celebration of the centenary of Singapore. Raffles College was to
provide for the education of teachers for the secondary schools and to offer facilities
for training in scientific and technical subjects for the increasing number of young
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men and women desiring to become better fitted for the commercial and economic
work of the community by an education of university type.”115
However, the failure rate was high, according to the 1939 Report of the
Commission on Higher Education. From 1928 to 1939, only 190 out of 360 students
had been awarded diplomas, indicating a failure rate of 47 per cent. The racial
distribution of students overall also provided a significant pointer to the result of
interaction of a multi-racial society and a plural school system. During the same
period, in every 100 students there were 58 Chinese, 22 Indians, 11 Eurasians and
only 9 Malays.116
In 1938, as a result of persistent demand for a local university, a commission
was appointed to consider the questions and advised on higher education generally.
The Commission presented its report in 1939 which recommended the amalgamation
of the two Colleges into a joint University College as a first step towards full
university status. However, war broke out while the report of the Commission was
still under detailed consideration by the Secretary of State for the Colonies.117

University Education in the UK Dependencies
University education has a vital role to play in fulfillment in United
Kingdom dependencies, to support the policy of promoting self-government on
secure economic and social foundation, to which Her Majesty’s Government was
committed.
It was envisaged that students, “trained in their own countries or overseas,
are among the most precious of the natural resources of the territories. They include
the future prime ministers, bishops, doctors, civil servants, historians, veterinary
scientists, headmasters, engineers, journalists, lawyers, agriculturists, diplomats,
judges and scientists of their societies.”
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On them will largely depend whether the independent states emerging from
the dependent territories will be efficient and stable.118
Raffles College was an autonomous institution although it received
considerable financial support from the various State and Settlement Governments.
It provided courses in arts and science. Students were offered one principal and two
subsidiary subjects. The college diploma was awarded to those who successfully
completed the three-year course.
The Inter-University Council for Higher Education Overseas was set up in
1946, at the invitation of the United Kingdom Secretary of State for the Colonies, as
the central body concerned with the development of university education in the
United Kingdom dependencies. The council was a representative organ of the United
Kingdom universities and the existing colonial universities.
Its principal purpose was to make available to the new and developing
university institutions overseas the experience and assistance of the home universities.
The Council (1960) assisted four universities (Hong Kong, Malaya, Malta, Khartoum
in the Sudan) and six university colleges (East Africa, Ghana, Ibadan in Nigeria,
Sierra Leone, Rhodesia and Nyasaland, and The West Indies).
Of these, University College, Ghana, is situated in an independent
Commonwealth country; the University of Malaya is partly in a United Kingdom
dependency (Singapore branch) and partly in an independent Commonwealth country
(Kuala Lumpur branch in the Federation of Malaya), and Khartoum in an independent
country.’119
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Extra-mural services
The universities and university colleges in the United Kingdom dependencies
undertook a variety of extra-mural activities. Some; the West Indies, East Africa,
Sierra Leone and Ibadan (Nigeria), established full departments of extra-mural
studies. The University of Malaya gave support to adult education movements in both
Singapore and the Federation.
Members of the staff wrote textbooks and produced other teaching material
for the training colleges and schools. They took part in shaping examination
syllabuses for schools and served on public service commissions, scholarship
committees, expert commissions, the governing bodies of museums, cultural societies
and schools, and in a variety of other ways took a leading part in local public life.
To sum up, the extension of British Administrator into the Malay village and
the development of Federated Malay States as a world producer of tin and rubber put
an increasing premium on a command of English. The educational system during
colonial times was similar to the British school system but adapted considerably to
local conditions.120
The basic educational structure consisted of six years of primary schooling,
three years of lower secondary, and two years of upper secondary. Thus, this structure
did vary especially in the rural areas where primary schooling sometimes was only
four years. The education system included schools teaching in four different
languages: Malay, Chinese, English and Tamil. There was a complex system of
government schools, government-assisted schools, and private schools. They were
not brought under one common system until independence.121 Until 1940 prior to the
Japanese occupation, the British colonial education system in Malaya is summarized
in the diagram as follows:
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Diagram Reference
A King Edward VII Medical
School, Singapore
B Raffles College, Singapore
C School of Agriculture,
Serdang, Selangor
D Technical School, Kuala
Lumpur, Selangor
E a) Normal Classes, i.e. inservice courses for English
schoolteachers preparing for
teaching credentials
b) Evening Classes, i.e.
courses held in the evenings
under the direction of the
Federal Education
Department leading to
Certificates awarded by the
London City Council and the
City of Guilds Institute of
London.

Figure 20: The Educational systems in the Federated Malays States during the 1940.
Source: Adapted from World Survey of Education, Paris: UNESCO, 1955 122

Malay Education

Pupil-teacher classes refer to in-service classes for pupil-teachers with Malay
as the language of instruction, i.e. pupils who had completed their primary Malay
education and were employed as untrained teachers in the primary Malay schools.
Students admitted to the Government training college (i.e. the Sultan Idris Training
College) were usually former pupil-teachers.
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Agricultural course refers to the one-year special practical programs
organized by the Agriculture Department and were held at the Agricultural College
at Serdang. Junior Technical School refers to the few trade schools, with somewhat
limited facilities, for students from the Malay schools.123

Figure 21: The Malay schools and curriculum in the Federated Malays States.
Source: Adapted from World Survey of Education, Paris: UNESCO, 1955

English education
English primary school refers to the school with English as the language of
instruction, which ended with the completion of Standard Five: Primary 1, Primary 2
and Standard 1 to 5. For pupils who were promoted to secondary school in Standards
6, Standards 7, Standards 8 and Standards 9, their terminal examination could be
either the Junior Cambridge Certificate (taken at the end of Standards 8) or Senior
Cambridge Certificate (taken at the end of Standards 9).
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Both these examinations were run by an external board of examiners in
London. Higher Education at the post-Senior Cambridge level was available in the
following local institution namely, King Edward VII Medical School, Raffles College,
School of Agriculture and Technical School (Normal Classes, or Evening Classes).124

Special Malay course
Special Malay course refers to special classes attached to some English
schools in the major urban areas such as Kuala Lumpur and Ipoh (Victoria Institution
and Anderson School respectively), where transfer students from the Malay primary
schools were given 2 years of intensive English language teaching, equivalent to
Standard 3 and Standard 4, after which these students were admitted into Standard 5
of the regular English stream.125
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Figure 22: The English schools and curriculum in the Federated Malays States.
Source: Adapted from World Survey of Education, Paris: UNESCO, 1955

Indian education
Indian primary school refers to schools which used Tamil as the language of
instruction. There were very few pupils in Indian schools who completed their
primary schooling, which until the 1930s, ended at Standard 4.126
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Figure 23: The Indian schools and curriculum in the Federated Malay States.
Source: Adapted from World Survey of Education, Paris: UNESCO, 1955

Chinese education
Chinese primary school refers to schools where either a Chinese dialect (e.g.
Cantonese) or the national language of China (Mandarin) was used as the language
of instruction. Chinese middle school refers to the two segments of Chinese
secondary education.
Like the Indian community, the majority of Chinese pupils did not complete
the six-year primary years. There were minority who went to Chinese secondary
school. Senior normal school refers to teacher-training classes provided for in a few
secondary schools.127
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Figure 24: The school curriculum during the 1940s.
Source: Adapted from World Survey of Education, Paris: UNESCO,1955

Under the British colonial rule, the plural school system was also known as
Four-Stream Education System was established due to migration stimulated by the
expansion of British economic and political control. This has led to a plural society
as well as plural school system in Malaya between 1786 and 1942.
In 1945, when British returned to Malaya, the period between 1945 and 1957
was marked by three distinctive stages of political development. This period is
described as in search of a national educational policy. This thesis suggests that the
educational system in the said period strives to retain completeness since it is not
relevant to the memoirs that will be discussed in next chapters.
To sum up, both Malaysia and Singaporean underwent the British colonial
education system between 1786 and 1942 experienced British economic and political
control that led to multi-racial structure of population, had Christian missions in the
case of education in English and further experienced the absence of consistent
education policy. The official reports therefore point to an emerging Malay demand
for English education. English schools therefore tended to remain elitist in its
orientation.
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In contrast, under the Japanese colonial rule, Koreans experienced culture
rule and imperialist education in the 1910 to 1920s and 1930s respectively. The
Japanese government maintained separate communities between Japanese and
Koreans, they were schooled in separate systems that gave Koreans relatively limited
education opportunity.
The colonial educational system in British Malaya and its development
followed the changes in educational policies, which were influenced by the manner
where exigencies of British rule and attitudes of their officials were dominant during
British colonial rule.
Likewise, Japanese government’s change of rule in colonial Korea every time
altered the Korean society. These influences on individual memory examined in the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER III. EDUCATION EXPERIENCE IN
COLONIAL KOREA IN THE MEMOIRS
Introduction
Within the framework of the centrality of social memory, the Japanese
colonial legacy has seemed to be negatively perceived by Koreans. Research indicates
that this is attributed to the sentiment of Korean nationalism which has played a
prominent role in nation-building. The social discourse on the imperialist era under
Japan is negative in general as part of the social memory. However, over time,
memories can be distorted.
To study this phenomenon in-depth, individual memory is appropriate as the
subject of study compared to social memory because the topic of colonial legacy and
the viewpoints would become more diversified. In particular, the memoirs that can
be collectively assimilated into the topic of colonial education make up a full and
clear picture of the multifaceted historical consciousness of Japanese colonialism. In
this chapter, the education experiences of Koreans during the Japanese colonial
period will be examined, particularly the part of education revealed in memoirs. It is
a very important part of life history as it unveils the intricacy and complexity of
personal experience.
For many research topics in twentieth-century history, the eliciting of oral
histories based on personal memory is integral to our understanding and will perhaps
become more so as the rise of electronic communication media such as email, digital
documents, text-messaging and mobile telephones - supersede traditional written
record. (Abrams, 2016). Lynn Abrams introduced ‘episodic memory’ as the memory
system that enables the recall of particular events or incidents (episodes) as a kind of
‘mental time travel’, whereby we remember not just the event itself but one’s place
within it.
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The broad category of episodic memory is sometimes also called
autobiographical memory, and it is the kind of memory most relied on in oral history
interviews.128
Twenty-seven Korean memoirs have been expressly selected for this study,
detailing the authors’ personal description of their experiences of colonial education.
Most of the memoirs delve into the colonial education experience as part of their
memories during the colonial period, and provide the underpinning that colonial
education played an important part in shaping their thinking, decisions and
experiences.
It is evident that formal education during the Japanese colonial rule was
closely linked to Japanese colonial policy for 35 years and Japanese immigration is
of a character directly to compete with the native population. During the colonial
period, the Japanese maintained separate communities as Koreans were schooled in
a separate system that limited education opportunity. It is, however, noteworthy that
the parts of colonial educational memories described in the memoirs are not entirely
negative. Thus, in the colonial period, education was perceived as an opportunity.
Subsequently, economic opportunity was heavily dependent on one’s education.
The education system ordinance was enacted and promulgated four times,
each showing the turning point in the transition of Japanese educational policy and
an immediate reflection of the social situation in Japan. As was discussed in chapter
II of this dissertation, those promulgations were: Joseon Education Act (1911),
Revised Education Act (1922), Third Revised Education Act (1938), and the Fourth
Revised Education Act (1943).
Prior to the Pacific War (Pre-1940), Koreans experienced culture rule (191020s) and imperialist rule after March 1st Movement (Sam-il-un-tong) (1930s) that
resulted another form of imperialist education. The Japanese empire went so far as to
abolish Hangul under the slogan of “Naisen Ittai” (Korea and Japan are One) and
“Nissen doso-ron” (Japanese and Koreans had a common ancestry).
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Soon after, in 1943 the Japanese pursued militaristic education and adopted
the ‘ōkokushinmin’ policy. This was important to create a total war period in response
to Japan’s internal and external situations. Inadvertently, it directly affected the
colonial education system, in which the education system was more militaristic and
controlled in the 1940s.
The thesis portrays how the memoir authors are defined and classified into
two groups: 1) the Generation of the Pre-Pacific War period and 2) the Generation of
the Pacific War period. Both groups were placed through different education systems
in different periods, so their experiences and evaluations show discrepancies between
the two. In these twenty-seven memoirs, it was uncovered that various events and
figures described were based on the authors’ life experiences, which were shared with
unique viewpoints on the topic of colonial education.
In some cases, there are several memoirs which cover the same period (e.g.
Pre-Pacific War) of the education system and experiences with distinctively different
points of view. In many cases, the narrative is of a whole life career from the
perspective of occupation, it shows the process of achieving success in career and life.
Some of the differences comes in the form of inspirational memoirs describing
struggles against the odds (homo economicus)129 in Korea.
This type of memoir includes Memoirs of Financial World Series” by a
former chief finance person, “Revival and Growth Hoenam Song In-sang Memoir”
by Song In-sang, “From Despair to Hope: Economic Policymaking in Korea 19451979” by Kim Chung-yum, “Recall Sixty-Five Years” by Kim Yoo-taek, “Samsung
Founder Hoam Lee Byung-chul’s Autobiography” by Lee Byung-chul, “My Life, My
Rules” by Kim Dae-jung and “Life of Integrity” by Yu Seong-yeon.
Two out of the twenty-seven are historical memoirs including “Time of the
Historian: Autobiography of Kang Man-gil” by Kang Man-gil and “Japanese View
of Korea (Retrospect of My Research on Korean History)” by Hatada Takashi. Lastly,

Hye In Kim. "Century of Capital, Entrepreneurial Egos and Autobiography －‘A Memoir
Financial Circles’ Published in the 1970s and Politics Based on the Subjecthood of
129

Entrepreneurial Egos－." 사이間 SAI, no. 18 (2015): 151-88.
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the rest of the memoirs selected in this study are occupational memoirs and portrait,
which the former includes “My Way” by Kim Manki, “Kim Bong-hwan Memoirs”
by Kim Bong-hwan, “A Man Who Has Lived in the Hope of a Distant Top of the
Mountain Pas” by Ri Tae-geuk, and the only memoirs written by a female in this
study, “Yang Yoon-young Memoirs”, which almost narrates the entire career of the
author which represent thoughts during the occupation. The later includes “Songpa
Yun Yong-gu” by Yun Yong-gu” and “I’m Member of the Worker’s Party of Korea:
Kim Sŏkhyŏng Oral History” by Kim Sŏkhyŏng, which attempted to convey the
private experiences of other people.

Type of

List of Memoirs

Memoirs
Inspirational

•

memoirs

•
•

Historical memoirs

Occupational
memoirs

Portrait

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Memoirs of Financial World (Former Chief Financial Officer: Series I)/ Ku
Yong-seo, Kim Gyo-cheol, Yun Ho-byeong, O Wi-yeong, Ha Sang-yong.
Revival and Growth Hoenam: Song In-sang Memoir/ Song In-sang
From Despair to Hope: Economic Policymaking in Korea 1945-1979/ Kim
Chung-yum
Recall Sixty-Five Years/ Kim Yoo-taek
Baek Dujin Memoirs / Baek Dujin
For After Day’s Testimony / Heo Jeong
Samsung Founder Hoam Lee Byung-chul’s Autobiography/ Lee Byung-chul
My Life, My Rules / Kim Dae-jung
Life of Integrity / Yu Seong-yeon
The Jacket did not Wet in the Rain: Biography of Kimjit'ae / Kimjit'ae
Memoirs of Danam Lee Pil-seok / Lee Pil-seok
My life before and after Liberation 1940-1949 / Yu Chong-ho
My Youth Age / Yi Yŏng-hŭi
Time of the Historian: Autobiography of Kang Man-gil/ Kang Man-gil
Japanese View of Korea (Retrospect of My Research on Korean History) /
Hatada Takashi
My Way/ kim Manki
Kim Bong Hwan Memoirs / Kim Bong-hwan
A Man Who Has Lived in the Hope of a Distant Top of the Mountain Pass/ Ri
Tae-geuk
Yang Yoon-young Memoirs / Yang Yoon-young
My Memoirs / Chang I-uk
Songpa Yun Yong-gu/ Yun Yong-gu
I’m Member of the Worker’s Party of Korea: Kim Sŏkhyŏng Oral History
Nam-jae Kim Sanghyub: My life/Study/Philosophy / Kim Sanghyub
Figure 25: Type of Memoirs
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This chapter presents the Koreans’ colonial educational experiences
extracted from these memoirs and is grouped based on the: i) the evaluation of the
Japanese education system, ii) evaluation of authors’ relationship with the teachers,
and 3) the evaluation of school friendships.
To begin with, this chapter is divided into four sub-topics, namely:
i)

An overall evaluation of education system,

ii) Evaluation of relationships with teachers,
iii) Evaluation of school friendships and
iv) Educational experience before and after the Pacific war.

The fourth sub-topic (experience before and after the Pacific War) provides
a comparative evaluation of the education system at different levels of colonization
by different periods, for instance, educational experience of Koreans in the Pacific
War period which were controlled and militaristic. Many Koreans who received
education in that period described the education system as being more oppressive,
with many of those having little chance of finishing their elementary education due
to the outbreak of the war.
This study utilizes both the life history approach and oral history theory to
approach people’s memory and evaluation in the memoirs. According to Znaniecki,
in sociological analysis all information in memoirs must be taken with the humanistic
coefficient, that is, from the standpoint of the conscious human agents who
experience the phenomenon being investigated, not from that of an outside observer.
(Znaniecki F. , 1927).
In International Relations, historical consciousness means an interaction
between making sense of the past and constructing expectations for the future.
(Glencross, 2010). Hence through the process of decolonization that began in the
early twentieth century, the understanding of colonialism in many countries is shaped
by postcolonial history education.
To provide an in-depth understanding of Koreans’ experiences of colonial
education, a humanistic sociological approach (ZnanieckiF., 1982) is applied to
clearly distinguish between the multifaceted facts, concrete truths and cultural
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experiences that are different but are yet complementary in the analysis of people’s
experience of education in the memoirs.
The theoretical concepts and practical implications of the memoir approach
have been discussed elsewhere (Smolicz, 1974; 1977; Smolicz and Moody, 1978;
Smolicz and Secombe, 1981; Smolicz and Lean, 1984).
Essentially, the analysis depends on isolating two types of data: concrete and
cultural facts.130 Using this approach, the table below clearly distinguishes the two
sorts of facts from the memoirs.

Data
Concrete Facts

Description
Concerning the birthplace, socio-economic background and
educational history of the writers and their parents are
summarized to provide important background information
about the respondents and their social context.

Cultural Facts

Writers’ assessments of their colonial educational experiences
of elementary education, secondary education, higher
education and studying abroad. The discussion also includes
the experience of teachers (teaching method), teachers’ help
in career process after graduation, school friendships.

Figure 26: The Analysis of Memoirs

130

Jerzy Jaroslaw Smolicz. 1999. J.J. Smolicz on Education and Culture. James Nicholas
Publishers. 319
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The following classification table shows the authors’ family and academic
background that provide important concrete facts of the authors in the memoirs.
Authors’ family and academic background
Father’s
Occupation

Name
of Author

Place
of Origin

Ku Yongseo
구용서

Gyeongsangnam Police
-do Dongnae
Officer
County

Kim
Gyocheol
김교철

Seoul

Military

Life
Span

Elementary
School
Years

Middle
School Years

University/
Higher
Commercial
School
Years

Title of
Memoir

Experience
of
Studying
abroad

Author’s
Occupation

18991986

Dongnae
Common
School
1906-1909
Seoul Public
Suhadong
Common
School
1909-1909
Ilch'ul
Elementary
School
1909-

Keijo
Middle
School

Tokyo
University
-1925

Memoirs
of
Financial
World
(Former
Chief
Financial
Officers:
Series 1)

√

The First
Governor of
Bank of
Korea;
President of
Korea Coal
Corporation

Maedong
Elementary
School
1908-1911

Government
Han-sŏng
Middle
School

Tokyo
Commercial
High School

Memoirs
of
Financial
World
(Former
Chief
Financial
Officers:
Series 1)

√

Former
President of
Chohung
Bank

Memoirs
of
Financial
World
(Former
Chief
Financial
Officers:
Series 1)

√

Former
President of
Commercial
Bank and
Seoul Bank;
Finance
Minister;
Committee
Member of
Monetary
Policy Board

-1980

*Period not
mentioned in
the memoir.

(Study
Abroad
Government
Scholarship)

Kyodong
Elementary
School

Yun Hobyeong
윤호병

Nonsan
Chungcheong
Province

Landowner

18911975

Elementary
school in
village
*Period not
mentioned in
the memoir.

Hansung
English
School
-1907
Sunin
Commercial
School

Tokyo
Commercial
High School
(Study
Abroad
Government
Scholarship)

*Period not
mentioned in
the memoir.
Ha Sangyong

Masan

NA

19052002

No
information

Masan
Government
Commercial
School
-1925

Yamaguchi
Commercial
High School
1925-1929

Memoirs
of
Financial
World
(Former
Chief
Financial
Officers:
Series 1)

√

Former
Chairman of
National
Agricultural
cooperative
Federation;
Committee
Member of
Monetary
Policy Board

19011978

Sŏdang;
Eonyang
Public
Common
School

Pusan
Commercial
School;
Kobe
Commercial
High School
1918-1921

Kobe Higher
Commercial
High School
1924-1928

Memoirs
of
Financial
World
(Former
Chief
Financial
Officers:
Series 1)

√

Former
President of
Korea Trust
Bank;
Financial
Supervisory
Commission
Committee
Member

하상용

O Wiyeong
오위영

Gyeongsangnam middle class
-do, Ulsan
farmer/
countryside
Classical
scholar

*Period not
mentioned in
the memoir.
Yun
Yong-gu
윤용구

Chungcheongbu Silver-worker
k-d, Cheongwongun, Gadoekmyeon

1908-

Sŏdang
1914Gadeok
Public
Common
School
1921-1925

Cheongju
Advanced
Common
School
1925-1930

Keijo
Pharmaceuti
cal School
1930 -1933

Songpa
Yun
Yong-gu

X

President of
Ildong
Pharma

Song Insang

Hoeyang
Tong-chon
Pyeong-chang

19142015

Tongchon
Common
School;
transferred to

Sunin
Commercial
School
1927-1932

Keijo
Commercial
High School
1932-1935

Revival
and
Growth:
Hoenam

X

Former
Minister of
Development

송인상

County
officer
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Name
of Author

Place
of Origin

Father’s
Occupation

Life
Span

Elementary
School
Years

Middle
School Years

University/
Higher
Commercial
School
Years

PyoengChan
g Common
School
1921-1927

Song Insang
Memoir

No
information

Chungnam
Ganggyeong
Comercial
School
-1941

Oita College
of
Commerce in
Kyushu
1941-1944

From
despair to
hope:
economic
policymak
ing in
Korea
19451979

√

Businessman,
politician;
diplomat;
high-ranking
bureaucrats
and reserve
officer of
ROK Army

Hwanghae
province

Chinese
Scholar

19111975

Self-taught
from age 813 years old;
Admitted to
common
school
through
examination
(Kŏmjŏnggo
sa) instead of
common
school
entrance
exam

Haeju
Advanced
Common
School
1924-1929

Keijo
Commercial
High School
1929-1933

Recall
Sixty-Five
Years

√

Former
Deputy Prime
Minister;
Economic
bureaucrats

Samsung
Founder
Hoam Lee
Byungchul’s
Autobiography

√

Founder of
Samsung;
businessman

My life,
my rules

X

The 15th
President of
South Korea

김유택

19101987

Jisu Public
Common
School
1919-1920
Soosong
Public
Common
School

Joongdong
Middle
School
-1929

Haeuido, South
Jeolla Province

Chief of the
Village

19242009

Haeuido
Common
School;
Mokpo
Bukgyo
Elementary
School
1933-1937

Mokpo
Commercial
School
1939-1944

Anju, South
Pyongan

Grandfather
ran Chinese
medicine
business

18951983

Yushin
Elementary
School
-1908

Soongsil
Middle
School
1908-1912

(正則)
Seisoku
English
School
1913Teachers
College,
Columbia
University
1926-1928

My
Memoirs

√

Korean
Independence
activist;
Diplomat;
Former
President of
Seoul
National
University
(1948-1949)

Pyongan

Rich farmer/
Chinese
scholar

1914-

Sŏdang
1918-1922
Common
scholar
1924 - 1926

Jinnampo
Commercial
School
1927-

Keijo
Commercial
High School
-1935

Memoirs
of Danam
Lee Pilseok

X

Governor of
Korea
Development
Bank;
Veteran in
insurance
industry

김대중

장이욱

Lee Pil
Seok

Kyushu
Imperial
University
(Law)
-1938

Gyeongsangnam Grandfather:
-do
Landowner

이병철

Chang Iuk

and Minister
of Finance

1924-

(金正濂)

Kim Dae
Jung

Author’s
Occupation

Former
President of
Chohung
Bank

김정렴

Lee
Byungchul

Experience
of
Studying
abroad

Seoul
Kim
Chungyum

Kim
Yoo-taek

Title of
Memoir

이필석

Waseda
University
1930-1932
(Leave of
absence after
two years of
study)

Baek Dujin
백두진

Sinchon county, Enlightenmen 1908South Hwanghae t Christian
1993
province

Village
elementary
school

Whimoon
Advanced
Common
School
-1928

Tokyo
College of
Commerce
-1934

Baek
Dujin
Memoirs

√

Politician; 4th
Prime
Minister of
South Korea

Kimjit'ae

Pusan

Busanjin
Public
Elementary
School

Pusan
Commercial
High School
1922-1927

NA

“Munhang
na
chŏgorinŭ
n pie
chŏtchi
anatta:
biography
of
Kimjit'ae

X

Politician;
journalist;
entrepreneur

김지태

Wealthy local
farmer;
grandfather
was the
chairman of
Tongdosa
(Buddhist
temple)

19081982

*Period not
mentioned in
the memoir.
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Name
of Author

Place
of Origin

Father’s
Occupation

Life
Span

Elementary
School
Years

Middle
School Years

University/
Higher
Commercial
School
Years

Title of
Memoir

Experience
of
Studying
abroad

Author’s
Occupation

Heo
Jeong

Pusan

Merchant at
marine trade

18961988

Choryang
Private
Common
School
1904-1910

Boseong
Middle
School
1910-1913

Boseong
Technical
College
1913-1915

For After
Day’s
Testimony
: Heo
Jeong

X

The 6th
Prime
Minister of
South Korea

Kang
Man-gil
강만길

Masan

farmer

1933-

Wanwol
Elementary
School
1940-1945

Masan
Middle
School
1946-1950

Korea
University
1952-1959

Time of
the
Historian:
Autobiography
of Kang
Man-gil

X

Historian

Hatada
Takashi

Masan

doctor

1908~1
994

Masan
Elementary
School
1915-1921

Masan
Middle
School
(Japanese)
1921-1925

Kumamoto

Japanese
View of
Korea
(Retrospect of
my
research
on Korean
History)

√

Historian

19201995

Kyodong
Elementary
School
1927~1933

Keijo Public
Middle
School
1933-1937

Yamaguchi
High school
1937~

Nam-jae
√
Kim
Sanghyup
My
Life/Study
/Thought

Sixth
President of
Korea
University;
Minister of
Education

Chungcheongbu NA
k-do

1935-

Jeungpyeong
Elementary
School
1941-

Chungju
Namsan
Middle
School

English
Language
Department,
Seoul
National
University

My life
before and
after
Liberation
19401949

X

Literary critic

Yi Yŏnghŭi
리영희

North Pyongan

Local officer

19292010

Daekwan
Elementary
School

NA

Korea
Maritime and
Ocean
University
-1950

My Youth
Age

X

Journalist;
professor;
social activist

Yu
Seongyeon
유성연

Sampyung

Father passed
away

1917-

Sampyung
Elementary
School
(private
school)

Pyeongyang
Teachers
College
-1939

NA

Life of
integrity

X

Former
Honorary
President of
Samchully
Group

Gangwon
Province

Small farmer

1913-

Yanggu
Common
School

Chuncheon
Middle
School
1931-

Seoul
National
University
1947-1950

A Man
Who Has
Lived in
the Hope
of a
Distant
Top of a
Mountain
Pass

X

Poet

North Pyongan

The earliest
Korean
Christian
family

1910-

Boseong
Public
Common
School

Boseong
Girls’
Middle
School
Pyeongyang
Soongeui
Girls’
Middle
school
1926-

Kobe
University;
Ewha
Women’s
University
1933-

Yang
Yoonyoung
Memoirs

√

Professor

Confucian
Scholar

19141996

Sodang
1918-1922
Doekmyoeng
Common
School

Sineiju
Sammu
School
(agriculture)
192-~1930
Minju
Techncal
School
1932-1933

NA

I’m
member
of
Worker’s
Party of
Korea:
Kim
Sŏkhyŏng
Oral
History

X

Revolutionary warrior

허정

하따다
타가시
(旗田巍)

Kim
Sanghyup

Seoul

김상협

Yu
Chong-ho

Entrepreneur:
Kim Yeon
Su, Foundar
of Samyang

유종호

Ri Tae
Guk
리태극

Yang
Yoonyoung
양윤영

Kim
North Pyongan
Sŏkhyŏng
김석형

(입학)
1922-
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(熊本) Fifth
Highschool
1925-1928;
Tokyo
Imperial
University
1928-1931

Father’s
Occupation

Name
of Author

Place
of Origin

Kim
Bonghwan
김봉환

Gyeongsangbuk- Grandfather
do, SeonSan
was the chief
of the village

Life
Span

Elementary
School
Years

Middle
School Years

University/
Higher
Commercial
School
Years

Title of
Memoir

Experience
of
Studying
abroad

Author’s
Occupation

1921-

Sangju
Common
School
1927-1933

Seoul
Advanced
Common
School
1933-33
(withdraw)

Admission to
School
National
University
Law School
1947

Kim Bong
Hwan
Memoirs

X

Lawyer

Gimchon
Advanced
Common
School
1934-34
(withdraw)
Civil Servant
examination
1940
Provincial
government
officer
training
school 1941
(completion)

Figure 27: Concrete facts about authors as a background information
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1. An Overall Evaluation of Education System
This part presents an overall evaluation of the education system during the
Japanese colonial period, which included authors’ experiences of elementary
education, secondary education, higher education in Korea and experiences of
studying abroad. Generally, the colonial education is negatively perceived by
Koreans overall as a result of the Japanese assimilation policies followed during the
Japanese colonial rule of Korea.
Particularly, Koreans’ evaluation of Japanese colonial education based on
historical and nationalist animosities linked to Imperial Japanese military aggression,
are generally oppressive.

1.1.

Experiences of Elementary Education
As discussed in the previous chapter, it is evident that Japanese colonialism

had assimilated into the Korean experience through discriminatory practices during
the Japanese colonial period, where ethnic Japanese and ethnic Koreans had separate
education systems in elementary education. Koreans and Japanese were schooled in
a separate system. The type of elementary schools attended by Japanese were
Japanede elementary schools compared to the Korean common schools.
Elementary education for Japanese students in colonial Korea followed the
same academic system as Japan. Preliminary education for secondary education was
also provided in elementary schools. Japanese elementary education was conducted
as part of the six-year elementary school curriculum and was mandatory to the
Japanese residing in Korea during the Japanese colonial period.131 For this reason,
most of the Japanese during this period were enrolled in elementary schools.

Kang Man-gil’ in his memoirs, remininces about his experience of the entrance exam for
elementary school, which elementary education was not a compulsory education during his
schooling period. See Kang Man-gil. Yŏksagaŭi Shigan: Kang Man-gil chasŏjŏn/ Chiŭni
[Time of the Historian: Autobiography of Kang Man-gil]: Kang Man-gil. P'aju: Ch’angbi,
2010. 21
131
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When the ‘simsang’ elementary schools were changed to “Kokumin
elementary school” in April 1941, some of the elementary schools (‘Kokumin
elementary school’) in the metropolitan (urban) area provided two years of higher
education to Korean students who had completed six years of elementary school
(Common School). In this two-year higher education course, some of the middle
school subjects were taught to the Korean students who could not afford to go to
junior high schools.
In addition, the elementary education of Koreans was usually carried out in
common schools, which the average school education period in common schools was
only three to four years, and the structure of the curriculum was different from the
elementary schools in which the Japanese attended. In addition, as the education was
not compulsory for Koreans, parents had to pay for the school operations fund in
common schools. Under this circumstance, Koreans were given relatively limited
education opportunity particularly in rural areas.132
During the colonial period, the separation of Korean and Japanese schools
made the primary education of Koreans falls short of the Japanese primary education
standard. Some of the memoirs in this study record the experiences of frequent school
transfers due to the father’s workplace transfer.
These situations generally happened to elites, whose fathers were
government officers, and non-elites wanting access to better education facilities in
Japanese schools which were available in main cities such as Pusan and Seoul. In
addition, the colonial education was perceived as Shin'gyoyuk (new learning) in a
period of the colonial transition.
This thesis delves into the Koreans’ elementary school experiences which
can be largely divided into common school experience (attended by Koreans, were

132

According to Yun Yong-gu, during his elementary school time, it was also a period of the
Korean people’s curiosity and openness to Shinhangmun (new learning). Korean parents had
to pay for the school operational fund in order to send their children to common schools. See,
Yun Yong-gu, and Iltongjeyak. Songp'a yunyonggu / Iltongjeyakchushik'oesa p'yŏn. Seoul:
Iltongjeyak, 1989.122.
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then changed to simsang and Kokumin in line with the change of Japanese colonial
policy) and elementary school (attended only by Japanese).
The overall evaluation of elementary education during the Japanese colonial
period is summarized as follows:

Common School (Korean)
Overall, the common school education experiences vary due to individuals’
family background during the Japanese colonial period, such as place of origin and
father’s occupation. In the memoirs, individual educational experiences apparently
indicate that the educational and occupational status of the authors’ fathers influenced
their individual educational experiences and level of educational attainment.
It is observed from the memoirs of prominent individuals such as Song Insang, I-uk Chang and O Wi-yeong, that the educational system in the common
schools in the rural areas was not consistent.
Their evaluation of the school system of common school at three very
different systems, namely ‘combined class (Pokshik'akkŭp 복식학급)’, ‘modern in
architecture and student’s life and missionary school are as follows:

Song In-sang
Song In-sang 133 was born at Gangwondo, on March 6, 1914. His father
worked as a county officer in Pyeongchang, Gangwon Province. He recorded his
elementary educational experiences herewith:
“The number of students in Pyeongchang Common School was relatively
small and therefore students from grade 5 and 6 studied in the same classroom and
both grades shared the same syllabus, for instance, Geography, History, and
Science.”134

133

Song In-sang was the former Chief of the Ministry of Economic Affairs of Korea. He
attended Pyeongchang Common School, graduated from Sunrin Commercial School, and
Keijō Commercial High School.
134
Song In-sang, ch’oebyŏngjin. paktongsun., ch'oebyŏngjin. puhŭnggwa sŏngjang: hoenam
songinsang hoegorok[Revival and Growth: Hoenam Song In-sang Memoir. Seoul: 21
Segibuksŭ. 28
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Song described that his class in Pyeongchang Common School was
“combined class” (Pokshik'akkŭp 복식 학급) which combined fifth and sixth graders
due to the small number of students in the school. His experience of Pyeongchang
Common School portrayed that classes were irregular in the rural school.

Chang I-uk
Chang I-uk

135

was very much of the Christian-era atmosphere. His

grandfather ran a Chinese medicine business during the Japanese colonial period. In
his memoirs, it is documented that he mainly studied Christianity and was interested
in Western education. Missionary school was perceived as a modern school. He
studied in the elementary ‘Jesus School’, which was known as the earliest institution
of Shin'gyoyuk (new learning) in Anju, South Pyangan.
During his elementary school experience, he learned from the most
progressive teachers following the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905). It was a period
that contributed greatly to make his childhood worthwhile. He recorded his
elementary educational experience as follows:
“I attended ‘Jesus School’, which was known as the first new education type
school in my hometown. The subjects that taught were Bible, arithmetic and general
science. The books that were used as textbooks were written by missionaries.”136
Chang described the time he was at Sungshil schools as a national tragedy.
During the period, Korea were not prepared with qualified textbooks as well as
schoolteachers. There were times that students from the upper class were assigned to
teach the students at lower class. Classes were usually taught only in the morning;
therefore, students were allowed to work in the afternoon to earn tuition fees.137

135

Chang I-uk was the former President of Seoul National University, Korea.
136
Sungshil was a school set up by the Presbyterian Mission. I-uk Chang since 1912,
spent a four-year boyhood in this school with his 60 alumni. See Chang I-uk. Naŭi hoegorok
[My Memoirs]. Seoul: Saemt'ŏ. 1975. 25
137
For a detailed reading, see Chang I-uk. Naŭi hoegorok [My Memoirs]. Seoul: Saemt'ŏ.
1975.
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O Wi-yeong
O Wi-yeong 138 was born into a middle-class farming family in Ulsan,
Gyeongsangnamdo. Compared to his peers who were usually from the finance circle,
he had the background of a Korean traditional education before he enrolled into the
common school. He recorded his memory of elementary educational experience as
follows:
“Having reached the age of 13, I learned the basic Confucian texts, therefore
I did not have difficulty with the contents taught at the Eonyang Common School. It
was new learning (Shinhangmun) in common school. Yet there were many married
students in my class. Two of the school Korean teachers even used to give additional
lesson to their favorite students at the back of the mountain, Mt Hwajang. They taught
Korean history, geography and Korean customs.”139
O Wi-yeong was also active in sports and had a strong sense of national
consciousness. Apparently, his national consciousness was influenced by two Korean
teachers who used to teach him Korean history, geography and Korean culture at the
back of the mountain instead of teaching those subjects in class. The form teacher
shared with him historical facts and stories of incidents that he had personally
witnessed during the colonial period.140
Individuals who came from the middle class or non-elite backgrounds such
as Lee Byung-cheol, Yun Yong-gu and Lee pil-seok had unique experiences of
elementary education during the colonial period where elementary education was not
compulsory for Koreans. Parents had to pay for the school operations fund at the
common schools.
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O Wi-yeong was the former President of the Korea Trust Bank.
Eonyang Common School was a public common school. In addition, learning in common
school was perceived as new learning (Shinhangmun) during that time. See O Wi-yeong.
Chaegyehoego 9: yŏktaegŭmyunggigwanjangp'yŏnt'yu. [Memoirs of Financial World 9:
Formal Financial Officers]. Han'gugilbosa ch'ulp'an'guk. 1981. 141
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Ibid.,
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Despite financial issues, under the influence of Confucianism, it was the
situation that many Korean children were sent to the village school (Sŏdang), an
indigenous education since the Joseon Dynasty due to academic merit. Village school
was also known as primary education for children of the working class since the precolonial period. Indigenous education and the modern education co-existed during
the colonial period.
In the memoirs, many Koreans were sent to village school (Sŏdang) before
they were enrolled to the common school. Their perception of colonial education
could be observed through their memoirs, which was described as relatively modern
education. Their individual memoirs are as follows:

Lee Byung-chul
Lee Byung-chul141 was born in South Gyeongsang Province. He described
the year of his birth in 1910 as the suffering year of the nation due to the Samil
Independence Movement that took place in that year. Like others, he received
indigenous education before being enrolled into common schools.
However, in his memoirs his perception of colonial education was ‘modern’
in architecture and student life. He enjoyed his time in elementary school.
“My form teacher was a Korean, name Lee Ho Sung. This school was the
built by the Government-general of Korea as a pilot school for elementary education.
The red brick school was very impressive. I scored well in arithmetic but in the
Korean language and Japanese language, my scores were around 60 to 70 out of
100.”142
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Lee was the founder of the Samsung Group. There were disagreements among his relatives
regarding his enrollment to the common school - Shinshik'akkyo (new learning). See Lee
Byung-cheol. Hoamjajŏn: samsŏng ch'angŏpcha hoam ibyŏngch'ŏl chasŏjŏn [Samsung
Founder Hoam Lee Byung-chul’s Autobiography]. P'aju: Nanam, 2014.
142
“Due to March 1st Movement (Sam-il-un-tong) in 1919, the cultural policy and cultural
nationalism was announced by Governor-General Saito Makoto. After 2 year, which he was
11 years old, his family after discussion decided to enroll him to the so called Shinshik'akkyo
(new learning) during that period. There were arguments for and against among the relatives
when they knew the Shinshik'akkyo were conducted in Japanese way. He left home and
enrolled to Jisu Common School in Seoul. See Lee Byung-chul. Hoamjajŏn : samsŏng
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For Koreans, there was a tendency that Japanese colonialism was described
as suffering years for the nation. On the other hand, colonial education was perceived
as modern education in architecture and life.

Lee Pil Seok
Lee Pil Seok 143 was born in the South Pyongan province and was much
influenced by the early spread of Christianity in Korea. His father was a gentleman
farmer as well as a Chinese scholar. In his memoirs, he mentioned his educational
background whereby his level was much higher than other children in elementary
school. He recorded his memories as follows:
“I remember when I was in elementary school, my educational background
was much higher than other children. It was no exaggeration to say that I was ahead
of my teachers because I had learned the analects of Confucius, Mensius and history
before entering elementary school. I remember that my teacher was absent from
school due to illness and I was asked to teach the students instead. When I was grade
3, I took the qualification exam for entering grade 5 and I succeeded in qualifying
into Jinnampo Commerce School.”144

Yun Yong-gu
Yun Yong-gu 145 who is one of the personages captured in this study
possessed good behavior and performed well academically. His memories are
recorded as below:
“In 1921, I was admitted to Gadeok Common School, which was a ‘new
education’ institution that was built from the donations from villagers. I was amazed

ch'angŏpcha hoam ibyŏngch'ŏl chasŏjŏn. [Samsung Founder Hoam Lee Byung-chul’s
Autobiography] nanamshinsŏ ; 1756. P'aju: nanam, 2014. 66.
143
Lee Pil seok was the Governor of Korea Development Bank.
144
Lee described his hometown as one of the earliest where Christianity spread and
enlighment (Kaehwa) took place. See Seoul National University College of Commerce
Alumni Association. (Kohŭiginyŏm) Tanam Ip'ilsŏk Hoego. Seoul: Seoul National Univesity
College of Commerce Alumni Association. 1984. 22
145
Yun Yong-gu was the former President of Ildong Pharmaceutical.
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by the textbooks and the first lesson with my teacher, was that correct sitting positions
help mental and physical stability. I was good in arithmetic and I enjoyed it. I also
learnt the Korean language, Chinese texts, moral, and calligraphy. I scored well in 9
out 10 subjects in the Korean Language, composition. I scored well both in grades and
behavior. I was ranked second in performance among the 40 students.”146
His elementary school days was also a period where the Korean people’s
curiosity and openness to new learning (Shinhangmun) was incited. It was a time that
indigenous education and modern education co-existed. For instance, Korean parents
had to contribute to the school operational fund in order to send their children to
common schools.
Individuals such as Ri Tae-guk, and Kim Sŏkhyŏng were from working-class
commoner backgrounds, where most of their fathers’ occupations included those of
farmer, silver-worker, village chief and Confucian scholar. However, this group of
individuals recorded their experiences of elementary school as modern education.
Most concluded that Koreans were curious about new learning (Shinhangmun)
despite the anti-Japanese sentiment in rural areas.
The majority of them had prior indigenous education from being enrolled to
the common schools. Their elementary education experiences varied by individual
family background and change of colonial policies (before and during the Pacific war)
as well as the rural-urban divide.
Kim Sŏkhyŏng
Kim Sŏkhyŏng147 was born in 1914 in Packcheon, North Pyongan Province.
He received both traditional education and modern education in colonial Korea. He
worked as a mechanic for the corporate agricultural organization (originated from
Korea’s “water conservation portfolio” during the Japanese occupation) when Korea
was liberated from Japanese colonialism.
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Yun Yong-gu, and Ildong Pharmaceutical. Songpa Yun Tong-gu. Seoul:
Pharmaceutical. 1989. 122
147
Kim was a Revolutionary warrior.
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Ildong

After joining the Communist Party of Korea in 1946, he devoted himself to
building socialism in the North. A year later, he was sent to the South on political
security missions to Pakcheon, Sinuiju, Hoechon, Chung Ju, Kang Gye, Haeju,
Sariwon, Hamhong, Pyongyang and other parts of Korea for about fifteen years.
When he was arrested on the accusation of political espionage, he was sentenced to
thirty years in prison in South Korea, finally being released in 1991.148
He reminisced his elementary educational experience as follows:
“In 1923, when I was 9 years old, I was enrolled to common school after
being persuaded by people around me. At that time, many people were opting for new
learning (Shin'gyoyuk) and believed that the common school provides new learning.
Many chose to enroll to common schools.”
“At that time, graduating from Sanmu School (short-term vocational school)
was also practical and fast. If one can graduate from the school after 3 years, he will
be placed in the workplace. On the other hand, graduating from junior high
school/middle school was not a guarantee in securing a job, therefore I went to
Sanmu School in Shinuiju”.149

Ri Tae Guk
Ri Tae Guk150 described his experience of doing manual work in class at
Yanggu Common School. Ri was born in Gangwon Province and went to Yanggu
Common School after he left Sodang at eleven years old. He portrayed his experience
of elementary education as reminisced below:

For further reading, see Kim Sŏkhyŏng, and Lee Hyang-gyu. Nanŭn
chosŏnnodongdangwŏnio!: Kimsŏk'yŏng kusulcharyojip. [I’m a Member of the Worker’s
Party of Korea: Kim Sŏkhyŏng Oral History] (Seoul National Education Thinking). Seoul:
Sŏnin. 2001.
149
He had to discontinue his higher education after he graduated from elementary
school. His father wanted him to work on the farm instead of sending him to secondary school.
See Kim Sŏkhyŏng, and Lee Hyang-gyu. Nanŭn chosŏnnodongdangwŏnio!: Kimsŏk'yŏng
kusulcharyojip. [I’m a Member of the Worker’s Party of Korea: Kim Sŏkhyŏng Oral
History](Seoul National Education Thinking). Seoul: Sŏnin. 2001.
150
Ri is a poet.
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“In Yanggu Common School, my grades were always in the upper ranks of
the class until I was in 4th Grade. My grades were maintained until I was in 5th Grade
at school. At that time, we usually had periods of farming and farming practice at
school. During one of the public holidays, I came home and built the chicken coop
for the chickens my father raised at home.”151
Both Ri Tae Guk, and Kim Sŏkhyŏng’s experiences were significant due to
their family backgrounds. Compared to the rest of the individuals, they came from
working-class commoner backgrounds whose fathers’ occupations were usually
farmer and Confucian scholar. It is concluded that their fathers’ educational and
occupational status had influenced their educational experiences during a period of
colonialism.
On the other hand, some individuals had wealthy parents who were well off
such as in the case of Kim Sang-hyup. He went to Kyodong Elementary School. At
that time, it was no longer an elementary school of the Korean nation (it was
previously a royal school in late nineteenth century).
It was renamed as ‘Public Common School’ under the Japanese colonial rule.
His elementary educational experiences were recorded as follows:

Kim Sang-hyup
Kim Sang-hyup152 He attended Kyodong Public Common School, which had
a total fifteen classes. Kim reminisced about Kyodong elementary education as
follows:
“Kyodong was also called a ‘royal school’ where many influential families
sent their children. At the school, the principal and vice principal were Japanese.
There were twenty-two Korean teachers out of the twenty-seven. Until 1929, the

Ri Tae Guk. Mŏn yŏngmarurŭl para saraon kilson [A Man Who Has Lived in the Hope of
a Distant Top of a Mountain Pass] Seoul: Kuk'akcharyowŏn. 1996. 26
152
Kim Sang-hyup was the second son of Kim Yeon-su, the Founder of Samyang Group. He
was the former president of Korea University and former education minister of Korea.
151
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teachers were called “Hundo”, or “Buhundo” After 1930, the title was reverted to
‘teacher’ again.”153
“The school curriculum consisted of twelve courses. Students in grades one
and two studied (for twenty-four to twenty-six hours per week) a total of six subjects
including Moral, National language (Japanese), Korean language, arithmetic, art
and music. Students in grade three took the same courses with one additional course
which was vocational with seven subjects (and seven hours per week). In Grade four,
students studied (thirty-three hours per week) additional courses such as science,
gymnastics and sewing. Students in grades five to six studied (thirty-six hours a week),
with additional courses such as national history (history of Japan), geography
(geography of Japan).
In this school, the regular six-year curriculum provided sixty-four hours per
week for Japanese Language class, which is thirty-three percent of the total class
content.”154

Elementary School (Japanese)
It is noteworthy that the majority of the memoirs captured in this thesis are
of common school education experiences. Only three out of twenty-seven memoirs
were littered with Japanese elementary school educational experiences. They are Ku
Yong-seo, Kim Gyo-cheol and Hatada Takashi.
The finding shows that only Hatada Takashi provided overall evaluation of
his elementary education in detail. The rest of the memoirs are either littered with the
name of the elementary school as well as the year of admission to elementary school
during Japanese colonial period. Ku Yong-seo was enrolled to Ilch'ul Elementary

Mok Jeong-gyun, and Namjae Kim Sang-hyup’s Autobiography Editing Committee.
Namje Kim Sang-hyup: Kŭ saengae/hangmun/sasang [Namje Kim Sang-hyup:
life/study/philosophy]. P'aju: Hanul, 2004.
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Such allocation of subjects and learning hours indicates that the purpose of education is to
nurture the imperial peple who are full of obedient under the Japanese imperialist rule in 1930s.
See Mok Jeong-gyun, and Namjae Kim Sang-hyup’s Autobiography Editing Committee.
Namje Kim Sang-hyup: Kŭ saengae/hangmun/sasang [Namje Kim Sang-hyup:
life/study/philosophy]. P'aju: Hanul, 2004. 67
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School in 1909 and Kim Gyo-cheol was enrolled to Maedong Elementary School in
1908 and transferred to Kyodong Elementary School in 1911.

Hatada Takashi,
Hatada Takashi155 went to Masan Elementary School, and then Pusan Middle
School, which were only open to the Japanese. In his memoirs, he illustrated his
experiences in elementary school as follow:
“The elementary school I attended was attended by Japanese students only.
There were no Korean students. At that time, the Japanese elementary school was
located in Shinmasan156 (New Masan). The Korean elementary school was called
‘Common school’ and was located in Kumasan (Old Masan). I grew up in Shin
Masan. Students from these two schools never had get a chance to meet during my
elementary school years from 1915 to 1921.157
“When I was a boy in elementary school, I played kite flying and spinning
top with the Korean boys. But I didn’t have close friends.”158
Despite the separation of Korean and Japanese schools, in real life, the
communities were also separated by residential patterns. Hatada Takashi reminisced
about his elementary school experiences which documented school atmosphere
without Korean friends. Apart from that, the environment illustrated in his memoirs,

155

Hatada Takashi was a Japanese historian born in Masan, Korea during Japanese colonial
period because his father lived in Korea early on as a doctor. He then went to Kumamoto(熊本)
High School in Japan because there was no high school in Korea during that time. His family
were still living in Masan until the time he almost graduated from Tokyo University in 1931.
Even after graduating from university, his sisters were married in Korea, their family had a
bond with Korea.
156
Masan is made up of two towns, Shinmasan and Kumasan. Shinmasan is a city that was
pioneered as a Japanese settlement since the Russo-Japanese War (1904 -1905). And
Kumasan has been a Korean settlement since ancient times. See Hatada, and Lee Gi-dong.
Ilboninŭi han'gukkwan [Japanese view of Korea]. Translated by Lee Gil-dong, Seoul:
Ilchogak, 1983. 268.
157
Ibid.,269
158
He added, “After that I went to middle school, there were a few Korean youths I
met in the tennis match. We play tennis together but it was not a deep relationship. I have had
some Korean friends, but I have never been invited to their homes, and vice versa. Somehow
it was incomprehensible to me at the time, and I thought it was a matter of course.”
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whereby the attire of male teachers was somewhat commanding-like with uniforms
being bedecked with a sword at the waist area. He reminisced about the male teachers’
attire as follows:
“Initially, male schoolteachers wore uniforms with a sword at the side of
waist. The uniform sleeves and cap were lined with thick gold thread. After March 1,
1919 (Sam-il-un-tong), I am not exactly sure since when, it seemed that the attire of
the male teachers was then changed from the power uniform to a regular suit. I felt
that they looked like something was missing in the normal suit.”159

1.2.

Experiences of Secondary Education
The secondary education during the Japanese colonial period was divided

into humanities education, vocational (technical) education and teachers training. In
the school of humanities education, general studies such as social sciences were
taught. In vocational (technical) schools, technical and functional education was
provided for the training of lower-level jobs. Meanwhile teachers training in
secondary education was to provide graduates with a direct route into teaching at
common schools.
Like elementary education, Japanese maintained separate communities in
secondary education (humanities education). Koreans and Japanese were schooled in
a separate system, in which Japanese students attended middle school, while Korean
students attended higher common schools. These two schools were set at completely
different school levels, which meant that there was more discrimination in higher
education during Japanese colonial rule in Korea.
For instance, Koreans graduating from higher common schools in Korea
(Joseon) were recognized to be at elementary educational level in Japan at that time.
In order to study at a Japanese university or technical ‘professional’ school, a student
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The author reminisced about his elementary school experience at the beginning of the
Japanese colonial period. He experienced both culture rule (1910-20s) and imperialist
education (1930s) in Korea. See Hatada, and Lee Gi-dong. Ilboninŭi han'gukkwan [Japanese
view of Korea]. Translated by Lee Gil-dong, Seoul: Ilchogak, 1983. 268.
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who had graduated from higher common school had to either enroll in the teachers’
training college (university preparatory course) or Japanese middle school. This was
a huge discrimination due to the five years difference in school age compared to the
Japanese.
Contemporary media reports record that most secondary schools showed a
ratio of ten to one competitive rate of enrollment while prestigious higher common
schools like Gyeongseong higher common school and Pyongyang higher common
school showed a competition ratio of forty to one.
The perception is that it was ten times harder to enter Higher Common
Schools in Joseon than to enter university in Japan. After 1922, to cope with the entry
difficulties, the Joseon Governor- General’s office set up a Vocational School Exam
(Chŏnmunhakkyogŏmjŏngshihŏm), whereby students who pursued higher education
could take the exam without having to graduate from middle school or higher
common schools.
At this stage, it is observed that there is a variance in secondary education
experiences due to the type of school in the individuals’ experience of middle school
(Japanese), higher common school (Korean), and vocational (Technical) school
during the Japanese colonial period. Personalities such as Ku Yong-seo, Kim Gyocheol, and Hatada Takashi were among the personages from Japanese middle school
background. Ku Yong-seo and Kim Gyo-cheol in their memoirs portrayed that they
were satisfied with their performance academically as part of their secondary
education experience.
On the other hand, as a historian as well as being a Japanese living in Korea
during Japanese colonial period, Hatada Takashi experienced things differently and
this made his evaluation of secondary education in Korea during colonialism different
from others featured here. Following are accounts of these personages’ secondary
education experiences:
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Ku Yong-seo,
Ku Yong-seo160 with his elementary educational background, was enrolled
into Keijō Middle School. His memoirs recollect that:
“I entered Keijō Middle School and was admitted to the Japanese Special
Education. I graduated with good results and good conduct. At that time, there were
four other Korean students were like me. We were described as ‘Joseonin adong’
(Korean kids) who had passed the Japanese exam. My Japanese language was poor,
but somehow I was able to pass the Japanese test after attended tuition.”161
One of the compulsory subjects in the entrance exam for entering to Keijō
Middle School was Japanese language. Koreans’ Japanese language proficiency was
required for entering middle school at that time.

Kim Gyo-cheol
Kim Gyo-cheol 162 enrolled in the Government Han-sŏng Middle School
which was then converted into a high school. In his memoirs, he shared his thoughts.
“When I entered this school, there were fifty students but only fifteen could
graduate. Most of them were taken to work in the construction of railways during
their studies. Those students were all Koreans. My academic performance was
excellent. I was then selected as government-funded student to study abroad”163

Yun Ho-byeong
Yun Ho-byeong164 recalled that it was a very dark period when he attended
Han-sŏng English School. All commoners were not aware of or knew nothing about
new learning (Shinhangmun). From his memoirs, he states his opinions.
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Ku Yong-seo was the first Governor of Bank of Korea as well as the former President of
Korea Coal Corporation.
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Ku Yong-seo. Chaegyehoego 9: yŏktaegŭmyunggigwanjangp'yŏnt'yu. [Memoirs of
Financial World 9: Formal Financial Officers]. Han'gugilbosa ch'ulp'an'guk. 1981. 22
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Kim Gyo-cheol was the Former President of Chohung Bank.
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Han-sŏng Middle School provided the scholarship for students to further their education in
Japan. See Kim Gyo-cheol. Chaegyehoego 9: yŏktaegŭmyunggigwanjangp'yŏnt'yu. [Memoirs
of Financial World 9: Formal Financial Officers]. Han'gugilbosa ch'ulp'an'guk. 1981. 91
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“I stayed in Seoul alone to enter the English school because I had a burning
desire to learn “new Knowledge”. It was common that most graduates from this
school secured a job in the customs. At that time, there was no systematic education
system in Korea, so I decided to study in Japan. I heard that Sunin Commercial
School was going to open. Sunin commercial school at that time was an agriculture
and commercial school founded by a Japanese entrepreneur. All the teachers in this
school were Japanese. I was then selected as a Japanese Government student to study
abroad in Japan. About thirty Korean students nationwide were selected, two from
each school.”165
In the memoirs, Yoon Ho-byung and Kim Gyo Chul were studied in the
Japanese middle and supported by the Japanese government to study in Japan. Even
though there were many rejected because of Japanese imperialism during that time,
they were selected due to their Japanese proficiency and Japasene school background.

Hatada Takashi
Hatada Takashi attended Busan Middle School for four years from 1921 to
1925. Busan Middle School was described as militaristic at that time. He described
his sentiments as follows:
“This is also a Japanese middle school, while Korean middle schools were
separately located under the name of ‘higher common school’. In my class, there
were two Koreans out of fifty students in the class. I think there were about ten to
twenty Koreans students out of a total of five hundred students. There were two
classes in a school year for a total of five years. These Korean students received the
same education as the Japanese. For instance, Koreans also received military drills
which were regular subjects of the school.”166

Yun Ho-byeong. Chaegyehoego 9: yŏktaegŭmyunggigwanjangp'yŏnt'yu. [Memoirs of
Financial World 9: Formal Financial Officers]. Han'gugilbosa ch'ulp'an'guk. 1981. 149
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According to Hatada, only once a year, Korean students were excluded only when a 4th
grade student and a 5th grade student were trained for a few days in Daegu 's Comrade (Seoul
Yongsan 20th Division 40th Brigade 80th Infantry Division). There was no such thing as
mutual disconnection of a Korean student, so we played together and fought together. See
165
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“At that time, the rules of middle school were strict. Naturally I went to
school wearing uniform, hat as well as gaiters as part of the military uniform. The
standard of the short underwear was fixed, and it was for military use. I did not use
an umbrella even on rainy days, I wore a coat. Fountain pens and wrist watches are
forbidden, instead I used pen with ink and a pocket watch. These rules were slightly
eased by the time I left middle school. Overall, though, school was militaristic at that
time.”167
Due to the colonial education system that made Koreans fall under the
Japanese secondary education system during the colonial period, several memoirs in
this study recorded the authors’ desire to study abroad since there were no systematic
education system in Korea. Even though the middle school and public higher
common school entrance were highly competitive, these schools paved the way for
the ruling government grant opportunities to Koreans to study abroad in Japan. The
elites generally benefited, and many, either with or without scholarship, went to study
abroad in Japan. The representative examples are Yoon Ho-byung, Ha Sang-yong,
Kim Man-ki.
Yang Yoon-young
Yang Yoon-young 168 described her own share of experience during her
secondary school years more than most of the authors. She studied in a girls’ school,
which was American style in concept. She described recollections of Christianity,
music and national spirit which was influenced by her family background. Her
memories of secondary education:
“After I finished my second grade in middle school, I had to transfer to
Pyeongyang Soongeui Girls’ Middle School when I was sixteen years old. It was an
American-style five-year school. At that time, the school principal was a woman who
loved music. In particular, the school emphasized the national spirit. That is why

Hatada, and Lee Gi-dong. Ilboninŭi han'gukkwan [Japanese view of Korea]. Translated by
Lee Gil-dong, Seoul: Ilchogak, 1983.270.
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many leaders came out during the March 1 Independence Movement despite
Japanese colonial rule being very severe at that time. As usual the school began
studies after daily service. The Bible was the subject taught in the school. Students
gathered on the lawn to sing during recess or lunch time. It was a pleasant life.”169
However, this part of thesis focused on a range of secondary educational
experiences from middle schools (attended by Japanese) and higher common schools
(attended by Koreans). In addition, the middle school and higher common school
entrance were highly competitive, the prospective examinees experienced enormous
pressure. The competitive scholarship opportunities to study abroad was based on
grades but of possibly higher value was the recommendation from the form teachers.
Like elementary education, the secondary education experiences captured in
this thesis vary due to the family background such as place of origin and father’s
educational and occupational status. In another mode, mixes of urban-rural, elitesnon elites and the separate school system as well as the change of colonial policy170
have shaped the tendency of school experience.
In addition, the rural-urban inequality of secondary education opportunity
had led to a significant increase in the number of students moving within colonial
Korea and Japan (study abroad).
Ri Tae Guk
Ri Tae Guk had his secondary education prior the liberation from Japanese
colonialism.171 In 1931, he was enrolled to higher common school in Chucheon but
left school because he preferred sports. He described his experiences of secondary
education below:
“I was always in the top of the class even in Chuncheon Higher Common
School. I wrote an essay titled ‘I am a pencil’ which put me in first place in secondary
school. The essay was published. At that time, I could go to upper secondary school

Yang Yoon-young. Yangyunyŏng hoegorok [Yang Yoon-young Memoirs]. Seoul:
Miraemunhwasa. 1990. 118
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after I finished grade five but at that time, I was more enthusiastic about sports than
studying. I was a hundred-meter sprinter in the class. I often went to the playground
alone during school vacation. I was a football player and I played rugby, tennis,
basketball, volleyball, table tennis and so on. However, I quit and entered the
employment front after I went to fifth grade.172

1.3.

Experiences of higher education in Korea
Higher education in the Japanese colonial era was characterized by

professional institutions that specialized in advanced technology education; a
university system that provided higher education and research, and advanced teacher
training institutions that cultivated secondary school teachers. However, higher
education was the most limited access areas for Koreans during the Japanese
occupation.
At the beginning of the Japanese colonial period, there was no opportunity
for Koreans to receive university education, and the opportunity to enter a vocational
school for advanced technology was extremely limited among Koreans in that period.
Hence, the Joseon Education Ordinance in 1922 created clauses on the
establishment and operation of universities and several accredited schools, but only
0.2 percent of the population (approximately five thousand Koreans) could receive
higher education such as government and public specialized schools (technical
professional College), private specialized schools, university (preparatory and regular
course).173
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However, at the end of Japanese colonial rule, the term of the vocational
school was limited to three years, the private professional technical schools were
directly interrupted by the Joseon Governor-General’s Office.174
Among the memoirs, four out of twenty-seven individuals received higher
education in Korea. They are Yun Yong-gu, Song In-sang, Lee Pil Seok, and Heo
Jeong. Song In-sang and Lee Pil-seok were schoolmates at Keijō Commercial High
School. Yun Yong-gu went to Keijō Pharmaceutical School, and Heo Jeong
graduated from Boseong Technical College. Both Song In-sang and Lee Pil-seok
revealed their school entrance difficulties and competitive struggles as part of their
experience of higher education in Korea.

Song In-sang
Song In-sang with hard work and guidance from teachers managed to get into
Keijō Commercial High School, a highly competitive school enrollement among the
Korean students.175
He recalled his experiences of Higher Education as follows:
“At that time, there were fifty out of six hundred fifty applicants who were
shortlisted for the Sunin Commercial school entrance. It showed a competition rate
of thirteen to one in school enrollment. I was one of them. The boys from Seoul are
always the object of envy to the boys who came from the remote countryside with the
different school system background. As a result, I found it hard to follow in the class
with students from Seoul who had studied regular classes. But when I entered Keijō
Commercial High School, I started to feel little more relaxed and opened to the new
atmosphere there. At school, during the break times, I lay down on the lawn of the
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The college students became forced student soldiers and labor mobilization due to direct
control from the Joseon Governor-General’s Office. See O Cheon-seok
Han'gukshin'gyoyuksa / och'ŏnsŏng chŏ. han'gŭl sujŏngp'an(New Educational History of
Malaya). Ed. P'aju: Kyoyukkwahaksa. 2014.
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The rural-urban gap school system particularly in the school curriculum under the Japanese
colonial period. See Song In-sang. Puhŭnggwa Sŏngjang: Hoenam Songinsang Hoegorok [.
Seoul: 21 Segibuksŭ. 1994. 28
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campus and read the English book titled ‘Not That It Matters’ written by Thomas
Hardy, which was also the textbook used in class by my teacher, Mr. Yamamoto. I
enjoyed discussing life and the future together with my classmates.”176

Lee Pil-seok
Lee Pil-seok related that the entrance examination for the upper secondary
school was very difficult. His personal experiences of getting into Keijō Commercial
School are revealed as follows:
“At that time, the entrance examination for upper secondary schools was as
difficult as getting blood from a stone. The admission to commercial school was as
difficult as getting into Japanese Military Academy, and the preparatory course of
National University. The reason was that Koreans had limited opportunities to higher
education as the Japanese colonial government applied the differential policy against
Korea during a period of colonialism.”177
Heo Jeong
Heo Jeong 178 was one of the Korean children who was underaged when
enrolled to the technical (professional) School and became the youngest in his batch
to enroll in Boseong Technical College. He reminisced his experiences below:
“The age required to enroll into Boseong Technical College was 20 years
old or above. I was 17 years old at that time, so I was underage for Boseong Technical
School. However, I decided to try and wait for the decision of the school authorities.”

Keijō Commercial High School was described by Song as western, relaxed and opened
atmosphere type of school during the Japanese colonial period, and highly competitive. See
Song In-sang. Puhŭnggwa Sŏngjang: Hoenam Songinsang Hoegorok [. Seoul: 21 Segibuksŭ.
1994.
177
Lee described his hometown as one of the earliest where Christianity spread and
enlighment (Kaehwa) took place. The opportunity to enter higher education was extremely
limited among Koreans in that period.See Seoul National University College of Commerce
Alumni Association. (Kohŭiginyŏm) Tanam Ip'ilsŏk Hoego. Seoul: Seoul National Univesity
College of Commerce Alumni Association. 1984. 22
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Heo Jeong was the 6th Prime Minister of South Korea.
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Fortunately, my application was approved. I became the youngest student in
the college. When I first entered the college, the college was using the old building of
the Russian language school located at Bak-dong neigborhood as a classroom.
Instead of school, it was a Korean traditional building with roof tiles.”
“(In 1914, when I was in third grade, the building was demolished, and
rebuilt as a new two-storey wooden building). At that time, Boseong Technical
College was a night school, so I took classes from 6 pm to 10 pm. We turned on the
kerosene lamp and sat on the bench on the floor to study. It was a shabby building
and had a poor educational landscape. But one thing I can assure was the enthusiasm
and sincerity of teachers and students in the schools. The teachers and students were
firmly united in anti-Japanese sentiment.”179

Yun Yong-gu
Yun Yong-gu entered Gyeongseong Pharmaceutical School in 1930. He
described his experience and the situation in the old days at Gyeongseong
Pharmaceutical School. He revealed the levels of education between Japanese and
Korea during that time, reminiscing as follows:
“The educational trend of Koreans at that time was mainly in the humanities,
on the other hand, Japanese were attracted to the sciences including the Pharmacy
course.”180
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At the beginning of Japanese colonial period, there was limited opportunity for Koreans to
receive university education, also the opportunity to enter a vocational school for advanced
technology was extremely limited among Koreans in that period. See Heo Jeong. Naeirŭl
Wihan Chŭngŏn: Hŏjŏng Hoegorok [For after Day’s Testimony: Heo Jeong].Seoul: Saemt'ŏsa.
27.
180
According to Yun Yong-gu, the trend applied the same to Pharmacy course. See, Yun
Yong-gu, and Iltongjeyak. Songp'a yunyonggu / Iltongjeyakchushik'oesa p'yŏn. Seoul:
Iltongjeyak, 1989.122.
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1.4.

Experiences of Studying Abroad

As mentioned in the previous chapters, due to the colonial education system that
made Koreans fall short of the standard of Japanese secondary education, limiting
opportunity in higher education for Koreans, there are a number of memoirs in this
study recording their wish to study abroad since there was no systematic education
system in Korea.
Furthermore, the middle school and public higher common school entrance tests
were difficult, while higher education in Japanese colonial era was characterized by
professional institutions cultivating advanced technology as well as advanced teacher
training institutions. However, higher education was the most restricted area for
Koreans during the Japanese occupation.
Korean students who had studied abroad in Japan as captured in this study
are generally divided into two different groups, either Korean students who received
the government scholarship to study abroad in Japan or students with parental
financial clout. Those who were provided government grant opportunities to study
abroad in Japan included Kim Gyo-cheol and Yoon Ho-byung. The rest of the
students who studied abroad in Japan benefited from either parental financial
contributions or a teacher’s financial support.
In the memoirs, Yoon Ho-byung and Kim Gyo Chul were supported by the
Japanese government to study in Japan. This was perceived by the family members
as an opportunity that gave them access to government positions, and studying abroad
or attending Japanese government schools would provide merit for employment
opportunities, even though there were many rejected because of Japanese imperialism
during that time.

Kim Gyo-cheol
Kim Gyo-cheol entered Tokyo High School at age eighteen with the
recommendation of his teacher and a scholarship from the Japanese government. Due
to his status as a Japanese Government-sponsored student in Japan, his first job was
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guaranteed, unlike others, despite the economy being in depression during the year
of his graduation. He recalled his experience of getting to Tokyo Commercial High
School below:
“According to the government recommendation for study abroad in Japan at
age eighteen, I was enrolled into the Tokyo Commercial High School. I spent one
year in a prep course, and four years for my major (regular course) but I graduated
within five years due to my English proficiency. During the year of my graduation,
Japan’s economy was in depression after the First World War, and many fresh
graduates suffered from economic depression and difficulties in getting a job in Japan.
However, I was secured a job due to my status as Japanese Government Scholarship
student.”181

Yun Ho-byeong
Yun Ho-byeong was another individual who studied abroad in Japan under
the sponsorship of the Japanese Government. He described his experiences of getting
to study in Japan with the government sponsorship as one of his happiest and
successful moments in his life. He reminisced his experiences as follows:
“Sunin Commercial School had selected two government-funded students to
study in Japan with the Governor-General’s funding. I was one of them. The fact that
I could study in Japan without paying a cent made me very glad and I could not
express my joy at that moment. This was the decisive moment that substantively
supported my future. I was only twenty-one years old at that time.”
He added; “At that time, there were about thirty Korean students who were
selected from two schools in Korea. Those students took the train from Seoul to Pusan,
and went to Japan by ferry from Pusan. Those students who crossed the blue sea with
dreams in the heart of the thrill of studying in Japan, were each excited to meet their
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According to Kim, at that time in Seoul, about 30 students were selected for studying
abroad in the Joseon Dynasty. That was the time he first met Yun Ho-byeong. See Kim Gyocheol. Chaegyehoego 9: yŏktaegŭmyunggigwanjangp'yŏnt'yu. [Memoirs of Financial World
9: Formal Financial Officers]. Han'gugilbosa ch'ulp'an'guk. 1981. 92
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new friends on their way from Seoul to Pusan, on their journey to Japan. We still
keep in touch after sixty years of friendship”182

Ku Yong-seo
Ku Yong-seo reminisced his academic experiences in Japan as a turning point
in his life. His admission to Tokyo University (Tokyo Commercial High School) was
described as lucky because the school had a large number of applicants. He was
surprised that he passed the test which he did not expect.
“Thinking that failing in such education was expected, there were sixty to
seventy students who failed at the examination for promotion. The next year after
admission to Commercial High School, I was promoted to the Tokyo University of
Commerce (東京商大), I became the Second Year prep student, officially starting my
life as a prep student.”183

I-uk Chang
I-uk Chang184 had a very different experience of studying abroad in Japan
from the rest of the Korean students. He was enrolled to the Seisoku Eigo Gakko
(正則英語學校), which is a private English School in Japan. It was founded by a
Japanese who was also an English scholar. However, he left Japan after one year. He
was then enrolled to Teachers College at Columbia University. He recorded his
experience of the admission of the school as below:
“This school does not have any admission test, graduation ceremony, etc.
You just need to have a certificate of education (通學證書) which cost one won
monthly.”185
Baek Dujin

Yun Ho-Byeong. Chaegyehoego 9: yŏktaegŭmyunggigwanjangp'yŏnt'yu. [Memoirs of
Financial World 9: Formal Financial Officers]. Han'gugilbosa ch'ulp'an'guk. 1981.
182
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Ibid.,
Chang was diplomat and the former President of Seoul National Univesity.
185
Chang I-uk. Naŭi hoegorok [My Memoirs]. Seoul: Saemt'ŏ. 1975. 32
184
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Baek Dujin was the former Prime Minister of South Korea. In his memoirs,
he claimed to be from the property-less class in Korea during the colonial period. But
that did not stop him from studying abroad in Japan. He recorded his experiences of
studying abroad in the following text.
“I went to Tokyo, Japan and studied at the Department of Commerce at
Tokyo College of Commerce for three years. This is the educational institution in
which top Japanese students from commercial schools (고등상업) nationwide would
attend as it trains students the necessary skills suitable for the Meiji Restoration
period as it was then when the nation was proclaimed to be dependent on industries.
The Japanese called this school the “Captain of Industry”. This school makes us
study economics, law, English, and other foreign languages within our short term in
school in their effort to mold us into people with a set of standardized skills. I was the
only Korean in my batch.”186
“Japan is a militaristic state and it is symbolized by strict military drills.
There are manual exercises, shooting, and other individual training besides platoon,
companies, and battalion drills. While I was undergoing the battle training, there
were times when I had the illusion that I was the citizen of the Japanese Emperor.”187

Ha Sang-Yong
Ha Sang-Young graduated from Masan Government Commercial School in
1925. He was then enrolled into Yamaguchi Commercial High School from 1925 to
1929. He described his experiences as follows.
“After graduating from Masan Government Commercial School, I wanted to
study abroad in Japan and the school I chose was Yamaguchi Commercial High
School.”
“Yamaguchi Commercial High school was well-known in Japan as a school
with history and tradition. Because it is relatively close to Korea, about ten Korean
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Baek Du-jin. BaekDujin hoegorok [Memoirs of Baek Dujin]. Seoul: Daehangonglunsa. 29
Ibid.
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Baek Du-jin. BaekDujin hoegorok [Memoirs of Baek Dujin]. Seoul: Daehangonglunsa. 29
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students attended the school and that ensured my life in Japan was not lonely. At that
time, since fostering talented people who could play a leading role in international
trade was one of the main goals, the theoretical field such as general economic theory,
economic policy, and economic thought were taught on an equal weight with the
commercial/Business English by the foreign professors, in which was practical
education.”

2. Evaluation of Relationship with Teachers
To begin with, the term times and concepts are very crucial to define the
condition of the colonial period. Undertaking this thesis has uncovered that colonial
education came almost universally as a by-product of colonialism, that it had
traditionally played a great role in colonial society.
In comparison to colonies established by Western nations such as the British
colonization of Malaya, it is logical that perceptions of the education system in
Korean society during the colonial period and earlier are derived based on the
attitudes of Koreans towards educational attainment and modernization.
In trying to understand student-teacher relationships in colonial schools, it is
crucial to take note that the Japanese maintained separate communities. Koreans and
Japanese were schooled in a separate system at the elementary level. As education
was not compulsory for Koreans during the colonial period, Kelly in her discussion
on French colonial schools in Vietnam states: “Traditional education and initiatives
to modernize education for the youth on non-Western lines were two factors that
prompted the French to develop a school system for Vietnamese.” 188 Among the
characteristics Kelly and Altbach isolate as essential to a colonial relationship, and
especially to the colonial educational process, are the following:
a) The colonized group is assumed to be intellectually, morally, and physically
inferior;

Philip G. Altbach, Gail P.Kelly. 1978. “Education and Colonialism””. New York: State
University of New York at Buffalo. 98
188
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b) The colonial educational system is controlled by the dominant group and is
detached from the culture of both the colonized and colonizer;
c) The history of the colonized is either denied or reinterpreted in such a fashion
that colonial education constitutes a fundamental assault on the identity of
the colonized groups;
d) The substance of the colonials’ education is different from that given to the
colonizer;
e) A plausible outcome of the colonial situation is that the colonized begins to
identify with the oppressor, to assume the superiority of his values.
However, most of the memoirs in this study shows that the evaluation of
relationships with teachers are generally positive. Japanese teachers were perceived
as good, hardworking, humble, moral, and great benefactors in the lives of those in
this study.
For example, teachers helped in their admission to good schools with good
recommendations, and were also helpful in their career process after graduation.
However, some of the writers did not write about Japanese teachers as they studied
at the schools that were only attended by Koreans. In that case, those individuals tend
to remember their Korean teachers since there was no such opportunity to learn from
a Japanese teacher.
This part aims to demonstrate the experience of the writers with the teachers
from all forms of school, namely elementary, secondary, higher education and
studying abroad. This part sets the standard to assess the evaluation of relationship
with teachers namely, i) the experience of teachers’ teaching methods and, ii) the
experience of getting the support of teachers in the career process after graduation.
Most of the memoir writers show their credit to the teacher’s
recommendation in that it had significant impact on their life and determined who
they are today.
The following memoirs proceed on the assumption that it is relatively an
elite-centered experience of colonial education. This is because most of the memoir
writers are successful entrepreneurs and government officers.
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Among those who had shared experiences of their Japanese schoolteachers,
many remember what they had been taught and the values communicated as well as
their teachers’ help in molding their career process after graduation. They had
achieved high position and influence in society such as those of the financial elites
including Ku Yong-Seo (구용서), Kim Gyo-cheol (김교철), Yun Ho-byeong
(윤호병), Ha Sang-yong (하상용) and O Wi-young (오위영) who worked on the
retrospective narratives of the chronicles of financial institutions in Korea. Most of
the personages who fall under this category are grateful for the recommendation given
by their teachers either for the recommendation of scholarship to further study in
Japan or to secure a job after graduation.
On the other hand, historians such as Kang Man-gil (강만길) and Takashi
Hatada contributed different insights on the colonial education experience in the
peninsula of Korea during the Japanese education. They did not have much personal
or special relationship with their teachers.
Instead, the image of teachers at their schools can be found in their memoirs
as both militaristic and oppressive. The rest of the figures are novelist Yŏng-hŭi
Yi(리영희) as well as businessmen Kim Mangi (김만기) and Byung Chul Lee
(이병철). Hence the memoirs that selected and organized are based on the
assumption that colonial education is relatively an elite-centered experience.

2.1.

Experience of Teachers’ Teaching Methods
In the memoirs herein, it is noteworthy that one of the most frequently

mentioned individuals’ learning experience in the Japanese colonial period was the
relationship with teachers at school. The most frequently mentioned are the teachers’
teaching methods and teachers’ recommendations for scholarship and jobs. Due to
the separate system maintained by Japanese, Koreans studied at common schools or
were students who attained lower grades and tended to reminisce about Korean
teachers because they were taught by Korean teachers in common schools that were
only attended by Koreans. In contrast, individuals who experienced higher education
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during the colonial period or students of upper grades tended to remember and
reminisce about their Japanese teachers, particularly the form teachers because
generally Japanese teachers taught at upper grades. Hence, their experience and
stories about teachers’ teaching methods are different from the students who attended
Korean schools, at different levels such as elementary, secondary and university.
Followed are reminiscences of Japanese teachers during the colonial period.
These are from those individuals who studied abroad in Japan, had higher grades and
attended Japanese schools.

Retrospective about Japanese Teachers

Ku Yong-seo
Ku Yong-seo generally performed well while studying abroad. The fact was
that he was the first Korean to enroll in Tokyo Commercial High School since the
school was established, an indicator of his excellence. In his memoirs, his relationship
with the teachers apparently were good overall as shown as below:
“I had been the first Korean in the Commercial High School since it was
established. As a Korean, I caught their attention. It is unforgettable that I was
encouraged by the teacher that taught me in class of “Carlyle’s Great Man Theory189
At university for a one-year professional seminar, I chose the theory of consumption
with two conflicting views, either ‘Trade Unionism’ or ‘Cooperative Movement’. In
the end, I managed to write a report on the comparison of the two views, and earned
compliments from my teacher.”190
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Ku earned both attention and compliments from the teachers when he was studying at
Tokyo Commercial High School, influencing his attitude towards the teachers at school. Ku
Yong-seo. Chaegyehoego 9: yŏktaegŭmyunggigwanjangp'yŏnt'yu. [Memoirs of Financial
World 9: Formal Financial Officers]. Han'gugilbosa ch'ulp'an'guk. 1981. 22.
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Ibid 25.
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Baek Du-jin
Baek Dujin 191 from his early years, experienced the colonial educational
system in a different period with a different experience as a result of the Japanese
cultural and imperialist policy from the early Japanese colonial period and before the
Pacific War. This can be observed from his elementary school experience, middle
school experience and the higher education experience in Japan. In his memoirs, his
perception of the teachers’ method and the contents of textbook used at school reflect
the following thoughts.
“At that time, the Japanese language textbook was called the national
language book and it was used as a textbook in elementary school while the Korean
language textbook was called Chosun textbook. Besides, the Japanese and Korean
men who were bearing swords were also the schoolteachers. In the Korean language
textbook, it was written with Gyeongseong (Keijo) as the capital of the colonial
Korean peninsula instead of Seoul.
Meanwhile, the teacher wanted us to change the total population of
Gyeongseongbu (Capital of the colonial Korean Peninsula) from the 150,000 written
in the textbook to 250,000.”192

Yu Seong-yeon,
Yu Seong-yeon193 in his first semester in Pyeongyang Teachers College, he
entered the top 10 of 110 students, and received an honor student award when he
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Baek was a South Korean politician from Hwanghae, the northern region of Korea. His
father was instrumental in spreading Catholicism as well as a leader of the enlightenment
movement at that time. Baek Du-jin. Baek Du-jin. Baekdujin
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He went through the education system since the beginning of Japanese colonization to the
beginning of the Pacific war (1910-1940), experiencing both the period of the GovernorGeneral Terauchi Masatake (in 1910s), and the period of the so-called “cultural policy” of
Governor-General Saito Makoto (1920s) after the Samil Undong March 1st Movement in 1919.
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Yu was an entrepreneur that came from a poor family. He went through a lot of hardship
at his young age, realizing the importance of education, he managed to perform well at school.
During his school days, he only committed to his studies. Yu Seong-yeon. Sŏngshirŭi sam
ilsaengŭi kil[Life of Integrity]. Seoul: K'ommak'ŏmyunik'eisyŏnsŭ. 1998.
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graduated. In his memoirs, he was inspired by one of the Japanese teachers at school,
Mr. Kabayashi.
“The most unforgettable person in my school days was a Japanese teacher,
Mr. Kobayashi who was a young bachelor who graduated from Tokyo High School
of Education and came to teach at Pyongyang. The subjects that he taught were
pedagogy, philosophy, and history. His lectures were always open and enthusiastic
and popular among students. In particular, the Western history was the most
memorable. In one of his lectures, about the causes and consequences of World War
I, he used a very objective perspective to approach the Wilson’s “National Selfdetermination.”
“According to Kobayashi, Chosun is under Japanese rule, and some of you
may be dreaming of independence for Korea. However, in order to become an
independent state, all political, economic and social conditions must be met, but
Joseon hasn’t met any of the conditions yet. So, independence is impossible. Do not
think about it, but study hard.”
“We students were shocked about what he had said. Because at that time, it
was in a circumstance where it was unacceptable that anyone would mention
‘independence of Joseon’. Even though he concluded that it is impossible for our
nation to be independent or to be independent from colonial rule, he added that the
problem depended on the national self-determination of the nation itself. And this was
a very new shock to us.”194

Namje Kim Sang-hyup

Kim Sang-hyup in his memoirs described his teacher at Keijō Public middle
school (Cheilgobo) as follows:

Yu Seong-yeon. Sŏngshirŭi sam
K'ommak'ŏmyunik'eisyŏnsŭ. 1998. 44
194

ilsaengŭi
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kil[Life

of

Integrity].

Seoul:

The principal Tokuo Goriki(高力得雄) was a conscientious educator who
publicly told his students to use their native language because they are Korean. The
teachers were also as open-minded as the principal. One of them, Kameda, was my
Japanese teacher at school.”195
“Inazō Nitobe teacher taught us the Western Culture of the Western World,
from the Greek classics to the modern times, and an endless rich World that has
opened my eyes.”196

Yoon Yong-Ku
Yoon Yong-ku described his Japanese teacher, Meguro Shiro having a
decisive influence on his character formation, in his memoirs:
“Meguro Shiro, despite being Japanese, was an amazing educator. He was
not plagued by militaristic pride and was a genuine educator. He had the firmness of
an educator and the warmth of a father. He never discriminated against Koreans.
After teaching in Cheogju Middle School (청주고보), on March 1938, he became the
principal of Cheongju Commercial School (청주상업학교), until his term ended in
which he contributed a lot towards the development of the school.”
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The principal Tokuo Goriki studied in United kingdom, majored in English. He was a
person who has been genuinely respected by anyone, including students, teachers, Korean and
Japanese. Mok Jeong-gyun, and Namjae Kim Sang-hyup’s Autobiography Editing Committee.
Namje Kim Sang-hyup: Kŭ saengae/hangmun/sasang [Namje Kim Sang-hyup:
life/study/philosophy]. P'aju: Hanul, 2004. 103
196
In school, there were 11 professors in charge of foreign languages, the faculty had eight
professors in humanities and social sciences, 15 professors in science and science, and eight
professors related to training and sports. Therefore, there were 40 professors in Namjae's
school days. Ibid.,
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Retrospective about Korean Teachers

Song In-sang
Song In-sang reminisced about his Korean teacher, Park Ki-Hyuck (朴璣赫)
as an unforgettable teacher in his life. In his memoirs, he also reminisced about the
principal (Japanese) at Sunin Commercial School who helped students in career
progression after their graduation. He described his Korean teacher as such:
“Teacher Park told me about middle school and was never shy in
encouraging me to study hard. He focused especially in teaching me Japanese
Language and arithmetic. That’s because both subjects are important to get admitted
into upper secondary school. If it wasn’t for Teacher Park’s guidance, I wouldn’t
have chosen to go to Sunin Commercial School and my life might have been
completely different than what it is today.”197
Sŏk-hyŏng Kim
‘Teachers like Yang Jae-in and Jeong Jo-chun are very authoritarian. They
like to hit children and maybe that’s reflected in the military education.”

Yang Yoon Young
“When I was studying at Boseong Girls’ Middle School, there was an old
female teacher, Miss Kang Ki-il who had always taught me the Scripture. She was
not only faithful but also a frugal and genuine educator. She always taught the Bible
in simple and fun way.”

Song In-sang, ch’oebyŏngjin. paktongsun., ch'oebyŏngjin. puhŭnggwa sŏngjang: hoenam
songinsang hoegorok[Revival and Growth: Hoenam Song In-sang Memoir. Seoul: 21
Segibuksŭ. 29
197
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2.1.

Experience of Teachers’ Help in Career Process After
Graduation
It is noteworthy that most of the Koreans that studied in Japan, particularly

those who were sponsored by the government scholarship would get the
recommendation from their professor or advisor to apply for the job after graduation.
Many of them who had the background of economics and finance could easily get to
work at the bank with their professor’s recommendation.
The most representative figures in this study are Yong-Seo Koo(구용서),
Kyo-Cheol Kim(김교철), Ho-Byeong Yoon(윤호병), Sang-Yong Ha(하상용) and
Wi-Young Oh(오위영). Their credits to their school and teachers as well as the
modern education system in Japan are listed in their memoirs as follows:

Ku Yong-seo
“When I was looking for a job, I decided to apply for Bank of Chosen. And I
was able to join Bank of Chossen with my (professor) advisor’s recommendation.”198

Kim Yoo-taek
“The Depression was a period of struggle worldwide resulting in a law rate
of employment. One day, I visited the Chief Financial Officer through my professor’s
recommendation. We were discussing my employment and he told me that there was
a selection examination for a trainee at Hwanghae Provincial Office. I quickly
registered for it. I passed the test and was selected to work there.”
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구용서. 25
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Kim Gyo-cheol
“The name of the school changed to Tokyo Commercial University
(동경상과대학). When I graduated from that school, it was right after World War I
ended, and Japan was hit by the Depression and had a high unemployment rate.
However, as a scholar of the government general and having graduated from a top
school in Tokyo (동경고상), employment post-graduation is guaranteed.”

Yoon Ho-byung
“Most of the overseas government scholars are those who were amazingly
fluent in English and were students of agriculture, and from other schools. I studied
really hard and graduated with flying colours.”

Song In-sang
Song In-sang reminisced about both his teachers at Sunin Commercial School
and Gyeongseong Commercial High School as part of his experience of secondary
and higher education. Particularly the merits of Sunin Commercial School, his
retrospective and evaluation of his teachers are positive in general. He described his
experience as below:
“Chosen Industrial bank was the most famous workplace in Korea at that
time, recruited many graduates from Sunin Commercial School, in which about 70%80% of all branch managers’position taken by those Sunin Grads with overwhelming
numbers.”
“Those days, it was the custom for the principal to find out if there are any
jobs available for those who were about to graduate. There were especially many
requests to become a baseball player.”
“My teacher, Shinki Seinosuke graduated from Gyeongseong Commercial
High School and studied at Kyushu Imperial University before returning to his alma
mater as an English teacher. He is a good teacher who guided his students with
enthusiasm.”
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3. Evaluation of School Friendships
In the context of Korea, the concept of colonialism implies the existence of
two societies or in certain cases two identifiable sub-societies, a dominant and a
dominated society. 199 The types of colonialism are identified and deal with colonial
education.
The education system varied according to different levels of colonization. In
addition, the Japanese maintained separate communities with the Koreans and
Japanese being schooled in separate systems that gave Koreans relatively limited
education opportunity. Therefore, from the memoirs, it appears Korean and Japanese
students did not much mix with each other particularly in lower grades, wellillustrated in Hatada Takashi’s memoirs.
Besides, individuals like Song In-sang, Lee Pil-seok and Kim Yoo-taek etc
were graduates from Gyeongseong Commercial High School that were described as
‘best of the best’ in memoirs.

3.1.

Positive Memory
Song In-sang in his memoirs described his friendships from school times as

follows:
“I made many good friends while I was attending Gyeongseong Commercial
High School. I was close to my friends in my intake like Lee Pil-seok and Baek Chungheum. Last but not least, Shin tae-hwan who is former president of Seoul National
University, and Lee In-soo, a well-known English professor at Korea University who
was one year my junior, followed by my seniors, Kim Kyung-jin, Kim Yoo-taek, Park
Doo-byung and etc. However, these people are simply the ‘best of the best’ among
those top 15 Korean students who were enrolled to Gyeongseong Commercial High
School at a very competitive rate.”
M.K.Bacchus. 1980. “Review: Education and colonialism”. The Journal of Educational
Thought. Vol.14, No.3 pp.224-226
199
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Kim Man-ki reminisced his circle of friends who studied at Jindong Common
School, each of them successful in their careers. He reflected:
“Jindong, despite being a small town with population of about 2,000, saw
many young people sacrificed after a long haul since 1919, but this place produced
a relatively large number of talented Koreans. Among those I had grown up with were
Mr. Kwon Oh-ik (former president of Sungkyunkwan University), Hong Jung-yeol
(member of National Assembly), Mr. Kim Hee-soo (Chairman of Chung-Ang
University Foundation), and Hwangnaesŏng (Tae Chang Corp.,) all intellectuals.”

3.2.

Memory of Racial Discrimination
Hatada Takashi reminisced about his friendship with Koreans that were

different in elementary and secondary school days. He described it was regrettable
that he had never been close to the Korean boys in his elementary school days.
They flew kites and played top-spinning together but was never close to them.
But after he entered middle school, he became close to some of the Korean friends
due to very few Koreans in his school that was dominated by the Japanese. His
experiences as follows.
“I played tennis in middle school, but when I returned to Masan for vacation,
I played tennis every day. At that time, our tennis buddies went to school everywhere
and went home to Masan for the vacation and we often spent time playing tennis
during the vacation. At that time, we contacted a few Koreans and had them
participate with our buddies in competitions. From the competitions, I met a few
Koreans. However, we were never invited to Korean houses, and I never invited them
to my house either. At that time, apparently Korean and Japanese kids lived in a
different world. I never understood why it was like that, but it seemed to me that it
was natural.”
However, after he entered middle school, he met a few Koreans again. That
was when he was in 5th grade. He reminisced about the friendship.
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“There were approximately forty students in our batch and there were two
Koreans. All of us were brilliant. One was admitted into the Faculty of Literature
while the other at the Faculty of Law at Tokyo University. Both of them are working
actively in Korea right now. I have been in close touch with them since our school
years.”
Kim Chung-Yum was a leading figure in Korean economic policymaking for
more than thirty years. He was born in Seoul in 1924 when Korea was under Japan’s
colonial rule. He moved to Ganggyeong when he was young due to his father’s being
transferred there as a branch manager of Dong Il Bank. He reminisced his school life
in Japan as follows:
“After graduating from Ganggyeong Commercial School, I was admitted to
the Oita College of Commerce in Kyushu, Japan, which was one of the public
commercial colleges in Japan that did not discriminate against Korean students.”200
“At the end of June 1945, I graduated from the military academy. A week
before the graduation, much to my surprise, the chief instructor congratulated me.”
“After conducting a final evaluation, you ranked twenty-one out of the 1,500
graduates. The top twenty will be appointed as assistants of this academy, and the
next twenty will be appointed as assistants of the Kumamoto Boys’ Army School.”
The instructor also gave me some words of encouragement, praising me for my
willingness to sacrifice, my strong fighting spirit, and my excellent leadership.”
Sŏk-hyŏng Kim
“He reminiscenced about the school principal that taught them Morals and
History subjects at DeokMyeong Common School. The school principal liked to use
the derogatory terms referring to Koreans contemptuously, and of course I disliked
him.”
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Kim Chung-yum. 2011. From Despair to hope: economic policymaking in Koreaa 19451979. Seoul: Korea Development Institute. 22
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4. Educational Experience After the Pacific War
To begin with, those individuals who were educated during the Japanese
colonial period are divided into two different groups namely, Group One and Two.
The individuals of Group One are those who experienced primary, secondary and
higher education before the Pacific war during Japanese colonization, as explained in
the previous chapter. Nineteen out twenty-seven are of the pre-Pacific war generation.
Most of them went to school and completed their study before the Pacific
war. Hence, they went through the education system since the beginning of Japanese
colonization to the beginning of the Pacific war (1910-1940), experiencing both the
period of the Governor-General Terauchi Masatake (in 1910s), and the period of the
so-called “cultural policy” of Governor-General Saito Makoto (1920s) after the Samil
Undong March 1st Movement in 1919.
In addition, they also experienced another form of imperialist education in
the 1930s. Some of them were employed right after graduation in Japan, especially
those holding economics-related majors, they had work experience at banks and
financial unions.
This group of individuals shared the common grounding in which they
received education at a time (pre-war) when the colonial situation was not one of
severe control. However, they show different memories, expressions, and perceptions
depending on when and where they experienced education.
Nineteen out of twenty-seven memoirs record experiences of Japanese
colonial education Pre-Pacific War (before the 1940s). Prior to the 1940s, generally
Koreans’ experiences of elementary education during the colonial period vary due to
the urban-rural divide, whether elite member or non-elite, and being schooled under
different systems (separate communities, Korean and Japan) during the colonial
transition period.
In this study, the majority of the memoirs of Group One, which are of the
generation with the educational background before the Pacific War (before 1940s)
described their experience of elementary, middle and higher education in the memoirs.
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It is important to take note that not every author recorded events at every level of
education since author only select remarkable personal experience for the topic.
In addition, memories of education included elementary, middle and higher
educational experience during the period from 1910 to 1940, are of experiences very
much influenced by both the pragmatic and realistic policy of Governor-general
Terauchi in the 1910s and the cultural policy reforms of the Governor-general Saito
in the 1920s.
As a result, the changing circumstances to which education responded reveals
the social-historical implications and it can be seen from the standpoints of the
authors whose experiences are very different with each period corresponding to the
context.
Two out of twenty-seven of the memoirs are historical memoir types
including “Time of the Historian: Autobiography of Kang Man-gil” by Kang Mangil and “Japanese View of Korea (Retrospect of My Research on Korean History)”
by Hatada Takashi. Hatada Takashi and Kang Man-gil are both historians who
represented and recorded their memories of colonial education in different eras,
before and after the Pacific War.

Pre-Pacific War
Period

Group I

Colonial

Name

Gender Father’s
occupation

Chang I-uk
(장이욱)

Male

Heo Jeong
(허정)

Place of
Origin

Elementary School
(Years)

Grandfather ran 1895Chinese medicine 1983
business

South
Pyongan

Yushin Elementary
School
( -1908)

Male

Merchant at
marine trade

18961988

Pusan

Choryang Private
Common School
(1904-1910)

Male

Police officer

18991986

Pusan

Dongnae Common
School
(1906-1909)
Seoul Public Suhadong
Common School
(1909-1909)
Ilchul Elementary School
(1909- )

Male

Military

-1980

Seoul

Maedong Elementary
School
(1908-1911)

Ku Yongseo (구용서)

Life
Span

educational
experience
from
1910

Kim Gyocheol
(김교철)
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Period

Name

Gender Father’s
occupation

Life
Span

Place of
Origin

to

Elementary School
(Years)
Kyodong Elementary
School
(NA)

1940
Yun Hobyeong
(윤호병)

Male

landowner

Kimjit'ae
(김지태)

Male

O Wi-young
(오위영)

18911975

Nonsan,
South
Chungcheong
Province

Elementary school in
village
*Period not mentioned in
the memoir.

Wealthy local
1908farmer;
1982
grandfather was
the chairman of
Tongdosa
(Buddhist temple)

Pusan

Busanjin Public
Elementary School
*Period not mentioned in
the memoir.

Male

middle class
farmer/
countryside
classical scholar

19011978

South
Gyeongsang
Province

Seodang; Eonyang Public
Common School
*Period not mentioned in
the memoir.

Ha Sangyong
(하상용)

Male

No information

19052002

Masan

No information

Kim Manki
(김만기)

Male

Farm Owner

1918-

Changwon,
South
Gyeongsang
Province

Chintong Common
School
*Period not mentioned in
the memoir.

Hatada
Takashi
(하따다

Male

Doctor

19081994

Masan

Masan Elementary
School
(1915-1921)

Ri Tae Guk
(리태극)

Male

Small farmer

1913-

North Han
River,
Namyang

Yanggu Common School
*Period not mentioned in
the memoir.

Lee Byungchul
(이병철)

Male

Grandfather:
Land-owner

19101987

South
Gyeongsang
Province

Jisu Public Common
School
(1919-1920)
Soosong Public Common
School (transfer)

Yun Yonggu (윤용구)

Male

Silver-worker
(銀細工)

1908-

North
Chungcheong
Provice

Seodang
(1914- )
Gadeok Public Common
School
(1921-1925)

Yang Yoonyoung
(양윤영)

Female The earliest
1910Korean Christian
family

North
Pyongan

Boseong Public Common
School
*Period not mentioned in
the memoir.

Kim
Sŏkhyŏng
(김석형)

Male

North
Pyongan

Sodang
(1918-1922)
Doekmyoeng Common
School
(1922- )

타가시)

Confucian scholar 19142006
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Period

Name

Gender Father’s
occupation

Life
Span

Place of
Origin

Elementary School
(Years)

Baek Du-jin
(백두진)

Male

Enlightenment
Christian
(개화 인물)

19081993

Hwanghae
Province

Village elementary
school
*Period not mentioned in
the memoir.

Song In-sang Male
(송인상)

County officer

19142015

Pyeongchang
Gangwon
Province

Tongchon Common
School; transferred to
PyoengChang Common
School
(1921-1927)

Lee Pil Seok Male
(이필석)

Rich farmer/
Chinese scholar

1914-

South
Pyongan

Seodang (Chinese
classics)
(1918-1922)
Common school
(1924 – 1926)

Kim YooMale
taek(김유택)

Chinese Scholar

19111975

Hwanghae
Province

Self-taught from age 8-13
years old; Admitted to
common school through
examination (檢定고사)
instead of common
school entrance exam

Figure 28: Generation of Pre- Pacific War Era (1910-1940)

After the Outbreak of the Pacific War
In 1943, at a time when the war intensified, the Joseon Governor-General’s
office again revised the Joseon Education Ordinance, in which the name of Simsang
elementary school was changed to Kokumin elementary school. Under the revision,
the Korean language was completely abolished and the use of the language in schools
was prohibited. As Japan became quagmired in war, schools were regarded as part of
the mobilization effort.

Period

Name

Gender

Father’s
occupation

Group II

Yu Seong-yeon
(유성연)

Male

Kim Bonghwan (김봉환)

Kim Chungyum (김정렴)

Colonial
educational
experience
from
1940

Place of
Origin

Elementary School
(Years)

Father passed 1917away
1999

Sampyeong,
Gyeonggi
Province

Sampyung Elementary
School (private school)
*Period not mentioned in
the memoir.

Male

Grandfather 1921was the chief
of the village

SeonSan,
North
Gyeongsang
Province

Sangju Common School
(1927-1933)

Male

Former
1924President of
Chohung
Bank

Seoul

No information
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Lifespan

Period

Name

Gender

Father’s
occupation

to

Kim Dae-jung
(김대중)

Male

Yu Chong-ho
(유종호)
Yi Yŏng-hŭi
(리영희)

1945

Place of
Origin

Elementary School
(Years)

Chief of the 1924Village
2009

Haeuido,
South Jeolla
Province

Haeuido Common
School; Mokpo Bukgyo
Elementary School
(1933-1937)

Male

NA

North
Chungcheong
Provice

Jeungpyeong Elementary
School
(1941- )

Male

Local officer 19292010

North
Pyongan

Daekwan Elementary
School
*Period not mentioned in
the memoir.

Kim Sang-hyup Male
(김상협)

Entrepreneur: 1920Kim Yeon
1995
Su, Founder
of Samyang

Seoul

Kyodong Elementary
School
(1927-1933)

Kang Man-gil
(강만길)

farmer

Masan

Wanwol Elementary
School
(1940-1945)

Male

Lifespan

1935-

1933-

Figure 29: Generation of Pacific War Era (1940-1945)

The schoolteachers were described as military police with military uniforms,
with teachers carrying a sword creating a domineering atmosphere at schools.
Koreans were completely deprived of the freedom of speech, media and publications,
and almost all newspapers published in Korean were closed down. National
awakening books and magazines were banned, political organizations and
associations were dismissed as described in Kim Dae-jung’s memoir ‘Naŭi Sam Naŭi
–gil’ (My life, my rules).
Besides Kim Dae-jung, there are others captured in this dissertation such as
Korean historian, Kang Mangil, jounalist-cum-professor, Yŏng-hŭi Yi and writercum-literary critic, Yu Chong-ho, the batch that went to the school after the 1940s or
experienced secondary school during the Pacific War, where the education system or
school atmosphere was mainly militaristic during that period.
In Kim Dae Jung’s memoirs, one of his bad experiences is described:
“One heartbreaking story that I can never forget when I was in Mokpo
Common School. When I was in Grade 5, the Korean language was abolished from
the regular courses. Before that, we learned history of the nation and the geography
of Chosun only during the Korean class. Hence the only access of national education
(minjok gyoyuk) had been blocked in school. In addition, the use of Korean language
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was forbidden in school. Korean students were not allowed to speak Korean to each
other and once caught, they were punished. One of those days, my father came to see
me at school but he couldn’t speak Japanese, and I was in a situation where I could
not speak Korean in school…My father tried to say something with a grim look, but
could not open his mouth. There were times of silence that was heartbreaking….”201
Historian, Kang Man-gil in his memoirs shows negative comments of his
school days, as follows:
“During the Pacific war, elementary school students were strictly prohibited
from using Korean in Schools. Even the elementary school students were strictly
forbidden to use Korean in schools. It was influential on students’ performance,
conduct and behavior and this also affected students’ performance in getting into
higher education.”
“According to the records, since the Sino-Japanese War broke out in 1937,
the Japanese Empire eliminated classes on Korean Language. However, from my
experience, I started school in 1940 and I certainly remembered studying Korean
Language until either the next year which is right before the Pacific War began or
perhaps slightly after the war began. On Monday mornings during our assembly, we
would receive approximately 10 “Language Cards (국어상용카드)”. The school
rules stated that any student who uses even a single word in Korean will get their
cards taken away from them one by one. During our Saturday assembly, our
homeroom teacher will find out who took and lost most cards during the week. This
will be included in our behavior report which influences our probability to get into
upper secondary schools.”
Yi Yŏng-hŭi
Yi Yŏng-hŭi was one of the individuals who had completed his elementary
education when Korea was liberated from Japanese occupation:
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Kim Dae-jung. Naŭi Sam Naŭi –gil’ (My life, my rules). Seoul: Sanha,1997.44
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“Usually, since middle school has been shortened to four years, those in the
second semester of the third year will be asked to decide on their future plans.
However, students who attended middle school in the autumn of 1944 were exempted
from doing so. It’s because the system to continue their studies has vanished.
Looking back again, I barely learned anything during my four years of study.
Except for the textbooks, I have only read Japanese literature or foreign
literature which has been translated into Japanese. It is painful to think that I never
even got to read even a single Korean novel.
That was me when we were liberated.”202
Yi described that the school contents of education suddenly became more
warlike due to Japan’s invasion of China when he was at Grade 2 elementary school.
He described below:
“Since I was in Grade 3, the Japanese language learning hours have been
increased due to learning of consolatory(comfort) message (慰問文) for the Japanese
army of the Chinese front (in war period). I didn’t understand what it is about but
everybody in the class learned and wrote very hard. At that time, from grade 1 to 3,
inspite of the fact that our textbook for all subjects except Korean language were in
Japanese, our form teacher was a Korean and somehow she explained in Korean
during the class.”203
Memories of elementary education from historians are included in this thesis.
Kang Man-gil (Korean Historian) and Hatada Takashi (Japanese historian who was
born in Colonial Korea during Japanese occupation) are of very typical example of
historians’ memoirs. Kang Man-gil is a noted historian of the Pacific War era,
described his elementary education experience which was extremely controlled by
the colonial government in 1940s. On the other hand, Hatada Takashi had his
elementary education during the early part of the colonial period before the 1940s.
Their experiences were as below:
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Yi Yŏng-hŭi. Yŏkchŏng: Naŭi Ch'ŏngnyŏnshidae. [My Youth Age]. P'aju: Ch'angbi, 2010.
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Kang Man-gil
Kang Man-gil204 admitted to Wanwol Simsang elementary school in Masan
in 1940, a year before the outbreak of Pacific war. According to him, Korea was
liberated (independence from Japan) in 1945 when he was grade 6 at Kokumin School.
He littered his educational experience during the outbreak of Pacific War as follows:
“In the early years of my elementary school (Kokumin School) time, there
was still time for learning the Korean Language. I remember that tt was taught by a
Korean teacher. According to records, the Japanese Imperialists abolished Korean
Language as a subject at every school, every stage since 1937, the Sino-Japanese
War time as I entered elementary school in 1940. For 6 years in elementary school,
my form teachers were Korean and Japanese. When I was at grade 3, it turned out
that my form teacher was a young Korean lady teacher from Masan whose last name
was Toyokawa. It happened for the first time ‘Sōshi-kaimei’205 was enforced. I only
learnt that her Korean surname is ‘Roh’(盧) after the Korea liberation from Japan.”
Since the outbreak of Pacific war in 1937, the Japanese colonial education
and the curriculum became increasingly militaristic and nationalistic. Even
elementary school students were strictly banned from speaking Korean in schools.
Kang Man-gil described those days as agonizing days when the Kokugo-Joyo rule
was carried out in the elementary school.206

204

Kang is a Korean historian, born in Masan, from a commoner family. Unlike other
personages, he received elementary education during the Pacific War until right before the
independence of Korea. The education system that he experienced was extremely controlled
during 1940s.
Kim explained that in Japanese way of thinking, to change one’s surname is not something
alien. In case of women, their surname changed automatically after they got married. To sonin-law who lives with his wife’s family can easily change his surname as well. To us Korean,
the surname (family name) are so precious that replace our life. Even now, I sometimes would
get the question from Japanese if I did what was my Japanese name. However, I always feel
humiliated. So I never answer to the question. See Kim Dae-jung. Naŭi Sam Naŭi –gil’ (My
life, my rules). Seoul: Sanha, 1997. 48
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His experience of (Kokugo-joyo) rule was that every Monday morning,
students received 10 pieces of ‘Kokugo-Joyo’ card (only speak Japanese card) from
their form teachers at the school assembly. The rule was to take the card from any
student who spoke Korean. On the next Saturday, form teachers will investigate
which students had their cards taken away the cards for the whole week. Students
whose cards were taken away had their results influenced in terms of their ethical
conduct report, thereby affecting their opportunity entering to higher education.207
To summarize, this part has presented an overall evaluation as well as
experiences of education during the Japanese colonial period. People’s experiences
varied at every different level of education due to the level of colonization. In addition,
family background and the rural-urban factors also contributed to the variety of
experiences. This difference of experiences was mainly due to the educational
policies in colonial Korea changing over time in order to accommodate the needs of
the colonial authorities during the 35 years of Japanese rule.
It is noteworthy that under Japanese rule, the opportunities for education
differed vastly by nationality, endowing uneven human capital between Japanese and
Koreans as well as between genders. The educational disparity between Japanese and
Koreans was present at two levels: in the availability of educational opportunities and
in the attainments of Koreans, with the latter being a consequence of the former.208
From the findings, the colonial educational experiences of the writers are
different according to the type of schools that they attended, either common school
(Korean) or Japanese school. Differences also arise due to family background and
when the education was experienced - the periods before and after the Pacific war
that determined their future and interpretation of educational experience. These
elements very much affected how colonial education is narrated today in their
memoirs, and the experience was carried into their later life and shaped who they
became.

Kang Man-gil. Yŏksagaŭi shigan : kangman'gil chasŏjŏn. [Time of the Historian:
Autobiography of Kang man-gil]. P'aju: Ch'angbi, 2010. 30
208
Young-lob Chung. 2006. ‘Korea under Siege, 1876-1945: Capital Formation and
Economic Transformation’. Oxford University Press. 113.
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CHAPTER IV. EDUCATION EXPERIENCE IN
BRITISH MALAYA IN THE MEMOIRS
Introduction
In British Malaya, among the most important aspects of Malayan society was
her multi-racial composition. Of the 6.28 million people in1957, about fifty percent
were indigenous Malays, thirty-seven percent were Chinese, and elevent percent were
Indians. There were also smaller communities of Pakistanis, Ceylonese, Thais,
Aborigines, and Eurasians. (Hirschman, 1972)
The British colonial J.S. Furnivall defines plural society as one comprising
“different sections of the community living side by side but separately within the
same political unit. (Phang, 1973) The term “education system” used in this study
implies the operation of two or more school systems side by side within a country but
separated from one another.
According to Hirschman, as in most multi-racial societies, integration was
far from complete. In addition to strong religious and cultural barriers, each
community was separated by occupational and residential patterns. The Chinese were
predominately urban while the majority of Malays were agriculturalists and lived in
rural villages. About half of the Indian population lived and worked on large rubber
plantations, although there was also a sizable proportion in the urban sector. 209
During the British colonial era, West Malaysia and Singapore were together
known as British Malaya. Malaysians and Singaporeans experienced same education
in the imperial era In addition, it is noteworthy that the British colonial educational
policies in British Malaya changed after the war with the end of Japanese occupation
in Malaya.

Charles Hirschman. (1972). “Educational Patterns in Colonial Malaya.” The University of
Chicago Press on behalf of the Comparative and International Education Society. Pp. 487
209
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In the context of Malaysia, British colonial education barely features in
individual memoirs in Malaysia. In this dissertation, people’s perception of British
education is positive in general. 210 Overall, the perception of British colonial
education in Malaysia is positive.211 Hence, when we consider interviews of elites in
Singapore, bear in mind that the writing of autobiographies and personal memoirs is
not an integral part of Singapore culture.
As such, Malaysian memoirs in this thesis feature relatively fewer times than
those of Koreans. Where such memoirs do exist, they are sparse on colonial
educational experience.
Despite the lower number of memoirs, we can see that the elites’ colonial
educational experiences were rather positive in many aspects such as their teachers,
the curriculum, English language lessons, the opportunity in employment etc.
As the era of imperialism was over and transitioned into British
Commonwealth (Malaysia), Malaysia-United Kingdom relations are perceived as a
more or less of single discourse, with both countries being full members of the
Commonwealth of Nations.
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According to Project Atlas, 56,260 Malaysian students went overseas to study in 2014. The
top international study destinations for Malaysian students were United Kingdom, Australia,
United States, Egypt, Russian Federation, Japan, Jordan, India, New Zealand, and Ireland.
Here is a closer look at the five most popular international study destinations for Malaysian
students. See Adilah. 2016. “5 Popular International study destinations for Malaysian Students”
My Private Tutor Blog, November 18.
https://www.myprivatetutor.my/blog/5-popular-international-study-destinations-malaysianstudents
211
Lim How Seng in his article argues that both politicians and the business elites emphasized
their life in post-World War II in their interview that carried out by the Singapore Oral History
Centre. The interviewee provided eyewitness account, in some cases of political and economic
matters of historical importance during the British colonial period. At the same time, the
perceptions, feelings, and reactions of the interviewee towards these historical events, as well
as towards their personal situations, would provide a micro-view of the individual. See, Huen,
Morrison, Guan, Huen, P. Lim Pui, Morrison, James H, & Guan, Kwa Chong. (1998). Oral
history in Southeast Asia: Theory and method / ed. by P. Lim Pui Huen, James H. Morrison,
Kwa Chong Guan. Singapore: National Archives of Singapore and Institute of Southeast
Asian Studies. Pp. 64
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This chapter presents the Malaysian and Singaporeans’ colonial educational
experiences extracted from memoirs and grouped thus: 1) the evaluation of the British
education system, 2) evaluation of authors’ relationship with the teachers, and 3) the
evaluation of school friendships to provide a cross-case analysis to Korea.
In the case of Korea, the differences of colonial educational experiences were
mainly due to the educational policies in colonial Korea changing over time in order
to accommodate the needs of the colonial authorities.
Unlike Korea, the educational system during British colonial times was
similar to the British school system but adapted considerably to local conditions. The
basic educational structure consisted of six years of primary schooling, three years of
lower secondary, and two years of upper secondary.212 However, this structure varied,
especially in the rural areas where primary schooling sometimes was only four years.
The education system included schools teaching in four different languages: Malay,
Chinese, English and Tamil.
There was a complex system of government schools, government-assisted
schools, and private schools. Hence, there was not one common system until
independence. In addition, like Korea, the family background and rural-urban factors
also contributed to the variety of experiences.
Also, it is noteworthy that several of the memoirs extracted here recorded
experiences of Japanese colonial education, in which the Japanese army took charge
of Malaya during the Second World War (1942-1945), its policies having an impact
on social, political and economic life of Malaya.213
To provide a cross-case analysis, a study on Malaysian’s memory of colonial
education is also done in a similar way to Korea. 15 memoirs were analyzed. As
discussed in the previous chapter, although the number of memoirs that featured
people’s educational experience during the colonial period is relatively smaller as

Charles Hirschman. (1972). “Educational Patterns in Colonial Malaya.” The University of
Chicago Press on behalf of the Comparative and International Education Society. Pp. 488
213
For a detailed discussion of the perception of colonized towards English and postwar social
and political upheavals of Malaya, refer to Julia Lim Pay Loo. Center for Southeast Asian
Studies. 26, no. 2 (2016): 147.
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compared to Korea, a majority of the selected memoirs are those of elites, from
influential positions such as minister, professor, politician, historian, lawyer and
novelist.
‘Elites’ is defined here as functional groups which have high status in society.
They are considered to be elites because of the power, talent, and privileges of their
members.214 In this chapter, the authors of memoirs are defined and classified into
two groups: i) the Generation educated in the Plural School System from the
beginning of British colonization until the Japanese colonization, and ii) the
Generation educated in the system between the end of the Japanese colonization and
immediately before independence.
Both these groups went through different education systems in different
periods, on the other hand, their experiences and evaluations can be seen as a more
or less single discourse particularly on the religious concern.
In the fifteen memoirs from the former British Malaya, there are various
events and figures described based on the authors’ life experience with unique
viewpoints on the topic of colonial education. The memoirs in this study consist of
different types, the most common being occupational memoirs in which the author
narrates their almost whole life career from the author’s perspective of his occupation.
This type of memoir includes “Malay Nationalism before UMNO: the
Memoirs of Mustapha Hussain” by Mustapha Hussain, “Reminiscence of a Roving
Scholar: Science, Humanities, and Joseph Needham” by Ho Peng Yoke, “My Life
and Times: A Memoir” by Ramon V. Navaratnam and “Growing Up in British
Malaya and Singapore: A Time of Fireflies and Wild Guavas” by Maurice Baker. In
addition to these, are inspirational memoirs describing struggles against the odds,
inspiring readers and encouraging them to be brave, fight hardships and eventually
triumph; this type of memoir includes “The Singapore Story: Memoirs of Lee Kuan
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For a detailed discussion of oral history in Southeast Asia, see Huen, Morrison, Guan,
Huen, P. Lim Pui, Morrison, James H, & Guan, Kwa Chong. (1998). Oral history in Southeast
Asia : Theory and method / ed. by P. Lim Pui Huen, James H. Morrison, Kwa Chong Guan.
Singapore: National Archives of Singapore and Institute of Southeast Asian Studies. Pp. 55
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Yew” by Lee Kuan Yew, “A Doctor in the House: The Memoirs of Tun Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad” by Mahathir Mohamad, “Syed Husin Ali: Memoirs of a Political Struggle”
by Syed Husin Ali, “Given in Trust: Tun Ahmad Sarji Memoirs” by Tun Ahmad Sarji
and “Memoir Memanjat Tangga (climb the ladder)” by Shaari Mohd. Noor. A further
two memoirs are historical, including “House on the Hill Top” by Fam Seng Lin and
“I, KKK: The Autobiography of a Historian” by Khoo Kay Kim.
The final group of memoirs selected in this study are portrait (biographies)
which form quite different topics, focusing on conveying the private experiences of
other people. It takes other figures as the main character in the whole story, such as
“Dato’ Onn Ja’afar: Pengasas Kemerdekaan” written by Ramlah Adam, “Karpal
Singh: Tiger of Jelutong the full Biography” written by Tim Donoghue (personally
assigned by the subject), “Taib Andak: In a Class of His Own” written by Kalsom
Taib (daughter of the subject), and “Biography A. Samad Said: give conscience” by
Rosnah Baharudin.
Type of Memoirs

Occupational
memoirs

List of Memoirs

•
•
•
•

Inspirational
memoirs

•
•
•
•
•

Historical memoirs
Portrait

•
•
•
•
•
•

Malay Nationalism before UMNO: the Memoirs of Mustapha
Hussain / Mustapha Hussain
Reminiscence of a Roving Scholar: Science, Humanities, and
Joseph Needham / Ho Peng Yoke
My Life and Times: A Memoir / Ramon V. Navaratnam
Growing Up in British Malaya and Singapore: A Time of
Fireflies and Wild Guavas / Maurice Baker
The Singapore Story: Memoirs of Lee Kuan Yew / Lee Kuan
Yew
A Doctor in the House: The Memoirs of Tun Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad / Mahathir Mohamad
Syed Husin Ali: Memoirs of a Political Struggle / Syed Husin Ali
Given in Trust: Tun Ahmad Sarji Memoirs / Tun Ahmad Sarji
Memoir Memanjat Tangga (climb the ladder) / Shaari Mohd.
Noor
House on the Hill Top / Fam Seng Lin
I, KKK: The Autobiography of a Historian / Khoo Kay Kim
Dato’ Onn Ja’afar: Founder of Independence / Ramlah Adam
Karpal Singh: Tiger of Jelutong the full Biography / Tim
Donoghue
Taib Andak: In a Class of His Own / Kalsom Taib
Biography A. Samad Said: give conscience / Rosnah Baharudin.

Figure 30: Type of Memoirs
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The analysis of memoirs is done by isolating two types of data (refer to Figure
1 in chapter III: The Analysis of Memoirs). The following table shows the authors’
family and academic background, providing important facts about the authors of the
memoirs.
Authors’ family and academic background
Name of
Author

Place of
Origin

Father’s
Occupation

Lifespan

Elementary
School Years

Middle
School Years

University,
Higher
Education
Institution
Years

Title of memoir Experience
of studying
abroad

Author’s
occupation

Onn Ja’afar

Johor
Bahru

Chief
Minister of
Johor State

18951962

Alderburgh
Lodge School,
Suffolk
England
(1903-1910)

The Malay
College
Kuala
Kangsar
(1910-1911)

NA

Dato’ Onn
Ja’afar,
Pengasas
Kemerdekaan

√

Politician

Mustapha
Hussain

Matang,
Perak

Land
demarcated
with British
colonial
government

19101987

Matang Malay
School
(1916-1920)

King Edward
VII School
Taiping
(Special
Malay Class)
(1923- )

Standard VI
(1925);
Standard VII
(1926);
Standard VIII
Junior
Cambridge
(1927);
Standard I
Senior
Cambridge
(1928)
Malay
apprenticeship
at School of
Agriculture
(1933-1936)

Malay
Nationalism
Before UMNO:
the Memoirs of
Mustapha
Hussain

X

Editor

Taib Andak

Parit
Bakar,
Muar

Landowner

19161997

Village
School, Parit
Bakar

English
College
Johor Bahru.

Middle
Temple,
England
(1946-1949)

Taib Andak: In a
Class of His
Own,

√

First
Chairman of
FELDA

Government
English
School, Muar

Muar High
School
(1928-1931)

1918-

Pasar Road
School
(1926-1930)

Victoria
Institution;
Senior
Cambridge
Certificate
(1931-1934)

Technical
School High
Street, Civil
Engineering
Certificate
(1934-1939)
Institution of
Engineers,
London
(1955- )

House on the
Hill Top

X

Lecturer

19202017

AngloChinese
school,
Kuantan
(1926- )

Horley Hall
Boarding
scbool;
School
Certificate

Growing Up in
British Malaya
and Singapore:
A Time of
Fireflies and
Wild Guavas

√

Academic;
diplomat

AngloChinese
School, Ipoh

(

Raffles
College
Singapore
(1938-1941)
Diploma in
education
Queen’s
Scholarship
King College,
London
( -1951)

Telok Kurau
English
School
(1930-1933)

Raffles
Institution
(1936-1939)

Raffles
College
(1940-1942)

The Singapore
Story: Memoirs
of Lee Kuan
Yew

√

Politician;
First Prime
Minister of
Singapore

Fam Seng
Lin

Kuala
Lumpur

Maurice
Baker

Alor Star, Civil
Kedah
engineer

Lee Kuan
Yew

Farmer

Singapore Depot
manager

19232015

-1937)

Fitzwilliam
College,
University of
Cambridge
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Name of
Author

Place of
Origin

Father’s
Occupation

Lifespan

Elementary
School Years

Middle
School Years

University,
Higher
Education
Institution
Years

Title of memoir Experience
of studying
abroad

Author’s
occupation

(1946 -1950)

Mahathir
Mohamad

Kedah

English
teacher

1925-

Seberang
Perak Malay
Boys School
(1930-1931)

Junior
Cambridge
Certificate
(1941-1946)

King Edward
VII College of
Medicine
(Singapore)
(1947-1953)

A Doctor in the
House: The
Memoirs of Tun
Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad

x

Politician;
(currently
serving as
Prime
Minister of
Malaysia

Government
English
School, Alor
Star
(transferred)
(1933-1935)
Ho Peng
Yoke

Kinda
Valley,
Perak

Traditional
Chinese
teacher

A Samad
Said

Belimbing Bus
Dalam,
conductor
Malacca

19262014

English
school Ipoh
(1933 - )

English
school Ipoh
(1936 - )
Junior
Cambridge
Certificate
(1939-1940)
Senior
Cambridge
School
Certificate
(1940 - )

Raffles
College
(1946- 1949)

Reminiscence of
a roving
Scholar:
Science,
Humanities, and
Joseph Needham

X

Professor

1935-

Kota Raja
Malay School,
Singapore
(1940-1946)

Special
Malay Class
at Monk’s
Hill School
(1948- )

NA

Biografi A.
Samad Said:
memberi hati
nurani

X

Novelist;
poet

Victoria
School
Singapore,
Senior
Cambridge
Certificate
( 1956)
Ramon V.
Navaratnam

Kuala
Lumpur

Chief clerk in 1935the
Leperosarium

Methodist
AngloChinese
School

Victoria
Institution
(1947- )

University of
Malaya

My Life and
Times: A
Memoir

X

Former Civil
Servant

Syed Husin
Ali

Batu
Pahat

Religious
teacher

1936-

Bandar Tinggi
Government
English
School;
religious
school

English
College,
Johor Bahru
(Post School
Certificate)

University of
Malay

Syed Husin Ali:
Memoirs of a
Political
Struggle

X

Politician

Khoo Kay
Kim

Kampar,
Perak

Civil Servant

19372019

Methodist
Anglo
ChineseSchool Teluk
Anson
(1945-1949)
(Approximate
ly)

St. Michael’s
Institution

University of
Malaya
Singapore
(
1959)

I, KKK: The
Autobiography
of a Historian

X

Historian

Tun Ahmad
Sarji

Tapah,
Ipoh

Civil servant

1938-

Malay School
Pasir Puteh,
Ipoh
(1946-1948)

Anderson
School Ipoh
(1955-1957)

University of
Malaya
(1957-1960)

Given in Trust:
Memoirs

X

Former
Chief
Secretary

Malay School
Batu Tiga
(1948-1949)
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Name of
Author

Place of
Origin

Father’s
Occupation

Lifespan

Elementary
School Years

Middle
School Years

University,
Higher
Education
Institution
Years

Title of memoir Experience
of studying
abroad

Author’s
occupation

Sultan Ismail
College Kota
Bharu
(1955-1959)
(Cambridge
School
Certificate)

The Malay
College Kuala
Kangsar (Eton
of the East)
(1959- )

Memoir
Memanjat
Tangga (Climb
the ladder)

X

Malayan
civil service

NA

National
University of
Singapore

Karpal Singh:
tiger of Jelutong
the full
biography

X

Politician;
lawyer

Government
English
School Tapah
(1949-)
Shaari
Mohd. Noor

Batai
Village

Grandfather
was a Quran
teacher

1939-

Malay School
Chicha Tinggi
(1947-1951)
Government
English
School Pasir
Mas
(1952-1954)

Karpal Singh

Penang

watchman

19402014

St. Xavier’s
Institution
(1948-1960)

Figure 31: Concrete facts about authors as a background information

1. An Overall Evaluation of Education System
This part presents an overall evaluation of the education system during the
British colonial period, which included authors’ experiences of elementary education,
secondary education, higher education in British Malaya and experiences of studying
abroad.
In this study, the majority of the memoirs from Group I, the generation who
experienced the plural school system from the beginning of the British colonization
until the Japanese invasion, describe experiences of elementary, middle and higher
education. As with the Korean memoirs, it is important to note that not every author
recorded events at every level of education since they selected only memorable
experiences of their time in education.
In addition, memories of elementary, middle and higher education during the
period of 1786-1942 are of experiences very much influenced by the plural society
that was created and stimulated by the expansion of the British Empire’s global
economic and political influence, for instance the migration from the poorer areas of
India and China to Malaya in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
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iiiTin mining and natural rubber production were the major industries and
required an abundant supply of cheap labor in order to maximize profits.215
Until the independence from British rule in 1957, three-quarters of the
Malayan Chinese, as well as two-thirds of the Malayan Indians had been born in
Malaya.216 In the context of a Malayan plural society, the education system included
schools that taught in four different languages: Malay, Chinese, English and Tamil.
It is noted that there was a complex system of government schools,
government-assisted schools, and private schools. They were not brought under one
common system. In addition to varying languages for instruction, there were different
provisions in terms of grants and facilities for teacher training and unequal
opportunities for higher education and employment. The experiences of each of the
individuals who completed the study were also different depending on their touch
points with these institutions.
Overall, the basic educational structure consisted of six years of primary
schooling, three years of lower secondary, and two years of upper secondary.
However this structure did vary, especially in the rural areas, where primary
schooling sometimes was only four years.217 Under British plural education system,
the secondary education was only available in English and Chinese-medium schools
prior to the Independence with most of the enrollment in English language
schools.218It is evident that the subjects captured in this thesis are the individuals that
went to English schools.

Charles Hirschman. (1972). “Educational Patterns in Colonial Malaya.” The University of
Chicago Press on behalf of the Comparative and International Education Society. Pp. 487
216
Fell, 1957 Population Census, pp.16
217
Charles Hirschman. (1972). “Educational Patterns in Colonial Malaya.” The University of
Chicago Press on behalf of the Comparative and International Education Society. Pp. 488
218
The Educational Planning and Research Division, Ministry of Education, Educational
Statistics of Malaysia, 1938 to 1967 (Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, 1968), pp.
45-46
215
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1.1.

Experiences of Elementary Education
In British Malaya, the plural education system in pre-independent Malaya

developed along the lines of the British divide and rule policy whereby education
under British colonial rule was not merely confined to creating an intellectual and
productive society, but was concerned with maintaining peace and order within the
society.219
The memoirs selected in this study are of those who received English
education during the colonial period. In those days, attending the English-speaking
school meant better opportunity, and the perception of Malayans towards British
education was that it was modern as well as providing opportunity to local people in
the context of socio-economic and employment status.220 As such, the authors whose
experiences are captured in this thesis are mostly from elites.
The findings show that individuals such as Mustapha Hussain, Mahathir
Mohamad, A Samad Said, Tun Ahmad Sarji, and Shaari Mohd. Noor were enrolled
to elementary Malay schools but transferred to Government English elementary
schools during their elementary schooling. A driver for this was that secondary
education was only available in English and Chinese-speaking schools prior to
Independence; most enrolled in English language schools.
The following elementary educational experiences expressed in the memoirs
are divided into four categories of background: studying abroad, Malay-medium
school, Chinese-medium school and English-medium school due to British Plural
system. Hence, Tamil-medium school experience is not captured in this thesis
because none of the personages attended Tamil school. Thus, the overall evaluation
of elementary education during the British colonial period is summarized as follows.

Studying abroad

Charles Hirschman. (1972). “Educational Patterns in Colonial Malaya.” The University of
Chicago Press on behalf of the Comparative and International Education Society. Pp. 488
220
Julia Lim Pay Loo. (2016). The perception of colonized towards English in Malay novel:
Contrapuntal Reading. Southeast Asia Journal, 26(2), 147-168.
219
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According to Hilley, the British colonial strategy was essentially to divide,
conquer, and co-opt along ethnic and class lines. First, they cultivated the traditional
Malay ruling aristocracy and gave to its members a monopoly on political leadership.
After the turn of the twentieth century, “the Malay aristocrats of the younger
generation received special education and training and were recruited into the
colonial bureaucracy.221
In the memoirs, the individual educational experiences apparently show that
father’s educational and occupational status had influence on individuals’ educational
experiences as well as educational attainment. Thus, in the memoirs, the individuals
such as Onn Ja’afar, Maurice Baker, Mustapha Hussain, Taib Andak, Lee Kuan Yew,
Mahathir Mohamad, Ho Peng Yoke, Ramon V. Navaratnam, Khoo Kay Kim and
Tun Ahmad Sarji are of elites family background. Their evaluation of the elementary
school system is:
Onn Ja’afar
It is noteworthy that Onn Ja’afar222 is the only figure among the memoirs
captured in this study who had started his elementary education at the United
Kingdom proper223. From his biography, the background of his elementary education
is described as English-based education, he learnt like other English Children in in
England. He claimed that it gave him a high self-esteem. The school system made

221

For a detailed discussion of Dezalay, Yves, and Bryant G. Garth. Asian Legal Revivals :
Lawyers in the Shadow of Empire / Yves Dezalay and Bryant G. Garth. The Chicago Series
in Law and Society. Chicago ; London: University of Chicago Press, 2010.
222
Onn Ja’afar was a Malay politician and a Chief Minister of Johor in Malaya. In 1993, he
was about 9 years old, was sent as escort of the sons of Sultan Ibrahim to a preparatory school,
Alderburgh Lodge School, in Sufffolk, England. This school was a private school that houses
a noble family from outside England. The school was quite small and not very well known
and closed in the middle of the 20th Century.
223
Onn Ja’afar was initially educated in Malay at the Malay vernacular school in Johor Bahru.
In the afternoon, Onn learnt English at the palace of Johor, together with the princes of Sultan
Ibrahim from a British women. This is the basic preparation for the fellow princes of Sultan
Ibrahim before they are being sent to England to receive the formal education. Sultan Ibrahim,
who received British influence since 1914, see learning English is necessary to continue his
administration. See Ramlah Adam. Dato’ Onn Ja’afar, Pengasas Kemerdekaan. [Dato’ onn
Ja’afar, Founder of Independence] Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka. 1992. 9
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him feel at par with the English children, he did not feel inferior. He described as
follow:
“I remember with real pleasure my stay there living and learning like any
other English boy of my age. I found myself more English than Malay”224
At school, Onn read a lot of English literature from Europe. He was also
interested in biography, especially about the Western Scholars.225 In contrast to those
who attended Malay-language schools, individuals such as Mustapha Hussain,
Mahathir Mohamad, A Samad Said, Tun Ahmad Sarji and Shaari Mohd Noor
reminisced about their elementary education experiences, while their experiences
vary between rural and urban families with their traditional view of education and
religion. Mustapha Hussain and Mahathir Mohamad are of the generation who went
to school during the period prior to the Japanese occupation. This generation of
people faced objections from their Muslim communities when they were sent to
English primary school. However, they reminisced about their elementary
educational experiences thus:

Mustapha Hussain
Mustapha Hussain 226 in his memoirs, he began with his upbringing,
describing Malay society at the time, the arrival of Chinese and Indian immigrants
into his hometown of Matang, Perak. This is followed by his Malay and English
education (1916-28) in colonial Malaya. He began with an introduction of his family
background, which his father was a land demarcator with the British Colonial
Government. He saluted his father for being one of the progressive Malays of his time,
visualized the importance of English, not only a medium for learning, but as a

Ramlah Adam. Dato’ Onn Ja’afar, Pengasas Kemerdekaan. [Dato’ onn Ja’afar, Founder
of Independence] Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka. 1992. 11
224

225

Ibid.,
Mustapha Hussain was one of the prominent figure as part of the formation of the Youth
Malays Union (KMM). After World War II, he rejoined the anti-colonial nationalist
movement, but managing to avoid severe repression against the radical Malay youth of early
1948.
226
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language of progress, where his father spent many years learning English on his own
until he gained an impressive command of the language. Mustapha Hussain perceived
the fact of getting British education is an opportunity. He reminisced the as follow:
“As my father’s children, we benefited immeasurably from his early
awareness.”227 The author expressed the importance of English education during the
period.
“Most pupils then went to school at a late age, some as old as ten, but my
education-hungry father Hussain sent me to the Matang Malay School when I was
barely five. I was the youngest pupil, the baby of the class.”228
“The school building, the most modern at that time, had cemented front steps,
stout and square brick pillars, red tile roofing, and unvarnished wooden floorboards.
However, its walls and windows were traditional, made of split and woven bamboo.
Its square window leaves opened upwards and were propped up with wooden
sticks.”229
The school building was perceived as modern architecture despite his place
of origin that was a village from Matang. He described English education

Mahathir Mohamad
Dr. Mahathir Mohamad230 He mentioned in his memoir titled “A Doctor in
the House’ that he did not come from the Malay ruling elite. He introduced his family
background as follows:
“I, on the other hand, was a commoner, the son of a former schoolteacher
who, drawing a monthly pension of ninety ringgit at the time, became involved in
politics. Malays were still feudalistic and not at all used to commoners rising above

227

Mustapha Hussain. 2005. The Memoirs of Mustapha Hussain: Malay Nationalism before
UMNO. Kuala Lumpur: Utusan Publication. 2
228
Ibid 7
229
Ibid 7
230
Mahathir is a Malaysian politician, currently serving as Prime Minister of Malaysia for the
second time. He was born on 10 July 1925, in a small town, Alor Setar.
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their station. But I broke the mold and paved the way for them to head the Government
of Malaysia.”231
He reminisced about his enrollment to Government English School which
was very competitive at that time. He was at elementary education (Primary two) 232
at the Malay School Seberang Perak. He reminisced about how he was transferred
from a Malay school to the English School. Mustapha Hussain and Mahathir
Mohamad shared the common grounding in which their father was typical of the
progressive Malays in those days, seeing English as key to future success. In his
memoirs, he revealed that the atmosphere of his hometown and the perception
towards English was as follows:
“Unlike most Malay boys, I was not admitted into the English medium school
through the Special Malay Class. Before World War II Malay students who finished
Standard Four233 in the Malay schools were placed in Special Malay Classes in the
English schools for two years, where they studied the English Language and other
subjects in English. Instead, when I was eight, my father took me out of the Malay
school in Seberang Perak, where I was in Standard Two, and had me admitted into
Primary One in the Government English schools. Having been a teacher himself in
an English school, he believed his children would get a better education there.”
“My own education was supplemented with the books and magazines I read
while growing up. Before the war I was class librarian for Standard Four. It was my
job every Thursday to buy magazines like Rover, Champion, and Film Fun for the
library. I loved stories about fictitious British heroes like Rockfist Rogan and Mad
Carew, ace fighter pilots who shot down German planes with ease. Then there was
Jack Keen ‘Tec, the detective who never failed to get his man. I saw those characters
as typical of the White Man, or Orang Putih, and I wanted to emulate them,
particularly their bravery, the way they planned their moves and their coolness in the
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Mahathir Bin Mohamad. A Doctor in the House : The Memoirs of Tun Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad. Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia: MPH Group Pub. : Distributed by MPH
Distributors, 2011. 53
232
Malay Primary Schools consisted of 6 years. See figure ‘A Simplified side-by-side
summary of colonial education of British by era in Chapter II.
233
Fourth year of Primary School in Malaya.
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face of danger. They were disciplined men who kept their word. They never gave up,
despite the terrible dangers they faced. Becoming like them, I believed, might help
become a person who stands up to challenges.”234
Contrastingly, A Samad Said, Tun Ahmad Sarji and Shaari Mohd Noor are
of a generation who went to school during the period from the end of the Japanese
occupation until Independence. This generation of people faced less objections from
their Muslim communities and religious leaders than the previous generation when
they were sent to English primary school. Perhaps more interestingly the postwar
reconstruction clearly highlights that English graduated have the privileged to get a
job easily.235

A Samad Said
A Samad Said236 Like others of his generation that went to school during the
postwar period, he went to school in a chaotic atmosphere. As a Malay novelist, he
claimed that good proficiency in English had given him access to English Classical
novels. 237 Hence his experience of elementary education was revealed in his
biography as follows:
“A Samad Said’s primary education at Kota Raja stopped after the Japanese
army invaded and conquered Singapore. Once the atmosphere was relatively calm,
he was again sent to school with the emphasis on Japanization, such as learning
Japanese language and singing Japanese Song. Students were forced to speak
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A. Samad Said is a Malaysian novelist and poet. He was born on April 9 1935, at Belimbing
Dalam, Malacca. He was then taken to Singapore at six months of age. A Samad Said was just
a few months into schooling when Singapore was bombed by Japan. On 15 February 1942,
Singapore was conquered by Japan and subsequently placed under Japanese military rule for
three years and eight months, until 1945
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Japanese. In 1945, his schooling once again stopped after the Japanese rule ended
and was followed by the start of British rule. After the war, A. Samad Said continued
his studies at Special Malay Class at Monk’s Hill School in 1948”238
Tun Ahmad Sarji
Tun Ahmad Sarji bin Abdul Hamid 239 is categorized as inspirational,
describing struggles against the odds. He reminisced about his family background as
follows:
“My grandfather, Mohd Aroop, was a fair-skinned man, with a severe
expression and a commanding personality. He was rich by the standards of the time.
He had a BSA (Birmingham Small Arms) motorbike, was also among the first in
Tapah to own a car. He had six children by my grandmother: Rahmah, Abdul Hamid
(my father), Mohd Ariffin, Jalaluddin, Mohd Laily and Abdul Rahman. All his
children went to English schools, except for Abdul Rahman.”240
From his memoirs:
“During my school days, I learnt by watching the behavior of teachers and
fellow students, both in the classroom and the playground. I also observed the various
ways in which my teachers and fellow students reacted to certain experiences. All
these observations had a considerable effect on my own behavior and beliefs.”241
He is of the generation that received elementary education during the postwar
period (after the end of the Japanese occupation). His contemporaries were: A. Samad
Said, Ramon V. Navaratnam, Syed Husin Ali, Khoo Kay Kim, Shaari Mhhd. Noor,
and Karpal Singh. However, he reminisced about his elementary education at the
Malay School Pasir Puteh in Ipoh as follows:
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“I was eight years old in 1946 when I attended my first school, Sekolah
Melayu Pasir Puteh (Malay School) in Ipoh. Sekolah Melayu Pasir Puteh was a
vernacular language school, consisting mostly of Malay boys and a few girls. The
school days used to start with an assembly on the school field (padang).”242
The author couldn’t recollect what have been taught in class during his school
days at Pasir Puteh Malay School but what he could remember vividly is as follow:
“I do not recollect what we were taught in class, but three events are indelibly
engraved on my memory: First, the assembly would start with the singing of the Perak
State Anthem whose lyrics we had to memorize. Two, then came with milk distribution,
we had to bring our own cup and before we departed for classes, we would fill our
cup with pasteurized milk provided by the school. The third event that stuck most
enduringly in my memory was when I once waded in the Kinta River, at a shallow
point, as a short cut to my house in Kampong Kuala Pari”243
My school was built to a design which was quite common among Malay
schools in the big town. No vision architectural grandeur inspired it. Behind the
school was a vegetable garden where the senior students were assigned plots to potter
about in and plant vegetables.”244
“My next important memory was of our move to Tapah in late 1948. I went
to the Malay School there. I remember learning Jawi, script. The ‘Pelbagai Cerita
Melayu’ was read to us, and we were told to take in the stories it contained. In those
days, each pupil was provided with a vegetable plot and was asked to garden for an
hour or so before class. I was given seeds and cuttings to be planted under the
pleasant morning sun. It was a fascinating experience to watch the vegetables grow.
The afternoons were set aside for religious classes and reading the al-Quran for a
while, but mainly to receiving instructions on the basic principles of Islam. The
classes would extend to 4.00 p.m. when we would run belter-skelter for evening’s
sports. ”245
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“In 1948, special Malay classes were ordered to be set up in Governmentaided English schools. The entry requirements were a pass in Malay school at
Standard V, and to be 11 years old. In 1948, I was in Standard III Malay School and
was just nine years old.”
“My father, having been a Junior Cambridge student and recognizing the
value of English education, was resolved to send me to the pioneering Special Malay
Class at the Government English School, Tapah. One of the problems faced by Malay
pupils coming from Malay schools to the English school was that they were generally
two to three years older than those of the other races in the English primary classes.
Special Malay classes were created to resolve this problem. For these classes, two
years of study with emphasis on the English Language enabled the Malay pupils to
enter the general stream of the English school at the fourth, fifth or even the sixth
form class.”246

Shaari Mohd.Noor
Shaari Mohd. Noor
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reminisced about his elementary educational

experiences such as the health examination and distribution of milk as part of the
health service that British colonial government provided.
He reminisced about his educational experiences as follows:
“Students in Primary 1 used a slate board (Slate/tablet) for a stone pedestal
base, a type of pen writing on the rock board which the writing is white and can be
erase with water swept.”248
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Taib Andak
Taib Andak249 in an interview with Malaysian Business in March 1975, he
said, “You were either a soldier, a policemen or a civil servant. There was no
incentive to go into business, and politics barely existed.” Hence, he chose the civil
service.250 He did not record much about his elementary education experience. His
experience was expressed as a happy childhood. Despite the lack of entertainment,
he fished and swam, climbed trees and cycled to Muar town to visit his eldest sister,
Hamidah, who was married and lived there.
When he was six years old, Taib began to attend the village school in Parit
Bakar. Taib’s father then decided to send him to the only English school in Muar, the
Government English School (GES). The school had a modest beginning, starting in
June 1902. It was not until 1910 that the GES has its first European headmaster and
in 1915 that it had a building of its own.”251
As mentioned in Tun Ahmad Sarji in his memoirs, Malay pupils who went
to Malay Schools in those days were generally two to three years older than those of
the other races in the English primary schools. In 1948, special Malay classes were
ordered to be set up in Government aided English schools.
The entry requirements were a pass in Malay School at Standard V, and to
be 11 years old. The rest of memoirs extracted in this chapter started their elementary
education in English schools and all of them were from other races like Chinese,
Indian and Eurasian, such as Fam Seng Lin, Maurice Baker, Lee Kuan Yew, Ho Peng
Yoke, Ramon V. Navaratnam, Khoo Kay Kim and Karpal Singh.
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Lee Kuan Yew
Lee Kuan Yew252 reminiscing about his elementary school days, told of the
frequent attempts to convince his maternal grandmother to get him out of Chinese
school, describing Mandarin as being unconnected with his life. He reminisced about
his primary educational experiences as follows:
“After two to three months of Chinese school, I again pleaded with my
mother to be transferred to an English-language school. She won my grandmother’s
consent this time and in January 1930 I joined Telok Kurau English School. Now I
understood what the teachers were saying and made progress with little effort. The
students were mostly Chinese, with a few Indians among them, and some Malays who
had transferred from Telok Kurau Malay School.”253
“I was given a double promotion from primary 1 to standard I, leapfrogging
primary 2. At the end of standard V, after seven years of primary education- six in
my case, we all sat an island-wide examination to vie for places in government
secondary schools. In my final year, 1935, I made extra effort. I came first in school
and won a place in Raffles Institution, which took in only the top students.”254

Khoo Kay Kim
Khoo Kay Kim255 in his memoir, he reminisced about his family background.
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“My father was a typical civil servant; very law abiding and disciplined. He
had gone to a catholic mission school –the St. Michael’s Institution in Ipoh and was
greatly shaped by his experience there. Soon after the British surrendered, father was
eager to work again. He was informed that the Japanese had no intention of altering
the administration completely, and wanted to make use of the very people in the
British administrative and clerical service to run the Japanese administration. Father
was soon recalled back into service by the Japanese and returned to Teluk Anson.256
However, throughout the Japanese Occupation, I was not sent to school and spent a
lot of time playing in my neighbor’s house. We would trap birds, and one of my
favorite pastimes was chasing grass snakes with a stick. In the afternoon I would play
games, including football and badminton. I felt a great sense of freedom then.”257
“Following the Japanese surrender, preparations were made for me to finally
be admitted to school. Father decided to admit me to the Anglo Chinese School (ACS).
The ACS was a school begun by the Methodist mission. It was established in the late
19th century-1898 as an English school. It was originally called the Anglo Tamil
School since there were many Indians employed in the estates surrounding Teluk
Anson. Eventually the school’s founders discovered that it was largely Chinese
students who registered there. They also discovered that Chinese parents were more
able to contribute financially towards the school and so the mission changed the name
to the Anglo Chinese School.”258
“When I first entered the ACS, classes were held in the old building. It was
a wooden building that encircled a small school field. Another wooden building on
stilts was constructed at the center of these classrooms. Once I made my way to
secondary school, classes were moved to the new buildings, which were single storey
brick buildings. The school system was then organized as Primary 1 and 2, which was
a form of preparatory school: Standard 1-4 was Primary School and Standard 5 was
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the beginning of Secondary School. Standard 8 was the Junior School Certificate
Year and Standard 9 the School Certificate Year.”259
“I can’t say I was an especially diligent student, but I surprised even my parents
by doing well in lessons. I was always within the first three of four in my class.
Examinations were demanding then and if you did not pass you would be held back
a year. I completed my Primary 1 and 2 and was promoted directly to Standard 2. In
those early school years, I discovered I had a particular aptitude for English and
Mathematics. I retained my interest in both the English and language and English
literature but lost interest in Mathematics.”260
“I had to go to two sessions of school each day, the English session in the
morning and the Chinese session in the afternoon. I found it very tiring and can’t say
I was very inspired in the Chinese session. The Chinese-language sessions were
introduced into the school stream by a Chinese Methodist Pastor called Pastor Lim.
It was an interesting period in Chinese education in Malaya. The Chinese Nationalist
movement became very strong following WWII and many Chinese here felt the need
to demonstrate that nationalist sentiment. Many felt that if they did not know
Mandarin they would be perceived as being somewhat less Chinese.”261

Fam Seng Lin
Fam Seng Lin262 started his elementary at Pasar Road School. He reminisced
his enrollment into elementary school as follows:
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“They were many parents with their sons waiting to enroll for their first year
at primary class and after some time we were attended to by a young Chinese teacher,
as my father and I could not speak English. His name was Mr. Lee Kong Fook, and
he was very kind and understanding. He complimented my dad for sending me to an
English school. He then showed me my classroom, the canteen, toilets, office and
bookshop and also where the headmaster’s office was. He then gave my father a book
list to buy the books, and other utensils from the bookshop.”263
In addition, he described the most important event in primary school was the
competitive examination among standard 5 students, into the Victoria Institution
(Secondary education). There were students from three feeder schools; namely the
Batu Road School, the Maxwell Road School, and the Pasar Road School. Two weeks
before the exam, they were briefed by the headmasters of the various schools about
the examination:
“We were told to assemble at the Victoria Institution Hall at the fixed times
and dates for the various subjects, in accordance with the time-table provided; to sit
for the various test-papers, and do our best. About 250 anxious students sat for the
examinations. 5 weeks later, we were informed about the results, I passed with 71.5%
and obtained 42 position, would be placed in standard 6B.”264 He reminisced about
the teachers that taught him so well for 5 years at Pasar Road School.

Ramon V. Navaratnam
Ramon Navaratnam265 His personal experiences:
“I was born on January 6, 1935. Five years before WWII and 22 years before
Merdeka (Independence). Soon after my birth, my father was promoted and
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transferred to Sungei Buloh as a chief clerk in the leperosarium, which was then the
largest in Southeast Asia.266
“My parents had planned to send me to Pasar Road School and Victoria
Institution which were among the premier schools in the country. But alas, it was not
to be at that time.”267
“At the age of 10, in 1945, just after the war, I was admitted to Primary One
in Anderson School, Ipoh. The school was in a chaotic state, the chairs and tables
were broken, they were no blackboards and the classroom has been badly maintained.
Just as I was settling down and adjusting to student life, we had to move as my father
was posted as a chief clerk to the district office at Kampar.” 268
“As for schooling, the Anglo-Chinese school was the only English-language
school on Kampar. Since it was co-educational, My sister, Tina and I attended the
same school. It was run by a Methodist Mission, and therefore a strong content of
Christian teaching and singing were included in the curricula. These characteristics
together with the emollient presence of the girls generally exerted a favorable and
sobering influence on the boys. However, this affable atmosphere appeared to cramp
the style of some of the tougher boys.”269

Maurice Baker
Maurice Baker270 He recorded his peculiar family background, where he was
born in 1920 in a remote village in Kedah, to an English father and Indian mother.
He described his parents as unusual parents. From his memoirs:
“I must tell you something about my unusual parents. My father was a
brilliant but eccentric civil engineer who had won the top Professor’s prize in
engineering from King’s College, London University in 1908 at the age of 20. As he
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was of an adventurous nature, he came to Malaya to work. He had to pass
examinations in Malay and Tamil like other British civil servants. He picked up
Malay easily, but he had difficulty with Tamil. I suspect one of the reasons he married
a Tamil girl was to acquire proficiency in that language. Anyway, my parents
conversed in Malay, so my sister and I grew up speaking Malay and Tamil before we
learned English in school.”271

Karpal Singh
Karpal Singh272 The family lived in the converted garage for eight years. He
described his experience of elementary education thus:
“The reality of life in 1946 Penang was of education-deprived Malayan
youngsters, six-to ten-years-olds, queuing up to belatedly begin their formal
education.”

Ho Peng Yoke
Ho Peng Yoke273 described his family background as below:
“In 1933 my father rented a two-storied townhouse at 52, Yew Tet Shin Street,
Ipoh and established the Sze Mu(時務) Private School, using the top floor as
classroom. The name of his school suggested the influence of the late Qing thinker
Liang Qichao. He employed Wan Choy Wan, a school leaver from St. Michael’s
Institution, to teach English. It was then that I first learned some English. My father
decided to send me to an English school.”274
“As a child, I was brought up in a Chinese migrant family that understood
only traditional Confucian values, yet was educated in an English language de La
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Salle Christian Brothers’ school that taught me values which were sometimes rather
different from those I had learnt from my father. After leaving school I found myself
in a multi-cultural society, being exposed to cultures and values dissimilar to what I
was previously taught.275

1.2.

Experiences of Secondary Education
In the secondary education under British colonial rule, there were four grades

in secondary school: Standards VI and VII, Junior Cambridge and Senior Cambridge.
The memoirs selected in this study are of those who received English education
during the colonial period. The secondary education was only available in English
and Chinese-medium schools prior to the Independence with most of the enrollment
in English language schools.276 Therefore the memoirs selected in this part are of the
individuals that went to English schools, except Onn Ja’afar. After he was back from
London, he was sent to study Malay language at Kuala Kangsar Malay College
(MMKK). Kuala Kangsar Malay College was a school built especially for noble
Malay children under the British rule.
Onn Ja’afar
Onn returned, westernized, to Johor on March 21, 1910. He was not fluent in
Malay except for a few words he memorized while on his return to Johor. He
preferred to eat bread than rice, and liked to tease those who read the Malay press.
This is acknowledged by Onn himself: “I found myself more English than Malay.”
This worried his father (Dato’ Ja’afar). As a Malay minister educated in Malay culture,
his father felt he needed to reshape Onn. Therefore, for two years, Onn was sent to
study Bahasa Melayu at Kuala Kangsar Malay College (MMKK), a school built
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especially for noble Malay children. Here, Onn Ja’afar was educated reading the
Malay newspapers and hikayat and the Jawi writing.277

A Samad Said
A Samad Said got involved in outdoor activities, which was also called
evening activity while he was taking School Certificate at Victoria School. He joined
the cadet and the training in the forest area at Nee Soon. According to him, the
students of this stage were mostly in their early 20s because of disruption caused to
the school system in the Japanese colonial period, together with the requirement to
learn Japanese, a language no longer needed after Japan’s defeat.”278
“Mastering English and studying English literature, such as western
classics, including Shakespeare’s works like Hamlet, Julius Caesar, and Romeo and
Juliet provided a great opportunity to study other Western classics such as: The
Snows of Kilimanjaro and The Old Man and The Sea by Hemingway; John
Steinbeck’s East of Eden and Pasture of Heaven, and Dr. Zhivago by Boris Pasternak,
later read every year.”279
“Good proficiency in English allowed him to read and enjoy English
Classical novels, such as Emily Bronte’s Wuthering Heights, The Creation of Joseph
Conrad’s Almayer’s Folly and East of Eden by John Steinbeck. These are indirectly
comparable to the Malay Novels.”280

Lee Kuan Yew
“In 1936, I entered Raffles Institution together with about 150 top students
from 15 government primary schools. Admission was on the basis of merit. Students
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were of all races, all classes and all religions, and included many from Malaya. The
early headmasters were Englishmen who modeled the institution on the English
public school. The syllabus prepared students for the empire-wide examinations for
Junior Cambridge and Senior Cambridge School Certificates. The textbooks,
especially those for English language, English literature, history of the British
Empire, mathematics and geography, were standard for all the colonies, adapted I
suppose from those used in British schools. The teaching was entirely in English.
Many years later, whenever I met Commonwealth leaders from far-flung islands in
the Caribbean or the Pacific, I discovered that they also had gone through the same
drill with the same textbooks and could quote the same passages from
Shakespeare.”281
“There were four grades in secondary school: Standards VI and VII, Junior
Cambridge and Senior Cambridge, I was not very hardworking, but I was good at
mathematics and the sciences and had a solid grounding in the English language. At
the end of standard VI, therefore, I was among the better students and promoted to
standard VIIA, where I usually came in among the top three without much effort.282
“I enjoyed my years in Raffles Institution. I coped with the work comfortably,
was active in the Scout movement, played cricket and some tennis, swam and took
part in many debates.”
“Raffles Institution was then, and still is, the premier English-language
secondary school in Singapore and carries the name of it founder. It turned out small
groups of well-educated and outstanding men, many of whom won the Queen’s
scholarship went to Oxford, Cambridge, London, Edinburgh and other British
institutions, to study medicine, law and engineering.”283
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Khoo Kay Kim
In Khoo’s memoir, described as below:
“From the time I was in Primary school, I was always in the A class. Even
after I left Teluk Anson and was admitted into St. Michael’s I continued to be in the
A class. In Ipoh, the emphasis on the sciences was great. By the time I went there, an
elaborate laboratory had already been built. Pupils who made it to the science class
were looked up to in school. Although I continued to make it to the science class, I
did not enjoy the science subjects, I began to take an interest in essay-writing and
English literate. I even won first prize in the Rotary Essay Writing competition in
1954.”284

Fam Seng Lin
Fam Seng Lin was admitted to the Victoria Institution in January 1931 after
passing the standard five final examination at the Institution Hall in December 1930.
He was enrolled to standard six, after he had pass standard five final examination. He
reminisced as follows:
“There were five classes for each of standards six and seven, named: six A,
six B, six C, six D and six E, etc: and four classes for Junior and Senior Cambridge
named: Junior A, Junior B, Junior C, Junior D, etc. I was placed in six B, and
subsequently promoted to seven A, Junior A and Senior Cambridge A.”285
“This (Victoria Institution) was a prestigious school where General Science,
Chemistry, Physics and Botany were taught by qualified specialist teachers and were
equipped with modern laboratory facilities not yet provided in other schools in
Malaya. Specially trained teachers were provided to teach important subjects, while
class teachers taught the other subjects. The headmaster was F.L Shaw and his
assistant was F. Daniel, the Science and Chemistry teacher, and were backed by the
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following experienced teachers; Ng Siew Buck, Leong Fook Yuen, Thambipillay,
Ganga Singh, Lim Eng Tai, L.F.Koch, Goh Keng Kwee and others.”286

Ramon V. Navaratnam
Ramon despite his Indian ethnicity, he started his elementary education at
English school rather than vernacular Tamil school. He described the Victoria
Institution as follow:
“The Victoria Institution was an impressive school. It is a big bold building
which is well situated on a hill in the center of KL. It has first-rate science
laboratories, a large and well-stocked library, a swimming pool which is quite
unusual for a school and large playing fields, where several games can be played
simultaneously.” 287
“At the Victoria Institution (VI), I developed stronger leadership qualities.
The opportunities for identification, recognition and the nurturing of innate and
inherent talents were considerable. I realized that I was not a natural sportsman. I
found that I enjoyed the extramural activities in the various clubs and societies that
were available in the (VI). I therefore took to debating, elocution and drama. I
represented the VI in inter-school debates and in the historical quiz contests which
were quite often won by the VI.”288

1.3.

Experiences of Higher Education in British Malaya
The higher education was represented in Malaya before 1942 (Japanese

occupation) by two institutions located in Singapore. i) King Edward VII College of
Medicine, and ii) Raffles College. The entrance requirement was a pass in the
Cambridge Overseas School Certificate examination with ‘credits’ in English and
three other subjects.
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After the end of World War, the Inter-university Council for Higher
Education Overseas was set up in 1946, at the invitation of the United Kingdom
Secretary of State for the Colonies, as the central body concerned with the
development of the university education in the United Kingdom dependencies.
The University of Malaya is partly in a United Kingdom dependency
(Singapore branch) and partly in an independent Commonwealth country (Kuala
Lumpur branch in the Federation of Malaya)

Syed Husin Ali
“From the first day of admission into the University of Malaya, ragging of
the new students, known as “freshies”, took place. The ‘tormentors’ were their
seniors. During the ragging period a few of us were invited by a Chinese senior
named Albert Lim, to meet some Malay journalists and writers. That was the first
time I met Samad Ismail (Asmal), Kamaludin Muhammad (keris Mas) and Usman
Awang (Tongkat Warrant), and also A. Samad Said, who was a relatively junior
journalist compared to the others.”289
“During my first year in the university, I was invited to what was called a
work camp organized by a Quaker’s organization in Hong Kong. It was attended by
about 20 international undergraduates: men and women from Japan, Korea,
Thailand, Indonesia, India, Britain and the United States. I was the sole
representative from Malaya and Singapore.

Khoo Kay Kim
When I completed the school certificate examination I had to decide if I
would leave school to get a job or to proceed to the sixth form, then known as the
Post-School Certificate (PSC), and also prepare for the University of Malaya entrance
examination. The University of Malaya had been established in 1949 and every year
the entrance examination was held in the school itself. The PSC students were
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allowed to sit for the exam. While in the PSC class, I prepared steadily for that exam
after having gone through a whole year in the class. The entrance examination was
usually held at the beginning of the year and should a student fail the entrance exam,
he could prepare for the PSC examination instead.

Fam Seng Lin
“I reported in the morning to the Technical School at the High Street, Kuala
Lumpur, on 1 July 1935. This school had four buildings, one of which was used for
the Administrative office, book shop, and the Principal’s Office, the others were
lecture rooms for the various courses such as civil, mechanical, electrical, and
telecommunications engineering, architecture, town and country planning and
surveying. A hostel was provided at Damansara Road to cater for the outstation
students.”290
“We were provided with a syllabus and a time table covering the subjects for
the course, and lectures were spread over from 8 a.m. until 4.00 p.m. five days a week,
and from 8.00a.m. till noon on Saturdays; a list of books, note books, writing and
drawing instruments were also provided. We were also told that these materials could
be purchased from the book shop, and the cost deducted from our allowances at the
end of the month.”291

Ramon V. Navaratnam
Navaratman’s experiences in the University of Malaya (in Singapore):
“Campus life settled down after all that robust activity during the ragging
period. But it was also in some ways an anti-climax. Lectures required a lot of reading
and research, and the tutorials kept us on our toes. Being the playful type, I rarely
handed in my essays on time. Instead, I would be fooling around and would write my
essay at the eleventh hour, sometimes throughout the night! Almost every hour, I
would call out across the quadrangle to my fellow sufferer, Agos Salim (No Dr), to
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compare notes on the state of our progress in essay writing. (Those last-minute efforts
helped me later in life to write speeches for Ministers quite speedily!)”292

Taib Andak
Taib went on to study at the English College (EC) in Johor Bahru. The EC
was set up on 21 March 1914 with an initial enrolment of twenty selected students
from Bukit Zahrah School. The system of administration used in the EC was similar
to that used in distinguished British Schools. The school became the model for other
English medium schools in Johor Bahru. In 1918, after the end of the First World
War, the EC offered the Junior Cambridge examinations for the first time, followed
by senior Cambridge293

Life at Raffles College
In 1934, Taib was admitted into the highly prestigious Raffles College, which
was then a centre for higher education that had been set up in 1928 to offer diploma
but not degree, course in wide range of subjects. It was, until after the end of World
War II, the nearest to a university available within the Malay Peninsula.
The college opened its doors to its first students totaling 43 in June 1928, and
was formally opened on 22 July 1929 by Sir Hugh Clifford, the Governor of the
Straits settlement and the High Commissioner for the Malays States. The Director of
education, Richard Winstedt, concurrently acted as principal of college, Taob
belonged to the sixth batch of students to enter the college. There were 29 students
during the year. At Raffles, Taib majored in the Humanities – Economics, Law and
History.294
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contribute in many capacities in which they had to tax their innate resources to the full and
they were not found wanting. 45
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1.4.

Experiences of Studying Abroad

Onn Ja’afar
Onn Ja’afar was born in Bukit Gambir, Johor Bahru. His father was the Chief
Minister of Johor State. The emergence of Onn’s family as an important person in the
history of Johor began with the appointment of Onn’s uncle as minister to the late
father of Sultan Abu Bakar. In 1903, Onn who was about 9 years old, and was sent
as escort of the sons of Sultan Ibrahim to a preparatory school, Alderburgh Lodge
School in Suffolk, England. This private school accommodated the noble families
from outside of England. This school was quite small and not very well known and
closed in the middle of the 20th century.295 His elementary educational experience is
recorded as follows:
“At school, Onn learned a lot of subjects but according to Onn’s best friend,
Haji Anuar Malik, history, English Literature and Language were his focus.
Therefore, Onn read a lot of English literature and literature from Europe. He was
also interested in reading biographies, especially those of Western scholars. Besides,
he was also never exempted from learning the theory of economics and politics which
is the foundation of knowledge until today. Due to his strong interest in languages,
Onn was said to have mastered English, French, and Latin to be the best speaker in
school. In sports, he was a good footballer, cricket, swordsman, and horse rider.”296
His education based on the English education system as received by other
English children made Onn feel on a par with the English. This gave him a high selfesteem. He did not feel inferior and saw himself part of them and equal to them.”297
He reminisced about his elementary school life in Alderburgh Lodge School
as follows:
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“I remember with real pleasure my stay there living and learning like any
other English boy of my age. I found myself more English than Malay”298

Taib Andak
On 8 November 1946, Taib was admitted to the Honorable Society of the
Middle Temple. The Society had the largest enrolment of students from the colonies.
In fact, Sardon Haji Jubir (Tun) studied at the Middle Temple from October 1938 to
January 1941. At the Middle Temple, Taib attended lectures and court sessions. He
passed all the examinations and completed his law studies during the required period.
He was called to the Bar on 29 June 1949. In Malaya, there was an announcement in
the straits Times that “Inche Taib bin Hj Andak, Magistrate Johor Bahru, who went
to England on a Sultan Ibrahim scholarship, has passed his Bar final examination in
the Middle Temple.”299

2. Evaluation of Relationship with Teachers

2.1.

Experiences of Teachers’ Teaching Methods

Syed Husin Ali
Syed reminisced about his advisor in University of Malaya as follows:
“My supervisor was C. Skinner. He was a conscientious supervisor and came
to my hostel a number of times for our consultations. This was really admirable on
his part since only a year earlier I had written an article in a student magazine,
accusing him of having a colonial mentality. I was the editor of that magazine, with
Marina Merican and Shamsuddin Kassim being the other members of the editorial
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board. The publication of that article became a serious talking point inside and
outside the university. Together with Marina and Shamsuddin, I was hauled up by the
Vice Chancellor Sir Alexander Oppenheim. He reprimanded us. When I retorted and
tried to explain, he threatened to report me to the then Prime Minister Tunku Abdul
Rahman. But subsequently no action was taken.”300

Mahathir Mohamad
“All the teachers and students - Malays, Indians and Chinese mixed well. I
do not think we noticed ethnic differences at the time. We took it for granted that this
was the way things were. Malaya, our teachers told us from our early years, was so
peaceful, and its different races lived together without jealousy, animosity, or history
of racial conflict, In fact, they said ours was a country with no history at all.”301

A Samad Said
“According to him, while he was in the School Certificate Class, the teachers
such as Mr. Siraj and Mr. Hee Swee King provided a bookcase in his class, which
contained many books and indirectly have expanded the reading materials for him as
a writer. Among the books in the closet that he read were the Chinese poets of Chinese
Poets such as Li Poh and TU Fu yang who fascinated him for their poetry filled with
natural beauty, love, war, and longlines.”302
Shaari Mohd.Noor
“While studying at Government English School, our classes were conducted
in English. Teachers who were non-Malay continued to communicate with us in
English whether we understand or not, making us miss a couple of days! Initially we
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would just repeat the verses like parrots. One day, the teacher told us to repeat “I
brush teeth every morning’. Somehow one of us got up saying, “I brush your teeth
every day.” and the teacher screamed, “You fool,” and this boy remembers he then
repeated the sentence concluding with (loud, like the teacher), “YOU FOOL!!!”303
Teachers (who were also called “master” in those days) fined whoever spoke
in other languages in the classroom. In this way, after only 3 years in English primary
(Special Malay I, II and Standard 6) we started to understand the teaching of the
teachers when ascending to Form 1, in which all subjects (except Malay and Religion)
were conducted in English. However, our conversation still used imperfect English.
In fact, in those days there was no dramatic language teaching method that made us
master it in no time.”304
Lee Kuan Yew
Lee reminisced about one of his teachers in Raffles Institution as follows:
“Once I was caned by the principal G. W. McLeod who was a fair but strict
disciplinarian who enforced rules impartially, and one rule was that a boy was late
for school three times during one term would get three strokes of the cane. I was
always a late riser, an owl more than a lark, and when I was late for school the third
time in a term in 1938, the form master sent me to see McLeod. The principal knew
me from the number of prizes I had been collecting on prize-giving days and the
scholarships I had won. But I was not let off with an admonition. I bent over a chair
and was given three of the best with my trousers on. I do not think he lightened his
strokes. I have never understood why Western educationists are so much against
corporal punishment. It did my fellow students and me no harm.”305

Fam Seng Lin
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Fam entered to the Technical school at the High Street in 1935. He was
amazed by the education system and the teachers in that institution. His experiences
of the teaching method by the lecturers are recorded in his memoirs as follows:
“The lecturers were mostly graduating from Hong Kong or Indian
Universities, and the Principal Mr. H.M.T. Kent was a civil engineer from the United
Kingdom. He lectured our Civil Engineering group on strength of Engineering
Materials, and was an excellent lecturer and strict disciplinarian both to the students
and the lecturers.”
“The Principal often used to come to lectures in progress, sat down in a
corner, and listened for some time, and left whenever he wished.”
“The Civil Engineering lecturers were, N.A.K. Nair, O.M. Nayar, Pillay,
Sumasundrum, Navaratnam, Theophilus, De Suza, Foo Eng Keng, and Liew Keng
Seong. Lectures were delivered without reference to any textbooks, and students had
to listen carefully, took notes and sketches, and to ask questions when in doubt, and
to refer to books at the library if necessary. I enjoyed most of the lectures given, and
had no difficulty with any of the subjects in the course.306
“To all the wonderful teachers of the Victoria Institution, I wish to offer my
gratitude and appreciation for teaching us so well and enabling us to qualify
professionally and serve our country Malaysia.”307

Khoo Kay Kim
“The Chinese schools began to employ teachers from China and my
laoshi(teacher) was among one of them. We had to learn the language, some Chinese
literature, especially classical Chinese literature and some Chinese history. But my
teacher was an ardent Nationalist and he used to talk about how majestic Chinese
history was, how admirable the Chinese struggle against the Japanese was and he
even taught us Chinese Nationalist songs. I used to bring these stories back to Father
who would immediately snap and tell me not to pay attention to such rhetoric.
Fam Seng Lin. 1999. House on the hill top: an autobiography. Batu Caves: Thinker’s
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Eventually I stopped going to these Chinese sessions as they were exacting and
intruded upon my football time.”308
“From the beginning I had great admiration and respect for my teachers.
Many of the teachers taught a variety of subjects. There was an American lady, the
wife of a pastor who taught at the ACS. Memorable teachers included Mr. Suppiah
and Mr. Ooi Kee Beng. Mr. Stanley Padman became very well-known in the ACS. He
was a Malayalee and a staunch Syrian Christian who had come from India to teach
in the ACS Parit Buntar before being transferred to Teluk Anson.”309
“Many of the teachers at St. Michael’s were Catholic Brothers. The school’s
headmaster, Brother Cassmier, was from Ireland. And one of the prominent teachers
there was Brother Ultan Paul, a Burmese from Rangoon. The school had also begun
employing many science and mathematics teachers from India. But even they were
largely Catholic.”

Ramon V. Navaratnam
“In Victoria Institution, we had that great sense of pride, perhaps
exaggerated, because our good teachers like Mr. Lim Eng Thye and Mr. Toh Boon
Hwa used to tell us “Just the seal of the VI on your leaving certificates will take you
far in life”. Many of us actually believed in it, although if all things were equal, there
could have been some truth in the claim?”

Karpal Singh
“The quiet diligence he brought to his lessons early in his school career
ensured he escaped the dreaded Monday morning rattan roll call. St Xavier’s pupils
breaking school rules came in for special attention from ‘Lau Hor’ (the old tiger),
otherwise known as discipline master Brother Michael Pauline Blais. Lau Hor’s use
of the rattan, however, did not have the same impact as the corporal punishment
methods employed by the family’s Sikh priest and Gurmukhi script teacher. This
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heavily bearded gentleman regularly horrified his pupils by holding the wayward
among them by the ankles like chickens and dangling them precariously over the firststorey temple balcony. Unlike the judicial rattan floggings still regularly
administered in Malaysia, Brother Michael’s rattan delivered just enough pain to
make its recipients think at least briefly about mending their ways.”

2.2.

Experiences of Teachers’ Help in Career Process After
Graduation

Dato’ Onn Ja’afar
Upon completion of Malay College Kuala Kangsar, Onn was admitted as a
trial clerk in the Johor State civil service in 1911. Even without an official academic
certification, his father’s position and his relationship with Sultan Ibrahim became his
ticket for the job. Onn was placed in the Johor Government Secretary’s Department
with an annual salary of $180. By the end of the year, he was appointed as a full-time
clerk. Up to 1917, Onn had worked in seven departments. His move to the department
provided a useful administrative experience for him, especially when he became the
Chief Minister of Johor 30 years later.

Syed Husin Ali
After he had passed his Senior Cambridge examinations, he wanted to
continue his studies, but he did not know how to go about it. His ambition was to
become a doctor. Meanwhile he was told that the chances of being accepted into the
course would improve if he knew Latin. Together with five or six of his friends, he
studied Latin for about a year. Finding it difficult, he went to seek the acting
headmaster’ advice. In his memoirs, he recalls the acting headmaster as follows:
“One evening not long after the SC examinations ended, I met up with the
Acting Headmaster Mr M. Nair to get his advice on what I should do next. He
counseled me to enter the Post School Certificate Class (PSC) in English College,
Johor Bahru. He said he could write a letter to request a place for me. Subsequently
194

Yong Suan, Mahmud, Manaf and I among others were called to take the entrance
examination.”310

3.
3.1.

Evaluation of School Friendships
Positive Memory

Dato’ Onn Ja’afar
Onn reminisced about his circle of friends who have helped him in improving
his Malay language.
“At the Malay College Kuala Kangsar (MCKK), Onn Ja’afar was taught to
read Malay newspapers, Malay literature and Jawi writing which was the official
Malay texts of that time. He could easily follow the lessons because of pressure from
his father and his passion. His friend, Prince Abdul Aziz Perak, who later became the
Sultan of Perak, often helped him. Through his help, Onn read and wrote Jawi well
so that his writing was said to be very beautiful. Onn taught English to them. In this
way, their relationship was close. This relationship is very useful in Onn’s political
activities in future. Because of his athletic ability, Onn also mingled with his other
friends such as Prince Mahadi bin Sultan Sulaiman, Prince Uda, and Prince Ibrahim
from Selangor state.”

Mahathir Mohamad
“Most of my classmates could speak only colloquial Malay and this forced
me to speak English with them. It was not easy, but I managed fairly well, and I
mastered the language faster than the boys in the Special Malay classes. Since I had
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started reading in English much earlier, I had a bigger vocabulary than most of the
other boys. 311

Taib Andak
While he was at Muar High School, Taib lived with his sister Hamidah whose
house at Jalan Omri was not far from the school. The school has undergone so many
changes since 1902. It celebrated its Golden Jubilee in 1954. He reminisced about the
school and friendship he had as follows:
“The school has not only increased in size but it has also grown in stature
and has built up such a tradition that Johor may well be proud, for today, boys from
the old Government English School(GES), are serving not only the State but also the
Federation in the various activities which help to build modern Malaya.312

Khoo Kay Kim
“Teluk Anson was named after its principal planner, the last LieutenantGovernor of Penang. Sir Archibald Edward Harbord Anson. Teluk Anson (Anson Bay)
ermerged as the most important port in the state of Perak. There was a great deal of
social life in the town. Most communities would gather at their respective association
centres, often called clubs. There was the Dew Club, the Lower Perak Indian
Association, the Lower Perak Malay Club, the Lower Perak Chinese Club.
There was also the Telugu Association since there were many from the
Telugu community who worked in the estates.313 During Chinese New Year, we had
to rise very early in the morning but not sleep before midnight the night before. We
would open our doors to visiting relatives and friends.
I particularly enjoyed the end of Ramadan and Hari Raya when I would
spend all day at the homes of my Malay friends. I was especially fond of Malay cakes
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and sweets. During Deepavali I would cross into the estate called Bagan Pasir in
Sungai Sumun to visit my friend Krishna Pillay, a Ceylon Tamil whose mother was a
wonderful cook. Christmas was spent visiting the Eurasian family who lived across
our house.314
I enjoyed school tremendously. All the years that I was kept home, I had felt
very free and school seemed to me an extension of that freedom. I interacted naturally
with my schoolmates and one of my best friends at that time was a Malay boy by the
name of Layali. I had many Malay friends and though we spoke English mostly, and
though I was already fluent in Malay, my proficiency in Malay improved greatly
because of my friendship with them. There was an older boy in school who also
became a good friend whose name was Ismail Ahmad. We greatly admired him
because he possessed a beautiful singing voice. Ismail remained in Teluk Anson and
later was well-known for being a stylish dresser, complete with bow tie; he drove a
sports car and continued to impress many with his resonant voice.
Another of my classmates was Hanif Omar, later the Inspector General of
Police. Hanif was a lot younger than many of us in the class, and came from a
distinguished family with family members who excelled in music. He was regarded
as a favourite among many of the teachers and stood out as a student because of his
excellent command of English.315
I appreciated life in school mostly for the social life and the life outside
lessons. Out teachers greatly encouraged that and sought to make us holistic
individuals.
At the end of the year and in between terms there would be many activities.
Apart from studies we were taught o to debate, how to act, and there would be a
Shakespearean play at the end of each year at the school concert. Macbeth was once
performed with me in the lead role as Macbeth.”316
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3.2.

Memory of Racial Discrimination

Syed Husin Ali
Despite being of a different religion, the author reminisced about his
relationship with others in his campus life.
“All through my undergraduate years in University of Malaya, I stayed in
the hostel on Dunearn Road. My roommate was a devout Christian and activist; we
got along very well, respecting each other’s religion.”

Ramon V. Navaratnam
In his memoir titled ‘My Life and Times: A Memoir’, he recorded his campus
life as satisfying and he felt a great sense of freedom and fellowship. He reminisced
his experiences in higher education as follows:
“The last day of ragging finally arrived. As tradition would have it, the
freshies could “tub” the senior gentlemen who had ragged them. So, my fellow
freshies and I merrily went around getting the seniors into the tub or under the bathshowers. Ragging has its good points. It provided a bond between the raggers and
the ragged. The rough edges of snobbery, arrogance and conceit were smoothed out.
Cultural and ethnic constraints were reduced, and a common sense of identity and
belonging emerged. This spirit of camaraderie was to last long into later life. It was
a lot of good, clean fun.”317
On the other hand, Lee Kuan Yew described his first year in Raffles College
as being not as enjoyable as Raffles Institution. He reminisced about his experiences:

Lee Kuan Yew
“Ragging and hazing was then part of the initiation of freshmen and went on
for a whole term. Being the top student, my reputation had preceded me, and I
suppose as I was also one of the taller and more conspicuous freshmen, some seniors
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picked on me. I had to sing, I had to crawl around the quadrangle pushing a marble
forward on the ground with my nose. I had to walk at the head of all the freshmen
wearing a ragged green tie and carrying a silly green flag. I thought it all stupid, but
went through with it as part of the price to be paid for joining an institution that
lacked maturity and was developing the wrong traditions. When my turn came in the
second year, I turned my face against ragging and tried to discourage it.”318
He also described his experiences of race, acknowledging that Raffles
College was his initiation into the politics of races and religion. He reminisced about
his experiences in Raffles College as follows:
“In a British colony that made no distinction between the races, Singapore
Malays were accustomed to being treated the same as others. But in June 1940, for
the first time, I met significant numbers of Malays who had been born and brought
up under a different system. In the Federated Malay States (FMS) of Perak, Selangor,
Pahang and Negeri Sembilan and even more so in the unfederated Malay States
(Johor, Kedah, Perlis, Kelantan dan Terengganu), indigenous Malays were given
special political and economic rights. There was strong sense of solidarity among
Malays, which I was to learn grew from a feeling of being threatened, a fear of being
overwhelmed by the more energetic and hardworking Chinese and Indian immigrants.
One Malay in my year was to become prime minister of Malaysia. Abdul Razak bin
Hussain attended the same classes in English and economics as I did but we were not
close friends. He was a member of Malay aristocracy. However, those I got on with
more easily were commoners”319

Ho Peng Yoke
He mentioned his deficiency of English, being exposed spoken English for
less than half a year as compared to his classmates, who had already been in school
for four years.
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“My classmates jokingly called me “Chinaman” and qualified it with an
adjective Chinkjong that one might interpret as the derogatory word ‘Chink’ or as a
Cantonese word meaning “genuine”. I doubt that they knew that horrible word at
their age; most likely they used Cantonese as an emphasis. I did not feel offended at
that time. I did not grasp the meaning anyway. And neither did my teacher stop them.
However, this nickname was dropped after a few months when I adapted myself to
the environment. Looking back, I would take this as a reflection of the superior feeling
of the English-educated Chinese over the Chinese educated in those days in that part
of the world.”320

4. Educational Experience After The Pacific War
Based on the generations before and after the Japanese military occupation,
individuals here are defined and classified into two groups: i) the Generation of the
Plural School System, starting at the beginning of British colonization until the
Japanese invasion, and ii) the Generation educated between the end of Japanese
colonization and independence.
Both groups shared the common grounding in which they show positive
attitude towards the education system and English schools. In addition, individual
experiences vary by race, religion, generation as well as British colonial policy at the
time. On top of that, secondary education was only available in English and Chineselanguage schools. Therefore, almost every Malay experienced the transfer of school
from one using the Malay-language to one were English was spoken. Parents,
concerned about their children’s education and future employment, believed that if
they sent their children to an English school that would at least guarantee their future
and make securing a job easier than those who attended vernacular school.
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3.1. Period 1786 – 1942
Period

Group I

Name

Gender Lifespan Place of
Origin

Colonial
educational
background
The Malay
College
Kuala
Kangsar
School of
Agriculture

Year of
Title of
completion Memoir

Onn
Ja’afar

Male

18951962

Johor
Bahru

Mustapha Male
Hussain

19101987

Matang,
Perak

Male

19141997

Fam Seng Male
Lin

1918-

Parit
Bakar,
Muar
Kuala
Lumpur

Maurice
Baker

Male

19202017

Alor Star,
Kedah

Lee Kuan Male
Yew

19232015

Singapore

Fitzwilliam 1950
College,
University
of
Cambridge

Mahathir Male
Mohamad

1925-

Alor Star,
Kedah

Ho Peng
Yoke

19262014

Kinda
Valley,
Perak

King
1953
Edward
VII
College of
Medicine
(Singapore)
Raffles
1949
College

1911

1933

Colonial
educational
experience Taib
Andak
from
1786
to
1942

Male

Middle
1949
Temple,
England
Technical 1939
School
High Street
King
1951
College,
London

Figure 32: Memoirs from 1786 – 1942
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Author’s
occupation

Dato’ Onn
Ja’afar:
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kemerdekaan
Malay
Nationalism
Before
UMNO: the
Memoirs of
Mustapha
Hussain
Taib Andak:
In a Class of
His Own
House on the
Hill Top

Politician

Growing Up
in British
Malaya and
Singapore: A
Time of
Fireflies and
Wild Guavas
The
Singapore
Story:
Memoirs of
Lee Kuan
Yew
A Doctor in
the House:
The Memoirs
of Tun Dr
Mahathir
Mohamad
Reminiscence
of a roving
Scholar:
Science,
Humanities,
and Joseph
Needham

Singapore’s
former
diplomat

Politician

First
chairman of
FELDA
Lecturer;
educationist

Former
Prime
Minister of
Singapore

Prime
Minister of
Malaysia

Professor

In these fifteen memoirs, there are various events and figures described based
on the authors’ life experience with unique viewpoints on the topic of colonial
education. Eight out of fifteen are of the generation of the Plural School System that
ran from the beginning of British colonial rule up to the Japanese invasion.
This group of individuals are mostly from family backgrounds that tend to be
strong in religion (Muslim) but who faced objections from the Malay (Muslim)
community.
However, it did not stop them from sending children to English school. The
reason for the religious negative perception of group 1 was because the majority of
English schools in that period were mainly run by Christian missionaries. Therefore,
individuals from group 1 emphasize their experience of the Special Malay Class in
the memoirs.
Among the memoirs, the most representative examples are shown as below.

Mustapha Hussain
“At a time when most kampung (village) folks, especially Islamic religious
teachers, considered English the ‘language of Hell’, my parents rejected this view.
The kampung’s belief stemmed from the experience of a young man from Jebong, two
miles from our home, who, instead of reciting Islamic holy verses on his deathbed,
had rambled wildly in English. The villagers assumed he had been affected by
Christian holy water when the poor soul was actually delirious with high fever.
Following the incident, many Malay pupils were pulled out of English
schools by alarmed parents. A teacher friend, Jamil bin Abdul Rahman, never quite
forgot that he was a hapless victim of the ‘language of hell’ campaign.”321
“Several years later, when the campaign had subsided, another religious
figure went around the village condemning parents who had children in English
schools, cadet corps and athletic teams. “Only education to prepare oneself for the
next life is important”. He preached. He brought fear to the hearts of many when he
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campaigned that a Muslim who touched or walked under the shadow of the statue of
either the Virgin Mary or Jesus Christ would automatically become infidels.”
“Fortunately, the English school I attended, the King Edward VII School in
Taiping, had no such statues (of either the Virgin Mary or Jesus Christ) No Malay
students attended the neighboring St George’s Institution as it was run by white priest
in black robes. The poor victims of his preaching were a handful of Malay girls who
attended the Taiping Convent School, where a statue of the Virgin Mary holding a
cross stood in its front yard. The girls were pulled out of school en masse. How they
suffered! The one girl who remained, Don from Trong, became the first Malay nurse
in the Larut and Matang District.”
“It was not that my father took Islam lightly, but he often asked, “Is Islam
not in pursuit of progress?” He stuck to his beliefs, and we continued to attend
English school. However, I must add that not all religious leaders were barriers to
progress.”

Taib Andak
“Taib Andak is a typical Malay gentlemen of the old school. He ensured that
all his twelve children received a good education in English as well as a strict
religious upbringing.
All his three daughters were sent to the boarding school in Malacca at a very
young age, a decision that he steadfastly kept to, even when some relatives spread
rumors that his daughter had been converted to Christianity.”
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1945 – Before Independence
Seven out of the fifteen memoirs extracted here are of Group II.

Year of Title of Memoir
completion

Author’s
occupation

Victoria
School
Singapore

1956

Biografi A.
Samad Said:
memberi hati
nurani

Novelist

Kuala
Lumpur

University
of Malaya
(Singapore)

1959

My Life and
Times: A
Memoir

Malaysian
economist

1936-

Batu
Pahat

University
of Malaya
(Singapore)

1959

Syed Husin
Ali: Memoirs
of a Political
Struggle

Politician

Male

1937-

Kampar,
Perak

University
of Malaya
(Singapore)

1959

I, KKK: The
Historian
Autobiography
of a Historian

Tun Ahmad Male
Sarji

1938-

Tapah,
Ipoh

Anderson
School

1957

Given in Trust: Former Chief
Tun Ahmad
Secretary
Sarji Memoirs

Shaari
Mohd.
Noor

Male

1939-

Chicha
Tinggi,
Kelantan

Sultan
Ismail
College
Kota Bharu

1959

Memoir
Professor
Memanjat
Tangga (Climb
the ladder)

Karpal
Singh

Male

19402014

Penang

National
1970
University
of Singapore

Name

Gender Life-span Place of
Origin

A Samad
Said

Male

1932-

Malacca

Ramon V. Male
Navaratnam

1935-

Syed Husin Male
Ali

Khoo Kay
Kim

Group II

Colonial
educational
experience

Colonial
educational
background

from
1945
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Figure 33: Memoirs before 1945 - Independence

In conclusion, the educational experiences of Group I and Group II have
distinct characteristics. Firstly, both Group I and Group II were on common ground
in that individuals show positive attitude toward the education system and English
schools. According to these characteristics, there were many cases that those people
who went to elementary Malay vernacular school, or elementary Chinese vernacular
school were then transferred to secondary English school. This is particularly evident
in the fact that parents were concerned about their children’s education and
employment, and so there was a common perception that if they sent their children to
an English school, their children would get a good job and have a bright future.
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However, for religion reasons, there are different perceptions between the
individuals in Group One and Group Two. It is noticeable that individuals of Group
One show negative perception towards English schooling and this phenomenon was
inevitable because many of the English schools at that time were mainly founded by
Christian missionaries. Such conflicts do not appear in the memoirs of Group Two
because most of the English-medium schools were British government-run schools
that were independent of religion. The non-Muslim people nevertheless never
mentioned religious concerns in their memoirs.
In Mustapha’s memoirs, his thoughts are below.
“I often heard the Convent School termed as arpang school when arpang
meant nothing in Malay. Much later in life, I found out that arpang came from the
English word ‘orphan’ as most convents housed orphans.
Years later, when government and private sector jobs were mainly filled by
non-Malays, religious teachers suddenly stopped their campaigns. In fact, they
openly encouraged their own children to go for higher education. When questioned
what had happened to the old ‘language of Hell’ sermons, they were quick to reply
that past religious teachers were not precise in translating Islamic teachings. After
all, the Prophet Mohamed himself had urged Muslims, “Go in search knowledge,
even to China.” Where was this advice when I was growing up?”
To summarize, this part has presented an overall as well as experiences of
British colonial education during the British colonial rule, of a group of three different
cultures. In the context of a Malayan plural society, the education system included
schools that taught in four different languages: Malay, Chinese, English and Tamil.
In addition to varying languages for instruction, there were different
provisions in terms of grants and facilities for teacher training and unequal
opportunities for higher education and employment. The experiences of each of the
individuals who completed the study were also different depending on their touch
points with these institutions.
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CHAPTER V. THE SIMILARITIES AND
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN KOREAN AND
MALAYSIAN COLONIAL EDUCATION
EXPERIENCES
In order to reveal the universality of the colonial experience of Korea, a crosscase comparison between Korea and Malaysia is important to demonstrate the
cultural remembering of Korea and its characteristics, similarities and dissimilarities
between Korean and Malaysian colonial education experiences. Despite memories of
colonial education being very much affected by the level of colonization achieved in
each country, the collective memory shared by the people in the postcolonial nationstates was also very important.
When the era of imperialism was over, Korea was incorporated into the cold
war system as a front-line state, while Malaysia was incorporated into the British
Commonwealth system. Both Korea and Malaysia show signs of distortions and
reticence in the post-war and post-colonialism eras. As the era of imperialism was
over and transitioned into the cold war system (Korea) and Commonwealth
(Malaysia), therefore, the memories recorded in the memoirs are more or less the
memory of a generation rather than personal memory.322
The simplified summary of Korea and Malaysia by era (e.g. pre-1940, 19401945 and post 1945) details which each era, the type of schools and the level of
colonization (and independence) they achieved are summarized to emphasize the
thrust of my arguments explaining why the experiences described in the personal
histories were so different.
Within the framework of the centrality of the social memory, the Japanese
colonial legacy is negatively perceived by Koreans overall as a result of Korean
nationalism, a prominent factor in Korean’s nation-building post-independence. In
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contrast, Malaysians socially show positive perceptions of the British colonial period
as well as its colonial legacy. Despite very different forms of colonization, the social
memory ensures the continuance and transmission of that society. However, over
time, memories can be distorted. Through the process of decolonization that began in
the early twentieth century, a social memory of the colonial period is prominent in
understanding the historical consciousness and collective memory that are still
influential today in every society, particularly the colonial memory in many countries.
In this study, individual memory is the subject of study as compared to the
social memory. Individual life histories (autobiographical writing) are used for
analysis, particularly noteworthy in the memoirs regarding the colonial period and
the part played by education. The part of education is a very important part of the life
history, which reveals the personal experience.
W.F. Brewer described autobiographical memory as ‘memory for a specific
episode from an individual’s past, it typically appears to be a ‘reliving’ of the
individual’s phenomenal experience during the earlier moment. Thus, these
memories typically contain information about place, actions, persons, objects,
thoughts, and affect. They are accompanied by a belief that the remembered episode
was personally experienced.323
This chapter aims to investigate the contradictory and conflicting aspects
present in the autobiographical memory of individual experience of education during
the Japanese colonial period. Despite very different forms of colonization, Malaysian
autobiographical texts is brought to present a cross-cultural autobiographical memory
in order to provide important insights for the study of colonial educational experience,
focusing on the memory of colonial education, how it works, how it is accessed,
processed and produced in self-written accounts of their experience during a period
of colonialism. As is often the case, the historian, Alessandro Portelli argues that
individual memory and collective memory coexist, with individual memory often the
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means by which people challenge dominant narratives and collective memories which
may have been promoted to support particular ends. He writes as follows:
“If all memory were collective, one witness could serve for an entire culture.
But we know that it is not so. Each individual derives memories from a variety of
groups, and organizes them in idiosyncratic fashion. Like all human activities,
memory is social and may be shared. However, it only materializes in individual
recollections and speech acts. It becomes collective memory only when it is
abstracted and detached from the individual.”324
This chapter presents i) the social aspects (concrete facts) that provides
important background information about the authors and their social context such as
birthplace, socio-economic background, educational attainment etc, and ii) the
humanistic aspects (cultural facts) that present authors’ assessments and perceptions
of colonial education (positive vs negative) extracted from 27 Korean memoirs. On
top of that, a cross-cultural memory analysis is applied with a comparison to fifteen
Malaysian memoirs, in which the narrative styles or strategies may also vary
according to culture and ethnicity.
To begin with, this chapter is divided into four sub-topics thus: i) Negative
perception of colonial education, ii) Positive perception of colonial education, iii)
Comparison of memory stories, and iv) Memory and later life.
The third sub-topic (comparison of memory stories) provides a comparative
autobiographical memory i) Korea vs Malaysia, ii) Malaysia vs Singapore and iii)
among Koreans with a focus on elite and non-elite groups, to present the
commonalities and differences between each case-by-case and country-specific
memory of colonial education; each characteristic will be presented.

The following figure provides the information of social aspects (concrete
facts) of the authors as part of the background information such as generation by
period, place of origin, experience of studying abroad and the educational attainment,
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which have significantly influenced one’s life experience that education played
important part.

Korean authors

Figure 34: List of Korean authors
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Malaysian authors

Figure 35: List of Malaysian authors

1. Negative Perception of Colonial Education
In the memoirs used in this study, it is noteworthy that, among the negative
perceptions of colonial education in the Japanese colonial era of Korea, was the
oppressive education under Japan’s propagation of “Naisen Ittai 內鮮一體”
(Japanese and Korea are one nation) and “Nissen doso-ron 日鮮同祖論” (Japanese
and Koreans had a common ancestry), Hangul (the Korean language) was abolished,
and finally, it was time that the Japanese pursued militaristic education and adopted
‘ōkokushinmin 皇國臣民’ policy.
In this dissertation, the oppressiveness of Japanese colonialism that Koreans
suffered that litters the memoirs have been examined. British colonial education, in
comparison, was negatively perceived due to the religious concern of a certain group
(Muslim Malays) in Malaya. Overall, the evaluation of British colonial education was
positive. Even today, English education is still important in Malaysian and
Singaporean society.
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1.1.

Oppressive Education: Colonial Korea
In this context, there are two terms to be defined in order to enhance the

understanding namely colonization and oppression.
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According to Horvath,

colonialism is a form of domination, the control by individuals or groups over the
territory or behavior of other individuals or groups. In short, the idea of domination
is closely related to the concept of power.326 Every time colonization takes place,
oppression is often the resulting factor.
To begin with, oppression resulting from Japanese colonialism could be
summarized as cultural assimilation and Fanon argued that adopting another culture’s
language, in the presence of the oppressor, the colonized unavoidably assume that
because their native language is so dissimilar from the new dominant population, they
are intrinsically inferior.327 This part of my dissertation will look at the oppression
resulting from Japanese colonialism namely assimilation and abolition of Korean
language during the Japanese colonial period.
Each element of the negative perception of colonial education will be once
again briefly summarized as below:

Abolition of Korean Language
Kang Man-gil was the generation of Group II of which a majority faced
independence from Japanese while they were at elementary level. He claimed that it
would be difficult for him to be accepted to Masan Middle School if he had graduated
from elementary school without Korea being liberated from the Japanese imperialism,
due to the ratio of Koreans to Japanese being 4 to 6, where the Koreans relatively had
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limited education opportunities compared to Japanese. Additionally, most of his
school life was military training.328
The Japanese directive of the war years commanded Koreans to speak only
the ‘National language’ at all times (Kokugo-Joyo). Kang described the herein
reminiscence about at a time around the beginning of 1938, the use of Korean
language was strictly prohibited. His experience of the (Kokugo-joyo) rule was that
every Monday morning, students received 10 ‘Kakugo-Joyo’ cards (Only speak
Japanese) from their form teachers at the school assembly. Thereafter, there was a
rule to take the card from the student who happened to speak Korean. On the next
Saturday, the form teachers investigated the students who had cards confiscated
during week. The more cards taken away, the greater the negative influence on the
students’ ethical conduct, so reducing their opportunity to go to higher education.
The cultural rule policy, pre-1938, permitting a vernacular press and Koreanlanguage classes in schools had enabled most Koreans to slide on their Japanese skills;
only those who aspired to the limited professional, civil service, and business
opportunities available to Koreans had any real incentive to master the language. In
1938 Governor-General Minami ordered that Japanese be used for instruction in all
classes.329
In 1940 the historian Kang Man-gil was admitted to Wanwol Simsang
elementary school in Masan a year before the Japanese imperialists provoked the
Pacific War. Due to separate Japanese school communities since the early colonial
period, the school names were different and Korean schools were discriminated
against. Korean elementary school were known as common schools until 1938. Based
on the Third Joseon Education Act, the common schools were changed to Simsang
School which is the same as the Korean elementary school name. Kang Man-gil’s
memoirs shows negative comments of his school days, as follows:

Kang Man-gil. Yŏksagaŭi shigan : kangman'gil chasŏjŏn. [Time of the Historian:
Autobiography of Kang man-gil]. P'aju: Ch'angbi, 2010. 48.
329
Everett Taylor Atkins. Primitive Selves: Koreana in the Japanese Colonial Gaze, 1910-1945.
University of California Press. 2010. 45
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“During the Pacific war, elementary school students were strictly prohibited
from using Korean in Schools. Even the elementary school students were strictly
forbidden to use Korean in schools. It was influential or affected on students’
performance, conduct and behavior and this also affected students’ performance and
opportunity in getting into higher education.”330
By adopting another culture’s language, in the presence of the oppressor
(Japanese), the colonized (Korean) unavoidably assume that because their native
language is so dissimilar from the new dominant population, therefore they are
intrinsically inferior. The same goes for Kim Dae-jung’s feeling of oppression and
humiliation when describing his experience of Sōshi-kaimei policy when he was at
Second Grade in elementary school.
Sōshi-kaimei policy
Under the Sōshi-kaimei policy (policy pressuring Koreans under Japanese
rule to adopt Japanese names) is vividly described by Kim Dae-jung in his memoirs.
Kim: “The Sōshi-kaimei policy (Literally mean: “Create a surname (shi) and
change (your given name), was the experience I had to go through when I was in
Second grade. In the Japanese way of thinking, to change one’s surname is not
something alien. In case of women, their surname changed automatically after they
got married. To son-in-law who lives with his wife’s family can easily change his
surname as well. To us Korean, the surname (family name) is precious. Even now, I
sometimes would get the question from Japanese what my Japanese name was.
However, I always feel humiliated. So, I never answer the question.”331 By adopting
Japanese name, the oppressed (Koreans) unavoidably assume that is oppressive
because their basic beliefs of importance of the family name to the native (Korean).

Kang Man-gil. Yŏksagaŭi shigan : kangman'gil chasŏjŏn. [Time of the Historian:
Autobiography of Kang man-gil]. P'aju: Ch'angbi, 2010. 30
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Kim Dae-jung. Naŭi Sam Naŭi –gil’ (My life, my rules). Seoul: Sanha,1997.48
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Controlling and militaristic education
The education experience of the Pacific War Era is vividly described as
extremely controlled and militaristic in the memoirs of personages such as Kim
Sŏkhyŏng, Yŏng-hŭi Yi, Yu Chong-ho and Kang Man-gi described that the education
in their batch (during and after Pacific War) were mainly oppressive. According the
memory stories of Kim Sŏkhyŏng, During the Pacific War, and the Japanese colonial
government abolished many village school (sŏdang).
Yu chong-ho reminisced about the siren at noon everyday school, when the
school atmosphere was getting militaristic after the outbreak of war. Every time when
the siren sounded, wherever in any place, we had to stand there and started with silent
prayer (Mokotou 默祷)to honor the fallen soldiers. The silent prayer (Mokotou 默祷)
was a very strict ritual and must be obeyed by everyone in the schools during the war
time. Besides, Yi Yŏng-hŭi also had very similar experience as the personages
mentioned above. According to Yi, when he was in Grade 3, elementary school, the
Japanese language hours was increased to teach the students writing consolatory
(comfort message) for the Japanese army of the Chinese front. Apparently, those
memories show that Koreans during the war time was under very controlling and
militaristic education system in 1940s.
“One of the summer days when I was about 10 years old, my schoolteacher,
Mr. Cho Man-sik was taken away by the Japanese police while giving a lecture at
Sinseong Middle School’s playground. Before the public lecture, the students of
Sinseong Middle School sang the Sapsaree song, which means, “That idiot, that
sapraree” He was in trouble after that because that song seems to make fun of
Japanese bucks.”
The schoolteachers were described as military police with military uniforms,
with teachers carrying a sword creating a domineering atmosphere at schools.
Koreans were completely deprived of the freedom of speech, media and publications,
and almost all newspapers published in Korean closed down. The national awakening
books and magazines were banned, political organizations and associations were
dismissed.
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From the findings, it is conclusive proof that one of the differences between
the two groups (Group One and Two) in terms of educational experiences during the
Japanese colonial period is that personages from Group Two are negative about the
oppressive education during the Pacific War and before Korea’s independence. Even
the elementary school students were strictly forbidden to use Korean in schools. It
was also influential on students’ performance, conduct and behavior and this also
affected students’ performance in getting into higher education. The schoolteachers
were described as military police with the military uniform.
On the other hand, teachers carrying a sword had created a domineering
atmosphere at schools. Koreans were completely deprived of the freedom of speech,
media and publication, almost all newspapers published in Korean closed down. The
national awakening books and magazines were banned, the political organization and
association were dismissed etc as described in Kim Dae Jung’s memoir titled “My
Life, My Rules”. Besides Kim Dae Jung, there are another few figures captured in
this dissertations such as Korean historian, Kang Mangil (강만길), journalist-cumprofessor, Yŏng-hŭi Yi(리영희), writer-cum-literary critic, Chong-ho Yu(유종호),
the batch that went to school after the 1940s or experienced secondary school during
the Pacific War, where the education system or school atmosphere was mainly
militaristic.

1.2.

Religious Concern: Malaysia
In the context of Malaysia, in the early British colonial period, many Malays

were against to the English school as the English schools during early part of the
British colonial period were mostly missionary schools that were run by Christian’s
brothers and missionaries. This appeared to be part of the concern of every Malay in
sending their children to the English school. In this thesis, the concerns about religion
appear frequently in the memoirs of group 1, which the group of individuals that went
through the colonial education from the early of British colonial period until the
Japanese occupation. Their memories are listed below:
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Mustapha Hussain
Mustapha in his memoirs described that at a time when most kampung
(village) folks, especially Islamic religious teachers, considered English the
‘language of hell’.332 The religious teachers went around condemning Malay parents
who had children in English school, cadet corps and athletic teams, and preached
‘only education to prepare oneself for the next life in important”.
According to Mustapha, fortunately his parents rejected this view, instead
encouraged him to go to English school. He explained in his memoir: “It was not
that my father took Islam lightly, but he often asked, “Is Islam not in pursuit of
progress?”
He stuck to his beliefs, and we continued to attend English school. However,
I must add that not all religious leaders were barriers to progress.”
During his school time at King Edward VII School in Taiping, in his memoirs,
he stated that, “There were no such statues (of either the Virgin Mary or Jesus Christ),
Malays could attend this school. In fact, there was no Malay students attend the
neighboring St George’s Institution as it was run by white priests in black robes. The
poor victims of the religious teacher preaching were a handful of Malay girls who
attended the Taiping Convent School at that time, where a statue of the Virgin Mary
holding a cross stood in its front yard. The girls were pulled out of school en masse.
Only one of the girls who remained, Don from Trong, became the first Malay nurse
in the Larut and Matang District.”333

“The kampung’s belief stemmed from the experience of a young man from Jebong, two
miles from our home, who, instead of reciting Islamic holy verses on his deathbed, had
rambled wildly in English. The villagers assumed he had been affected by Christian holy water
when the poor soul was actually delirious with high fever. Following the incident, many Malay
pupils were pulled out of English schools by alarmed parents. A teacher friend, Jamil bin
Abdul Rahman, never quite forgot that he was a hapless victim of the ‘language of hell’
campaign, see Mustapha Hussain. Malay nationalism before UMNO: the memoirs of
Mustapha Hussain/Mustapha Hussain;translated by Insun Sony Mustapha; edited by Jomo
K.S. Kuala Lumpur: Utusan Publications, 2005. 2
333
She was persistent continue his education at English school, and she secured the job.
332
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“Several years later, when alarm at the campaign had subsided, another
religious figure went around the village condemning parents who had children in
English schools, cadet corps and athletic teams. “Only education to prepare oneself
for the next life is important”. He preached.334
However, those group of religious teachers were then started sending their
children to English schools, after realized that majority of the government and private
sector jobs were mainly filled by non-Malays that received English education. In fact,
they openly encouraged their own children to go for higher education.335

Mahathir Mohammad
Mahathir Mohamad in his memoirs described the situation and concern of
Malays pertaining to religion as follows:
“In the days of his youth (regarding the author’s father), Malay parents were
against sending their children to English schools because most of them were run by
Christians brothers, or missionaries. They taught Christian scriptures in convents
and other missionary schools, and many Malay students had to study it as one of the
subjects for examination. Malays, who were Muslim, feared their children would be
converted to Christianity if they went to these schools, though there is no record of
anyone converting. Naturally, my father did not tell his parents when he decided to
attend classes at a Christian school in the British colony of Penang. He was bent on
getting an education because he believed it would improve his employment prospects,
and that his faith in Islam was strong enough to resist proselytizing.”336

Taib Andak
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He brought fear to the hearts of many when he campaigned that a Muslim who touched or
walked under the shadow of the statue of either the Virgin Mary or Jesus Christ would
automatically become infidels.
335
When questioned what had happened to the old ‘language of hell’ sermons, they were quick
to reply that past religious teachers were not precise in translating Islamic teachings. After all,
Prophet Mohammed himself had urged Muslims, “Go in search of knowledge, even to China.”
Where was this advice when I was growing up?
336
Mahathir Bin Mohamad. A Doctor in the House: The Memoirs of Tun Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad., 2011. 12
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In Kalsom’s writing about Taib Andak’s, the Malaysian’s experience of
colonial education is described thus:
“Although Tok Mat was a typical Malay gentlemen of the old school, he
ensured that all his twelve children received a good education in English as well as
a strict religious upbringing. All his three daughters were sent to the boarding school
in Melaka at a very young age, a decision that he steadfastly kept to even when some
relatives spread a rumor that Tok Mat’s daughters had been converted to
Christianity.”
For religion reasons, there are different perceptions between the individuals
in Group I and Group II. It is noticeable that individuals of Group I (those Muslim)
show negative perception towards English schooling and this phenomenon was
inevitable because many of the English schools at that time were mainly founded by
Christian missionaries.
Such conflicts do not appear in the memoirs of Group II (those Muslims)
because most of the English-medium schools were British government-run schools
that were independent of religion. The non-Muslim people nevertheless never
mentioned religious concerns in their memoirs.

2. Positive Perception of Colonial Education
2.1.

Personal Relationship with Teachers

Korea
Overall, in memoirs, almost every personage credited their teachers. In
particular, individuals fall under the group 1 category and tended to write more about
their Japanese teachers, particularly form teachers that taught them in class and who
wrote them the recommendation for entering higher education.
In this sense, only those individuals who had higher education would mention
their Japanese schoolteachers in their memoirs because Korean teachers did not teach
in higher grade. Most of the personages in this thesis such as Ku Yong-seo, Yun
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Yong-gu, Kim Gyo-cheol, Yang Yoon-young, Kimjit'ae etc revealed that Japanese
teachers were good, hardworking and humble, at once their savior and great
benefactor in life.
Despite teaching and encouraging the students, many of the Japanese
teachers helped the students for job placement by writing the recommendation to
employers. Therefore, they tend to remember those Japanese teachers who have help
them in career process after graduation.
Kimjit'ae, entrepreneurs-cum-politician described his former Japanese
headmaster as his very special Japanese teacher, Fukushi headmaster. Even though
the colonial rule was being strengthened, he did not lose the principal and conscience
as an educator”337
Ku Yong-seo in his memoirs reminisced about the teachers he met while he
was studying abroad in Japan: “When I was looking for a job, I decided to apply for
Bank of Chosen. Finally, I was able to join Bank of Chosen with my (professor)
advisor’s recommendation.”338
Yun Yong-gu339 reminisced about the Japanese principal of Cheongju Middle
School, who was respectful as a teacher who practiced righteousness. Although he
was a Japanese, he was purely a teacher without militaristic arrogance. He possessed
the teacher-like rigor and father-like gentleness and was considerate, practiced no
discrimination against Korean students. Besides, he contributed greatly to the
development of the school (l until it was transferred to the principal.”340
Song In-sang reminisced about those famous teachers during his school life
in Keijō Commercial High School. They are Mr. Shibayama, who taught the theory
if economics, and Mr. Yamaguchi, who taught the Eastern Economic Affairs, as well
as Mr. Brth and Mr. Kerr’s English conversation who were also the top of the list.

Chamyŏnggimjit'aejŏn'giganhaengwiwŏnhoe P'yŏn. 2003. Munhangna
Chŏgorinŭn Pie Chŏtchi Anatta: Chamyŏng Chimjit'ae P'yŏngjŏn. Seoul: Sŏkp'il 43.
338
Ku Yong-seo. Chaegyehoego 9: yŏktaegŭmyunggigwanjangp'yŏnt'yu. [Memoirs
of Financial World 9: Formal Financial Officers]. Han'gugilbosa ch'ulp'an'guk. 1981.
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Yun Yong-gu, Founder of Ildong Pharma‘s memory
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Overall, the teachers that teaching in Keijō Commercial High School were graduates
from Tokyo University, he taught School of economics, and Mr. Seinosuke Shinki
was a former student of Keijō Commercial High School, finished study at Kyushu
University and returned to Keijō Commercial High School (Alma mater). Those
teachers were very helpful in giving students all his advice and guidance.

Malaysia
Unlike Korea, Malaysian authors remember their teacher for their overall
teaching method rather than personal relationship with the teachers. In addition, the
teachers and students in Malaya were all ethnically different at the time as compared
to Colonial Korea. In the case of Colonial Korea, the headmasters were all Japanese,
and the number of Korean teachers relatively were bigger than Japanese at the
elementary educational level, on the other hand, the number of Japanese teachers
were relatively bigger in higher education. In Mahathir’s memoirs, he describes that
Malayan took it (ethnic differences) for granted that this was the way things were.
Based on memoirs, all teachers were good regardless of ethnicity, either colonizer or
colonized.
Cheah Boon Kheng, a Malaysian historian, mentioned that his interests in
history was influenced by his teacher S.T. Ratnam. The Malayan students had various
learning environments with multi-racial teachers, without studying abroad. Ho Peng
Yoke, Chinese Mathematical Astrologist, has described the teachers in Malaya as
follows: The Malayan students had various learning environments with multi-racial
teachers, without studying abroad. Ho Peng Yoke indicated an environment of
multiracialism:
Ho: “I went to Standard Five class in 1936. That was my last year of primary
education. I had a very dedicated teacher, Mr. Lip Seng Onn (Chinese Malayan) as
my form teacher. Schooling had become a more serious discipline. I had to learn two
new subjects, algebra and geometry, taught by a competent teacher, Mr. Lim Kean
Hooi. My examination results also improved, and I came within the first ten in class.
The last year of my primary education and the first year of secondary education were
my years of consolidation in school. I became top boy in class in my last three years.
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The form teacher of Standard Seven class was a German Christian Brother, Brother
Rupert. He appeared to me as the most learned Christian Brother during my time at
school and he was very dedicated to teaching well. Among the subjects he taught was
French. I had Mr. Lip as form teacher for the third time in the Standard Eight class.
My French teacher in that class was an Irish American Christian Brother by the name
Brother Thomas. His honesty discouraged me from venturing to speak French. He
related to the class that he once spoke French in France; he was told that he was
speaking the language like a Spanish cow. I feared that my performance would at
best be equal to that of a Spanish calf. However, I remember what he taught us about
thinking big and the American belief in speed and efficiency. That was my early
encounter with an American.”341
Mahathir described Malayans as follows in his memoirs; “All the teachers
and students-Malays, Indians and Chinese mixed well. I do not think we noticed
ethnic differences at the time. We took it for granted that this was the way things were.
Malaya, our teachers told us from out early years, was so peaceful, and its different
races lived together without jealousy, animosity, or history of racial conflict. In fact,
they said ours was a country with no history at all.”
Fam Seng Lin was a physics teacher made an overall evaluation and
appreciation to all of the teachers who taught him at Pasar Road School. His memories
are as follow:
“The most important event in primary school was the competitive
examination among standard 5 students for entry into the Victoria Institution from
three feeder schools, namely the Batu Road School, the Maxwell Road School and
the Pasar Road School. We were briefed by the headmasters of the various schools,
two weeks ahead, about this examination, the timetable for various test papers. I must
record my gratitude and appreciation to all the staff who taught me so well for 5
years at Pasar Road School.342
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Peng Yoke Ho. 2005. Reminiscence of a roving scholar: science, humanities, and Joseph
Needham. Singapore: World Scientific. 14
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Fam, Seng Lin. 1999. House on the hill Top. Batu Caves: Thinker’s Library. 35
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“There were many good qualities about the Victoria Institution which I must
bring up; firstly the school had the best chemistry and physics laboratories, where
we were allowed to carry out tests under expert guidance, then the discipline was
first class with a wonderful group of smart and understanding prefects, and a
complete and well trained cadet corp complete with the smartest band, and most of
the teachers were specially trained to teach specialist subjects, besides they had a
large football field where all sorts of games were held. I must also point out one
disappointing experience here to provide a fair picture. In my final year our class
had a class master who was good, but he usually brought an armful of files to the
class and worked at them until 20 minutes before the end of the class, when he would
teach with earnest. Nevertheless, we all did well in his subject during the final Senior
Cambridge Examinations.”343
“When I continued my education at the Government English School, the
classes were all conducted in English. The non-Malay teacher gave us no chance and
kept communicating with us in English whether we understood it or not and many
times, we were lost in class. There was once, one of those ‘sudden’ ways are that the
teacher set a rule that anyone who speaks another language in classroom will be
fined. In this way for only 3 years’ time in English primary school (Special Malay, I,
II and standard 6) we were able to understand the teaching of teachers as we
progressed to Form 1, where all subjects (except Malay language and Religion) were
taught in English. Even so, our conversation was still in imperfect English. In fact, at
that time, there were no regular rules for learning the language. We have mastered
it in no time since it is all came out of sudden.”344
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2.2.

Strictness and Modernity of the Educational

System
In this thesis, it is conclusive that the elites group captured in this memoirs
had the expectations of being the future socio-economic leaders of Korea, and the rest
of the Korean subjects in this thesis believed that colonial formal education would
prepare them for government establish careers, careers for which there were limited
number of openings and which were based on merit regardless of an individual’s
socio-economic background. At this point, both countries Korea and Malaysia are
assumed to be identical in the context of Modernity of the educational system.

Korea
It is noteworthy that most of the Korean memoirs are littered with the writers’
motivation of going to school during the colonial period. This is partly due to the
Confucian belief in education fever and curiosity about the western culture and family
background. Family background played an important role in determining this group
of people’s success. Those personages from group one that experienced the early
colonial period showed initiative to go to formal education, in other words, new
learning (Shin'gyoyuk) that is also known as modern education. In addition, it is
evidence that in the late nineteenth century, the Joseon dynasty abandoned its
isolationist policy (Swae-kuk-chŏng-ch'aek) and opened up to various foreign
countries, a period of about seventy years during which the indigenous education and
the modern education co-existed until the liberation of the nation in 1945.345
Ku Yong-seo and his peers from the finance circle346 personages such as Kim
Gyo-Cheol, Yun Ho-byeong, and Ha Sang-yong are the representative figures

For a detailed discussion on pre-colonial and colonial education, see see, Han Kiŏn. Hankuk-kyo-yuk-sa [History of Korean education] (Seoul: Pak-yŏng-sa). 250.
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captured in this thesis that reminisced about the westernized and modern education
during the period of colonialism. Apart from that, Song In-sang and Yun Yong-gu
reminisced about the strictness of Japanese teachers and the modern education during
the period of colonialism.
Ku Yong Seo: “It was indeed rewarding that I received good treatment from
the colleague as a freshman. It was fun that I could apply the knowledge I learned in
school, Tokyo University (Tokyo Commercial High School). This Financial center
ran commercial banking and also implemented Japanese colonial policy, I am
enthusiastic about the fact that as a Korean, I will achieve it and achieve my own
wish.”347 From the statement it is evidence that Ku Yong perceived that the Japanese
colonial policy implemented in the commercial banking

Song In-sang reminisced about his particularly memorable good old days in
Keijō Commercial high School, was the learning of English language from a white
man, Mr. Grant. He added: “I learned unfamiliar terms such as terms like ‘shipping’
in the field of commercial practice and ‘Ship security’, and I was able to grasp the
whole business through commercial necessities. I cannot deny that this was a great
help for my career since then.
Yun Yong-gu reminisced about a Japanese teacher of him when he was
studying at Cheongju Higher Common School, Meguro Shiro. According to Yun
Yong-gu, he was honored for his principle as a teacher (sado 師道) that transcended
nationality. He was Japanese but was a pure educator who was far from militaristic
arrogance. He had a sense of patience and strictness of a teacher. He had no
discrimination against Koreans.

. See Ku Yong-seo. Chaegyehoego 9: yŏktaegŭmyunggigwanjangp'yŏnt'yu. [Memoirs of
Financial World 9: Formal Financial Officers]. Han'gugilbosa ch'ulp'an'guk. 1981.
347
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Malaysia
Even though the British colonial policy allowed the plural school system and
the vernacular school (Malay, Chinese and Indian) to be set up in Malaya, the
opportunities for employment was always given to those who graduated from English
school. For instance, Ho Peng Yoke’s memoirs tell us that his mother told him the
best thing his father ever did to Ho Peng Yoke was to send him to an English school.
Taib’s former school, Government English School Muar (GES) was the only
English school in Muar. In its early years, the school had to be content with shifting
from one temporary building to another, including an old market. The government
then took over the school in 1912, and it was back again in its original building. Until
1910, it had its first European headmaster and in 1915 it had a building of its own.
The school celebrated its Golden Jubilee in 1954. “The school has not only increased
in size but it has also grown in stature and has built up such a tradition of which Johor
may well be proud, for today, boys from the old GES are serving not only the State
but also the Federation in the various activities which help to build modern
Malaya.”348
Ramon V. Navaratnam: “Victoria Institution (VI) is used to be handsome and
prominent building in the late 19th century. The new VI was an impressive school. It
is a big bold building which is well situated on a hill in the centre of Kuala Lumpur.
It has first-rate science laboratories, a large and well-stocked library, a swimming
pool which is quite unusual for a school and large playing fields, where several
games can be played simultaneously. In its heyday, it had the reputation for being
one of the best (if not the best) schools in Malaysia. We students thought it was easily
the best school in the country”
Mahathir Mohamad: “In 1933 I was among the lucky few in Kedah to gain
admission into the Government English School. Unfortunately, thousands of others
did not get that opportunity. Had they all been armed with a good education; they
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might have improved their own lives and society’s well-being.” 349 “My own
education was supplemented with the books and magazines I read while growing up.
Before the war I was class librarian for Standard Four. It was my job every Thursday
to buy magazines like Rover, Champion, and Film Fun for the library. I loved stories
about fictitious British heroes like Rockfist rogan and Mad Carew, ace fighter pilots
who shot down German planes with ease. Then there was Jack Keen ‘Tec, the
detective who never failed to get his man. I saw those characters as typical of the
White Man, or Orang Putih, and I wanted to emulate them, particularly their bravery,
the way they planned their moves and their coolness in the face of danger. They were
disciplined men who kept their word. They never gave up, despite the terrible dangers
they faced. Becoming like them, I believed, might help become a person who stands
up to challenges”350
Maurice Baker: “One school-day every year was set aside as “Empire Day”the whole school assembled for a reading of the Empire Day Message after which
school was dismissed. All I remember of Empire Day celebrations is that we were
each given an Eskimo Pie ice-cream which we enjoyed with relish in the heat of the
Sun. We were not aware of the propaganda reason for the celebration. It was all
subtle for out immature minds.’351

Health Service
During the colonial times, British Malaya was known as very unhealthy place
in the early years of 1920s.352
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It is noteworthy that the authors such as Shaari Mohd. Noor and Tun Ahmad
Sarji Abdul Hamid reminisced about the health examination the distribution of milk
given to the elementary students.

3. Comparison of Memory Stories
This part of the thesis carries out a comparison of memory studies between
Korea and Malaysia. As mentioned, a cross-case comparison between Korea and
Malaysia is important to demonstrate the pattern of people memory of colonial
education, how it was accessed and interpreted.
As mentioned in the previous chapters, the memory stories will be compared
at three levels, namely Korea vs Malaysia, Malaysia vs Singapore, and Korea vs
Korea.

3.1.

Korean vs Malaysian

This part compared two countries, Korea and Malaysia through a research on
memoirs focused on people’s educational experience during the colonial period.
Every country has its own characteristics and experiences, and how these experiences
was remembered and presented in the memoirs. Since this part has narrowly focused
on how individual experience of colonial education been assessed.
In the context of Korea, the elites group particularly the individual
educational experience during Japanese colonial period have had a positive impact
on their later life. Nevertheless, in memoirs, Japanese colonialism is blamed for its
‘oppressiveness’.
Among the representative example, Ku Yong-seo, in his memoir described
his mixed feelings when attending Japanese elementary school, “Every day I had to
mix and compete with Japanese children at school, heart aching for one so young”,
on the other hand, in memoirs he again described “the fact I was transferred to the
Japanese school, this change had marked a great transformation in my academic
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ability and a transition period that determined my future.”353 This is a significant
discrepancy which originate in the consciousness of the author. It is noteworthy that
Koreans who attended Japanese school would be more privileged in getting a
scholarship to study in Japan and to get a job after graduation through Japanese
teacher’s recommendation.
In fact, Ku Yong-seo had good educational experience based on what is being
reminisced in his memoirs. For instance, Ku recalled this in his memoirs “It is
unforgettable that I was encouraged by the teacher that taught me in class of “Carlyle
Great Man Story. “When I was looking for a job, I decided to apply for Bank of
Chosen. I was able to join Bank Chosen; I was able to join Bank of Chosen with my
(professor) advisor’s recommendation.”
Here is another Yun Ho-byeong described that the Japanese colonial period
as a very dark period when he attended Han-sŏng English School. Yun’s educational
experience overall is positive and benefited from the Japanese Government
Scholarship and shaped who he is today. But he rejected Japanese colonialism.
In this sense, his memory of the educational experience is more a
personal/individual memories which can be the challenge to the social memories
(Japanese imperialism). He attended Japanese elementary and secondary school, and
was awarded Japanese government scholarship during his studying abroad in Japan.
This was perceived by the family members as an opportunity that gave them access
to government positions, and studying abroad or attending Japanese government
schools would provide merit for employment opportunities, even though there were
many rejected because of Japanese imperialism during that time.
In the context of Malaysia, Malaysian and Singapore personage’s memories
are more or less remaining consistent. For instance, Mahathir Mohamad and Lee
Kuan Yew’s memories are the representative one in this thesis.
Mahathir Mohamad: “I grew up not minding being ruled by the British. When
I was learning the history of the British Empire in school, I was naïve enough to feel
Ku Yong-seo. Chaegyehoego 9: yŏktaegŭmyunggigwanjangp'yŏnt'yu. [Memoirs of
Financial World 9: Formal Financial Officers]. Han'gugilbosa ch'ulp'an'guk. 1981. 21
353
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proud to be a part of it. I even contributed my pocket money to the Malaya Patriotic
Fund, which the British Colonial Administration set up to help pay for World War II.
Every 11 November - Armistice Day, marking the day the First World War ended in
1918 – I would buy an artificial puppy flower and put to my shirt to help support the
war veterans. On that day the normally aloof wives of British expatriates would come
to the school with their trays of paper flowers and slotted tin cans to collect donations.
To my adolescent eyes, the “mems” were gorgeous. I was truly a young Anglophile,
but I believe most people in Malaya were pro-British in those days. I accepted British
news reports as the truth because there was no other source of information to rely on.
Malaya, our teachers told us from our early years, was so peaceful, and its different
races lived together without jealousy, animosity, or history of racial conflict. In fact,
they said ours was a country with no history at all.”
What the author shared here can be investigated through what Znaniecki
called “cultural data”, where the individuals are on motive to explain their experience
and comment on their thoughts, feelings and actions in their own words (Secombe,
1977).
Lee Kuan Yew: “In 1936, I entered Raffles Institution, the premier Englishlanguage secondary school, together with about 150 top students from 15 government
primary schools. Students were of all races, all classes and all religions, and included
many from Malaya. The early headmasters were Englishmen who modelled the
institution on the English public school. The syllabus prepared students for the
empire-wide examinations for Junior Cambridge and Senior Cambridge School
Certificates. The textbooks, especially those for English language, English literature,
history of the British Empire, mathematics and geography, were standard for all the
colonies, adapted I suppose from those used in British schools. The teaching was
entirely in English. Many years later, whenever I met Commonwealth leaders from
far-flung islands in the Caribbean or the Pacific, I discovered that they also had gone
through the same drill with the same textbooks and could quote the same passages
from Shakespeare.”
In comparison to Korea, the Malaysian example indicated a single discourse
on the colonial education. It is evident that both authors show single discourse on the
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colonial legacy despite ethnicity different and the era of transition from imperialism
to commonwealth formation. One of the main reason contributed to this single
discourse among Malaysian is that all the subjects that captured in this thesis are
assumed to be English educated background. In British colonial period, secondary
education was only available in English and Chinese medium.

3.2.

Malaysian vs Singaporean

Malaysia and Singapore memoirs more or less show single discourse on the
topic of the British colonial education except on the religion part. Malayan society
was formed by her multi-racial composition, namely Malay, Chinese and Indian, both
Malaysia and Singapore went through the same colonial period. In this thesis, the
captured memoirs are of elites group that went to English schools. Therefore, it is
evident that all of the personages were positive about British education. Instead of
comparing at country level, individual level of comparison is applied in this context
as it is more realistic look at the dissimilarities between Malay and Non-Malay’s
response on religious concern. Maurice Baker354 described School Certificate Class
years in 1930s were happy and active. In reminiscing childhood and school days in
the Malay Peninsula (1920- 1937) and time in Raffles College, Singapore (19381941),
Mustapha Hussain and Mahathir Mohamad are of the generation who went
to school during the period prior to the Japanese occupation. This generation of
people faced objections from their Muslim communities when they were sent to
English primary school. However, both of them were strongly supported by their
farther and family who insisted wanting their children to be enrolled to English school.
At this point, Malaysian are assumed to believe that British formal education would
prepare them for government establish careers, careers for which there were limited
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number of openings and which were based on merit regardless of an individual’s
socio-economic background. Those days, the aristocratic children were encouraged
to study in United Kingdom. Even the Johor King, Sultan Ibrahim, who had been
under British influence since 1914, saw the need for English education to continue in
his administration.355

3.3.

Korean vs Korean

This part presents a comparison among Korean memoirs with a focus on a
mixes of urban-rural, elites- non elites and the separate school system as well as the
change of colonial policy. In this thesis, the elites generally benefited who, either with
or without scholarship, went to study abroad in Japan.
The representative examples are Yun Ho-byeong, Ha Sang-yong and Ku
yong-seo etc from the financial circle In another word, mixes of urban-rural, elitesnon elites and the separate school system as well as the change of colonial policy 356
have shaped the tendency of school experience. Individuals who came from the
middle class or non-elite backgrounds such as Lee Byung-cheol, Yun Yong-gu and
Lee pil-seok had unique experiences of elementary education during the colonial
period where elementary education was not compulsory for Koreans.
Individuals such as Ri Tae-guk, and Kim Sŏkhyŏng were from working-class
commoner backgrounds whose fathers’ occupations were, variously, farmer, silverworker, chief of village and Confucian scholar. However, this group of individuals
recorded their experience of elementary school as modern education, Koreans were
curious about new learning (Shinhangmun) despite the anti-Japanese sentiment in
rural areas. Most of them had prior indigenous education from being enrolled to the
common schools. Their elementary education experiences vary by individual family
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background and change of colonial policies (before and during pacific war) as well
as the rural-urban divide.

3.4.

Elite vs Non-Elite

Kim Sŏkhyŏng coming from a non-wealthy (non-elite) family, he had to
discontinue his higher education after he graduated from elementary school. His
father wanted to him work on the farm instead of sending home to secondary school.
In order to get a job after graduated from elementary school, he attended Sanmu
School, where it is a short-term vocational school which is claimed to be practical
and faster. In comparison to Kim Sŏkhyŏng, despite both of them are of same
generation (Group 2), Kim Chung Yum coming from a wealthy family background,
experienced several school transfer due to his father’s workplace transfer, Kim
Chung-yum was then graduated from the military academic. Yet he studied under a
more or less militaristic atmosphere in Japan but less oppressive.
Secondly, most of the memoirs captured in this thesis are of successful
entrepreneurs and government servants. Most of the individuals from Group 1 went
to higher education, and usually Japanese teachers taught at higher education, Korean
teachers taught at the lower level in contrast, there were many Korean teachers that
were teaching at lower lever or primary school.
For instance, many of them who had the background of economics and
finance could easily get to work at the bank with their professor’s recommendation.
The most representative figures in this study are Ku Yong-seo, Kim Gyo-cheol, HoByeong Yun, Ha Sang-Yong and O Wi-Young. Their credits to their school and
teachers as well as the modern education system in Japan are listed in their memoirs.
Korea and Malaysia show signs of distortions and reticence in the post-war
and post colonialism eras. As the era of imperialism was over and transitioned into
the cold war system (Korea) and the Commonwealth (Malaysia), people’s memories
were shaped differently. Also, there were different colonial educational policies
carried out in in each of the countries, namely the separate school system (Korea) and
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plural school system (Malaysia). Lastly, there was the changing of colonial policy,
before and after the Pacific war (Korea) and before and after the Japanese occupation
of Korea.

4. Memory and Later Life
In the context of Korea, among the memoirs captured in this thesis, from the
memoirs of financial circles 357 that consists of vivid testimony from the Korean
veterans in the finance world, this thesis is able to identify the discrepancies in
individuals’ evaluation of colonial educational experiences resulted in colonial
mentality that well revealed in these veterans’ retrospective narrative in the memoirs.
The financial elites captured in this study includes, Ku Yong-seo, Kim Gyocheol, Yun Ho-Byeong, Ha Sang-Yong and O Wi-Yeong. These five personages had
the experience of studying oversea in Japan. Among them, Kim Gyo-cheol and Yun
Ho-byeong mentioned in memoirs that their study in Japan was supported by the
Japanese Government.
Speaking of study abroad, these individuals collectively littered their
educational experiences in Japan, The most frequent appeared in their memoirs was
the university entrance exam, their performance in academic as well as the experience
of teachers’ help in career process after graduation and relationship with Japanese
teachers. Their memories of study oversea are as below:
Ku Yong-seo had the memories of teacher’s help in career process after
graduation. He finished his study in 1925. Through his Japanese advisor’
recommendation, he was then shortlisted and hired for the job in the Bank of Chosen
(Chosŏnŭnhaeng).
Kim Gyo-cheol was proud of his achievement in later life and credited to the
status as a government scholarship students that became a very deep foundation for
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him to entering financial world. Yun Ho-byeong after graduating from Sunin School,
under the advice and recommendation from the Sunin principal, finally Yun Hobyeong was once of the two students that got the scholarship to further study to Japan.
Ha Sang-yong.
The fact that they could be able to study in Japan was due to their hard work
and their despite there were high competition amongst Korean to be compete with the
Japanese in Japan. Besides. Kim Chung-yum is another figure that show his highly
competitive academic performance when he was studying at Japan, one of his
achievement is as below:
“In 1944, I was still in my third year of school but was graduated six month
early, as Japan edged closer to defeat. I graduated second in my class, out of 250
students, and received an award from the Chairman of the Japanese Industrial
Education Organization.”
In comparison to Japan, it is evident that Malaysian memoirs do not litter
much about hardwork and personages such as Ramon, Onn Ja’afar, Hussain and
Samad Said etc regardless the generation, and schooling before Japanese occupation
or after the Japanese occupation until independence. Most of them mentioned about
the school activities and curriculum, British Empire history and novels etc that are
odds at Korean narrative characteristic.
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CHAPTER VI. CONCLUSION

1. Summary of research findings
Despite there being more than sixty years since the end of Japanese colonial
rule over Korea (1910-1945), it is still difficult to find an objective and dispassionate
evaluation of what happened to the peninsula and its people during the thirty-five
years of Japanese rule. In postcolonial Korean society, the social discourse on the
imperialist era under Japan is negative in general as part of the social memory. AntiJapanese sentiment is well known but little understood according to the colonial
duality in the context of Korea.
However, the understanding of Korea’s colonialism is shaped by postcolonial
history education that teaches the Japanese colonial policy aimed to completely
destroy Korean identity and culture. Within the framework of the centrality of social
memory, the Japanese colonial legacy is negatively perceived by Koreans overall as
a result of Korean nationalism, which is a prominent factor in nation-building.
The social discourse on the imperialist era under Japan is negative in general
as part of the social memory. The polarization trends of the colonial modernization
theory and the colonial exploitation theory has never been resolved.
There is also the prevailing issue of comfort women which is just one of
several contemporary factors that have heightened tension between Korea and Japan.
Till today, these two countries have never reached a mutually acceptable agreement
pertaining the comfort women issue.
It is therefore concluded that the perception of the colonial period continues
to very much affect the bilateral relations between Korea and Japan today. On the
other hand, other countries are generally positive about the colonial period. Malaysia
and Taiwan are the typical example.
Instead of social perception, this thesis is designed to study in-depth this
phenomenon, which to see whether the individual experience is consistent with the
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social memory on the topic of colonial education in Korea. This thesis sheds light on
the educational experiences of the Korean elites educated during the colonial period
and the characteristics that appear in the Japanese colonial era’s perception of
education. To this end, the characteristics of Korea’s social perception of colonial
education will be analyzed and compare the case of Malaysia, which has colonial
experience like Korea, to characterize Korea’s perception of colonial education as
well as the colonial legacy. This study is utilizing a life history approach and oral
history theory to approach people’s memory and evaluation in the memoirs.
According to Znaniecki, in sociological analysis all information in memoirs
must be taken with the humanistic coefficient, that is, from the standpoint of the
conscious human agents who experience the phenomenon being investigated, not
from that of an outside observer. (Znaniecki F. , 1927)
In this dissertation, the authors of memoirs are defined and classified into two
groups: i) the Generation of the Pre-Pacific War period and ii) the Generation of the
Pacific War period. Both these groups experienced different education systems in
different periods, so their experiences and evaluations show discrepancies between
the two. In these twenty-seven memoirs, there are various events and figures
described based on the authors’ life experience with unique viewpoints on the topic
of colonial education. In some cases, there are several memoirs which cover the same
period (e.g. Pre-Pacific War) of the education system and experiences with
distinctively different points of view.
In many cases, the narrative is of a whole life career from the perspective of
occupation, it shows the process of achieving success in career and life. The twentyseven memoirs in this study consist of different types, the most common being
inspirational memoirs describing struggles against the odds (homo economicus)358 in
Korea.
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The experience of Korean elites who have been educated in the Japanese era
show similarities and differences. In this thesis, the educational experience in the
memoirs are divided into two groups, namely Group One and Group Two, to
distinguish these similarities and differences in colonial educational experience. The
educational background of Group One was elementary, middle and higher educated
before the Pacific War, i.e. before the 1940s.
Because the authors in Group One were educated from the beginning of the
Japanese colonial period to the beginning of the Pacific War (1910-1940), the period
of the 1910 era and the era of educational policy had been in the early stages of
Japanese colonial rule or the policy period (1920s). They also experienced another
form of imperialist education in the 1930s, and many experienced work experience
through employment after being educated.
Many of these authors had worked in relation to economics, some with work
experience in banks and financial associations. They are common in that they were
educated at times when pre-war control was not severe, but they showed different
memories and evaluations depending on when and where they had been educated.
In summary, this thesis examined the Koreans’ colonial educational
experiences extracted from these memoirs and grouped thus: i) the evaluation of the
Japanese education system, ii) evaluation of authors’ relationship with the teachers,
and iii) the evaluation of school friendships.
To begin with, this chapter is divided into four sub-topics, namely: i) An
overall evaluation of education system, ii) Evaluation of relationships with teachers,
iii) Evaluation of school friendships and iv) Educational experience after the Pacific
war.
The fourth sub-topic (after the Pacific War) provides a comparative
evaluation of the education system at different levels of colonization by different
periods, for instance, educational experience of Koreans in the Pacific War period
was controlled and militaristic. Many of those Koreans who received education in
that period described the education system as more oppressive, with many of those
having little chance of finishing their elementary education due to the outbreak of the
war.
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This part showcased an overall evaluation as well as experiences of education
during the Japanese colonial period. People’s experiences varied at every different
level of education due to the level of colonization. In addition, family background
and the rural-urban factors also contributed to the variety of experiences.
This difference of experiences was mainly due to the educational policies in
colonial Korea changing over time in order to accommodate the needs of the colonial
authorities during the thirty-five years of Japanese rule. It is noteworthy that under
Japanese rule, the opportunities for education differed vastly by nationality, endowing
uneven human capital between Japanese and Koreans as well as between genders.
The educational disparity between Japanese and Koreans was present at two
levels: in the availability of educational opportunities and in the attainments of
Koreans, with the latter being a consequence of the former.359
From the findings, the colonial educational experiences of the writers are
different according to the type of schools that they attended, either common school
(Korean) or Japanese school. Differences also arise due to family background and
when the education was experienced - the periods before and after the Pacific war
that determined their future and interpretation of educational experience. These
elements very much affected how colonial education is narrated today in their
memoirs, and the experience was carried into their later life and shaped who they
became.
In addition, family background and the rural-urban factors also contributed
to the variety of experiences. The varied experiences were primarily due to the
educational policies in colonial Korea changing over time in order to accommodate
the needs of the colonial authorities during the thirty years of Japanese rule. It is
noteworthy that under Japanese rule, the opportunities for education differed vastly
by nationality, endowing uneven human capital between Japanese and Koreans as
well as between genders.
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The educational disparity between Japanese and Koreans was present at two
levels; in the availability of educational opportunities and in the attainments of
Koreans, with the latter being a consequence of the former.360 From the findings, the
colonial educational experiences of the writers are different according to the type of
schools that they attended, either common school (Korean) or Japanese school.
Differences also arose due to family background and when the education was
experienced - the periods before and after the Pacific war that determined their future
and interpretation of educational experience. These elements very much affected how
colonial education is narrated today in their memoirs, and the experience was carried
into their later life and shaped who they became.
In British Malaya, among the most important aspects of Malayan society was
her multi-racial composition. To provide a cross-case analysis, a study on
Malaysian’s memory of colonial education is also done in a similar way to Korea. 15
memoirs were analyzed.
As discussed in the previous chapter, although the number of memoirs that
featured people’s educational experience during the colonial period is relatively
smaller as compared to Korea, a majority of the selected memoirs are those of elites,
from influential positions such as minister, professor, politician, historian, lawyer and
novelist. ‘Elites’ is defined here as functional groups which have high status in society.
They are considered to be elites because of the power, talent, and privileges of their
members.361
In the chapter, the authors of memoirs are defined and classified into two
groups: i) the Generation educated in the Plural School System from the beginning of
British colonization until the Japanese colonization, and ii) the Generation educated
in the system between the end of the Japanese colonization and immediately before

Young-lob Chung. 2006. ‘Korea under Siege, 1876-1945: Capital Formation and
Economic Transformation’. Oxford University Press. 113.
361
For a detailed discussion of oral history in Southeast Asia, see Huen, Morrison, Guan,
Huen, P. Lim Pui, Morrison, James H, & Guan, Kwa Chong. (1998). Oral history in Southeast
Asia : Theory and method / ed. by P. Lim Pui Huen, James H. Morrison, Kwa Chong Guan.
Singapore: National Archives of Singapore and Institute of Southeast Asian Studies. Pp. 55
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independence. Both groups went through different education systems in different
periods, on the other hand, their experiences and evaluations can be seen as a more
or less single discourse particularly on the religious concern.
In order to carry out a comparison of memory stories between Korea and
Malaysia. As mentioned, a cross-case comparison between Korea and Malaysia is
important to demonstrate the pattern of people memory of colonial education, how it
was accessed and interpreted. As mentioned in the previous chapters, the memory
stories were compared at three levels, namely Korea vs Malaysia, Malaysia vs
Singapore, and Korea vs Korea.
The finding profiles the experiences of Korea and Malaysia through a
research on memoirs focused on people’s educational experience during the colonial
period. Every country has its own characteristics and experiences, and how these
experiences was remembered and presented in the memoirs. Since this part has
narrowly focused on how individual experience of colonial education been assessed.
In the context of Korea, the elite group particularly the individual educational
experience during Japanese colonial period have had a positive impact on their later
life. Nevertheless, in memoirs, Japanese colonialism is blamed for its
‘oppressiveness’. It is noteworthy that Koreans who attended Japanese school would
be more privileged in getting a scholarship to study in Japan and to get a job after
graduation through Japanese teacher’s recommendation.
In the context of Malaysia, Malaysian and Singapore personage’s memories
are more or less remained consistent. For instance, Mahathir Mohamad and Lee Kuan
Yew’s memoires are the representative ones in this thesis. Mustapha Hussain and
Mahathir Mohamad are of the generation who went to school during the period prior
to the Japanese occupation.
This generation of people faced objections from their Muslim communities
when they were sent to English primary school. However, both were strongly
supported by their farther and family who insisted wanting their children to be
enrolled to English school. At this point, Malaysians then are assumed to believe that
British formal education would prepare them for government establish careers,
careers for which there were limited number of openings and which were based on
240

merit regardless of an individual’s socio-economic background. Those days, the
aristocratic children were encouraged to study in United Kingdom. Even the Johor
King, Sultan Ibrahim, who had been under British influence since 1914, saw the need
for English education to continue in his administration.362
Lastly, a comparison among Korean memoirs with a focus on a mixes of
urban-rural, elites- non elites and the separate school system as well as the change of
colonial policy. In this thesis, the elites generally benefited who, either with or
without scholarship, went to study abroad in Japan. The representative examples are
Yun Ho-byeong, Ha Sang-yong, Ku yong-seo and etc from the financial circle In
another word, mixes of urban-rural, elites- non elites and the separate school system
as well as the change of colonial policy 363 have shaped the tendency of school
experience.
In the context of Korea, among the memoirs captured in this thesis, from the
memoirs of financial circles 364 that consists of vivid testimony from the Korean
veterans in the finance world, this thesis is able to identify the discrepancies in
individuals’ evaluation of colonial educational experiences resulted in colonial
mentality that well revealed in these veterans’ retrospective narrative in the memoirs.

2. Implications and direction for future research
The main finding of this dissertation is that the colonial educational
experiences of the elites from Korea and its characteristics, with a cross-case
comparative analysis that hope Malaysia as a cross-case analysis, particularly in the
aspects of colonial mentality hope to fill the gap in remaking history of colonization
in the context of Korea.

See Ramlah Adam. Dato’ Onn Ja’afar, Pengasas Kemerdekaan. [Dato’ onn Ja’afar,
Founder of Independence] Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka. 1992. 11
363
Change of rule in colonial Korea.
364
The memoirs were co-authored by the Korean senior businessmen, Minister of Economy
and Minister of Finance of many generations which titled, ‘A Memoir of Financial Circles’
consists of 10 volumes in monographic series published over the 12 years by Hankook Ilbo
since 1981.
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ABSTRACT IN KOREAN
회고록에 나타난 식민지 시기 교육 경험에 대한 한국과
말레이시아의 비교 연구

줄이라 임패여
국제대학원 국제학과
서울대학교 대학원

이 논문의 주된 목표는 식민지 시기의 교육을 받은 한국인들의 교육 경험과
일제 시대의 교육에 대한 인식에서 나타나는 특징을 밝히기 위한 연구이다.
이를 위하여 회고록에 나타난 식민지 시기 교육 경험에 대한 기억 그리고
표현을 분석하고 이와 함께 한국처럼 식민 경험을 갖고 있는 말레이시아의
사례를 비교함으로써 국내 식민 교육에 대한 인식의 특징을 밝히고자 한다.
한국의 경우, 일본의 제국주의 교육방식과 그에 따른 교육경험에 대한
사회적 기억과 평가는 전반적으로 부정적이다. 부정적인 평가의 근본적인
원인은 식민지 시기 동안 시행했던 일본의 동화정책과 한국어 교육 금지 정책
이다. 그러나 일제시대 교육을 받은 한국인 개인의 회고록 내용은 일반적인
사회적 기억과는 차이를 보이고 있다.
회고록을 남긴 사람들이 많지 않기 때문에 이를 일반화하기는 어렵지만,
회고록을 남긴 사람들 대부분이 사회적 위치가 높고 그 당시에 영향력이
있었다. 이는 식민지 시기 교육이 한국인 전체에게 혜택이 갔다기보다는 그
당시에 사회적 지위가 높은 일부 계층에게 주로 혜택이 주어졌다는 것을
보여주는 것이기도 하다. 그럼에도 불구하고, 이들이 식민지 시기에 대한
부정적인 사회적 기억에 대해 반기를 들지 않으면서 자신들의 교육 경험에
대해서는 다른 기억과 평가를 하고 있다는 점은 주목할 만 하다.
문헌조사 결과, 시기에 따라 일제시대 교육을 받은 한국인 엘리트들의
경험은 각각의 특징을 가지고 있다. 따라서 본 논문은 회고록을 쓴 인물들을
크게 두가지 집단으로 분류하였다. 집단 1 의 교육배경은 태평양전쟁 이전 즉,
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1940 년대 되기전까지 초등, 중등 그리고 고등 교육 받은 사람들이다.
집단 1 의 인물들은 일본식민지 초기부터 태평양전쟁 전까지 (1910~1940 년)
교육 받았기 때문에 데라우찌 총독(1910 년대)의 실용주의와 사이또 총독의
문화정책(1920 년대)을 모두 경험했으면서 1930 년대의 심화된 제국주의
교육도 배웠다. 이러한 다양한 교육 정책에 따라 회고록 인물들의 식민교육에
대한 인지는 일제의 교육정책에 따라 매우 다르다.
반면, 집단 2 사람들의 교육배경은 만주사변 끝나는 무렵에, 즉 태평양전쟁
시기부터 해방 전후까지 교육을 받은 사람들이기때문에 1940 년대에 심화된
제국주의

교육을

‘내선일체(內鮮一體),

주로

경험하였다.

1940

‘동조동근(同祖同根)’을

년대에

내걸며

일본

한글

제국은

폐지에까지

이르렀다. 1943 년에는 군국주의적 교육을 지향하고 황국신민 정책이 실시된
시기라 학교 명칭도 보통학교로부터 심상소학교로 변경되고 최종적으로
‘국민학교’(國民學校)라고

칭하게

되었다.

이

명칭

하나에도

일본의

문교정책의 한 단면을 엿볼 수 있다. 이에 집단 1 의 인물과 집단 2 의
교육경험은 매우 상이하다.
말레이시아의 식민교육에 대한 인식에 관한 연구 역시 한국과 유사한
방식으로 이루어졌다. 한국사례와 같이 회고록을 남긴 사람들이 비교적으로
적지만, 대부분이 사회적 위치가 높고 영향력이 있었다. 따라서 영령
말라야의 영국 식민지 통치시기에 교육을 받은 말레이시아와 싱가포르의
인물들을 중심으로 회고록을 분석하였다.

영령 말라야 시기 싱가포르는

말레이시아의 하나의 주(州) 였기 때문에 싱가포르 인물들의 회고록도
분석하였다.
말레이시아의 경우, 제국주의 시대에 교육을 받은 말레이시아와 싱가포르
엘리트들의 경험은 각각의 특징을 가지고 있다. 이 엘리트들의 특징을
정리하기 위해서 본 논문에서 연구한 회고록을 쓴 인물들을 크게 두가지
집단으로 분류하였다. 집단 1 의 교육배경은 영국식민지 시작부터
일본식민지까지 (1786-1942 년) 로 복수학교 교육제도(Plural School
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System)하에 교육을 받은 인물들이다. 복수학교 교육제도는 두 개 이상의
학교 시스템이 병행되었지만 서로 분리 된 것이다. 즉, 학교별로 언어 별 매체,
보조금 및 시설 측면에서 다른 규정이 적용되었고 고등 교육에 대한 기회 및
고용에 대한 불평등도 존재하였다. 이러한 복수학교 교육제도에 따라 각기
다른 학업을 이수한 회고록 인물들의 각각 경험들도 매우 상이하였다.
반면, 집단 2 사람들의 교육배경은 독립하기전 무렵에, 즉 일본 식민지 끝난
후 정치적, 경제적, 사회적으로 말라야 시민들의 삶이 극적으로 변화하면서
영국 교육 정책도 변화한 한 단면을 엿볼 수있다. 이에 집단 1 과 집단 2 의
교육경험은 확연한 다른 특징을 갖고 있다.
결론적으로 한국과 말레이시아 식민지 시기의 식민교육에 대한
인식은 매우 상이하다고 볼 수 있다. 한국과 일본의 외교 관계는 식민주의에
대한 사회적 담론과 역사에 대한 개인의 상이한 견해에 따라 계속 변화하게
된다. 반일 감정에도 불구하고, 과거 영향력이 있는 인물들에 의해 우호적인
외교관계를 유지해왔기 때문이다. 대조적으로, 말레이시아와 영국 관계는
양국이 국가 연맹의 정회원으로서 다소간의 단일 담론이 대두될 수 있다.
이에 말레이시아와 한국을 비교 분석한 결과, 식민교육에 대한 개인과 사회의
인식이 상이하다.

………………………………………………………………….
주요어: 식민지 교육, 경험, 기억, 회고록, 한국, 말레이시아
학
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